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ABSTRACT 

 

Knowledge is conceived as practice-based (formed through doing); social 

(generated from the interactions among organizational members and the context 

surrounding these people); strategic (generated through directed actions and shared 

goals) and comprising the identity of an organization. It focuses on cross-generational 

technological knowledge transfer from high tenure to low tenure employees of four 

Thai construction company cases. It was found that knowledge transmit is a routine 

that can be initiated by any of three actors (high tenure, low tenure and management 

member) but limited by an organizational barrier, social factor and personal mind-set. 

Knowledge transmission is also viewed as a stand-alone process which can be 

blended into knowledge co-creation and transformation that leverage the evolution of 

organizational knowledge. When more than two actors come together via semi-formal 

structure, it involves actors play multiple roles of a giver, a sharer, a listener to thinker 

and a problem solver. Moreover, the organizational outcome, eliminating path 

dependence, and increasing management commitment can lead to the success of 



 

 

 

knowledge co-creation and evolution, which is a result when management, high 

tenures and low tenures work together as team-based formalize to create, practice, 

adjust and embed knowledge into the working process. In addition, opening culture, 

flat structure and democratic leadership bring about knowledge transformation. These 

knowledge transmit, knowledge co-creation and knowledge transformation together 

with vision, policy, structure, strategy and culture lead to the evolution of knowledge.  

 

Keywords: Co-creation, Evolutionary process, High tenure, Knowledge Transfer, 

Knowledge Transformation, Knowledge Transmit, Low tenure 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background of the Research 

This research examines one of the critical changes that are taking place in the 

modern workplace: the growing importance of interaction and sharing of knowledge 

and information between different workplace generations under the movement of 

technological knowledge. Technological knowledge is the key success factors for 

many businesses to enhance their completive advantages (Lee, 1999). Lee (1999) 

stated that technological knowledge can be perceived as an activity of knowing which 

can be a fundamental of competiveness in the organization. Furthermore, he modern 

workplace is intergenerational to a degree never seen in a modern working 

environment before: in some circumstances, up to five generations may be working in 

a single organization, from the silent generation or traditionalists (born from 1920 to 

1945) to generation Z (born from 1997 forward)   (Srinivasan, 2012). Each of these 

generations of workers brings different skills, knowledge, and other resources to the 

organization, and their knowledge can be critical for organizational effectiveness 

(Miranda & Allen, 2017). However, the growing number of older workers in the 

workplace also creates some problems in the intergenerational workplace.  

Among the most important of these problems is knowledge retention, which is 

keeping knowledge held by retiring workers within the organization (Burmeister & 

Deller, 2016). High tenure employees are a rich source which is one of the most 
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important resources in the organization: its organizational knowledge. Organizational 

knowledge can be very briefly defined as the knowledge used by individuals and 

collectively within the organizational context (Haridimos & Vladimirou, 2001). (In 

fact, as will be explained in Chapter 2, organizational knowledge is a complex 

construct that is very difficult to define exactly.)   

Of course, some knowledge that high tenure employees hold may not offer 

value to the organization, either because it is outdated or because it leads to path 

dependence (doing things the way they have always been done) (Easterby-Smith & 

Lyles, 2011).  Thus, not all knowledge held by elder workers is problematic if lost, 

because it is also held by younger members of the organization. For example, in 

general the technology skills of older workers mirror those of their younger 

counterparts (even though they may be perceived as having lower skills) (Van Dalen, 

Henkens, & Schippers, 2010). This means that there are some situations where the 

organization will want to practice what Easterby-Smith & Lyles (2011) term 

‘organizational forgetting’, where older or outdated knowledge is abandoned in order 

to facilitate change. However, this does not lessen the value of knowledge held by 

high tenure employees, or the necessity to capture this knowledge and ensure the 

organization can use it.  

In many cases, knowledge held by older workers is not passed onto younger 

workers in the organization. For example, older workers have deep historical 

knowledge of products, processes, and organizational outcomes that cannot be 

duplicated by record review or other tools available to younger workers (Dunham & 

Burt, 2011). High tenure employees, especially those who have worked for the 
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company for a long time, have extensive technical knowledge about their jobs, 

including roles they have taken previously (Starks, 2013). In their recent study of high 

tenure employees in the oil and gas industry revealed that this group of people has the 

amount of knowledge enough to solve the challenges from different processes and 

equipment-related issues (Sumbal, Tsui, Cheong & See-to 2018). In some cases, it is 

difficult to access this knowledge otherwise, as it may not have been properly 

documented or the technology may be older or obsolete. In other cases, such as 

knowledge of specific geographic areas, it may not be commonly used. Older 

workers, especially in technology fields, are also critical sources of knowledge on 

older technology such as obsolete programming languages, which while no longer 

taught, are still in use within the organization’s systems (Sandborn & Prabhakar, 

2015). These skills are critical for maintaining legacy systems, which often perform 

complex and customized tasks that cannot be duplicated with off-the-shelf systems 

and which are difficult and expensive to replace.  

It is not just technical knowledge that high tenure employees hold. They also 

have a wealth of organizational, social and tacit knowledge (Levy, 2011). This 

knowledge typically resides in areas like processes and procedures, client and supplier 

relationships and other important relationships, and materials and equipment use.  For 

example, they can recall why specific processes were put in place, earlier attempts to 

implement an organizational objective, and other aspects of organizational and 

process history  (Starks, 2013). In the oil and gas industry, for example, high tenure 

employees may have knowledge of previous failures (what Sumal, et al. (2018) term 

‘train wrecks’), including why these occurred and what is missing from the ‘official’ 

narrative of the event.  
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High tenure employees may also have extensive social connections, including 

external connections and contacts, that benefit the company (Parise et al., 2006). 

These connections could include people at other workplaces as well as those 

encountered in wider professional life, who can be accessed as an external source. For 

example, they may have developed connections through conferences or made social 

connections from inter-organizational activities, which serve as a source of 

knowledge (Levy, 2011; Starks, 2013).  

High tenure employees make use of their organizational knowledge in many 

ways that benefit the company and younger employees. For example, they may 

transfer this knowledge using an information system (such as a formal knowledge 

management system) (Levallet & Chan, 2019). They may also use a social exchange 

process, such as training younger employees on specific tasks, mentoring employees 

and passing on social connections, or storytelling about earlier situations in the 

company (Levallet & Chan, 2019). In this respect, older workers serve as a repository 

of organizational memory, representing what has come before in the organization and 

how current processes and culture have emerged through time. This expert knowledge 

can be taught to younger workers, but many of them do not learn it spontaneously 

because it is considered unnecessary compared to more modern skills (Calo, 2008). 

Ultimately, organizations – especially knowledge-intensive organizations as 

engineering firms – suffer when high tenure workers leave the workplace through 

retirement, typically because they do not have a plan in place to transfer this critical 

knowledge to low tenure workers (Joe, Yoong, & Patel, 2013). Thus, one of the 

challenges of academic research is to facilitate retention of knowledge from older 
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generation of workers, preserving this critical organizational memory, operational 

skills and knowledge, and tacit knowledge. 

 Knowledge at the individual level can be defined as a “justified, true belief” 

that is derived through a process of discovery (O'Brien, 2006). This definition 

acknowledges that knowledge must first and foremost be true, but it also 

acknowledges that knowledge is a justified belief – that is, it represents an intellectual 

commitment to a specific truth. However, this definition of knowledge is limited in 

that it is an individual definition of knowledge, and does not define knowledge as a 

process of sharing or learning.  

Beyond individual knowledge, there is also organizational knowledge. 

Philosophical studies of knowledge by Polanyi and Wittgenstein have suggested that 

knowledge is both a personal good and a collective good (Tsoukas & Vladimirou, 

2001). This implies that even though knowledge is something that is held internally to 

the individual (O'Brien, 2006), it can also be shared and collected in groups 

(Khedhaouria & Jamal, 2015). Thus, an expanded definition of knowledge can be 

offered: 

“Knowledge is a flux mix of framed experiences, values, contextual 

information, and expert insight that provides a framework for evaluating and 

incorporating new experiences and information. It originates and is applied in 

the mind of knowers. In organizations, it often becomes embedded not only in 

documents or repositories, but also in organizational routines, processes, 

practices, and norms.” (Davenport & Prusak, 1998, p. 5) 
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Given this definition, the generation and transfer of knowledge between 

members of the organization can be understood as a key process in which all 

organizational members participate.  

 Organizational knowledge is critically important for firms and other 

organizations because it is an intangible asset that can serve as a competitive 

advantage for firms (Martín-de Castro, Verde, Sáez, & Navas-López, 2011). In other 

words, organizational knowledge is one of the tools that the firm can use to help it 

compete effectively in the marketplace. In fact, it may be one of the most important 

intangible assets in term of its impact on organizational competitiveness (Grimaldi & 

Cricelli, 2009). However, it is not simply possessing organizational knowledge that 

leads to competitive advantage. Instead, the organization must develop capabilities in 

knowledge creation (or generation) and knowledge management to share knowledge 

between members of the organization and put it to use (Tseng & Lee, 2014).  

Organizations must also be able to protect their existing stocks of knowledge 

from loss through mechanisms like knowledge loss and brain drain (Ahmad, Bosua, & 

Scheepers, 2014; Martins & Meyer, 2012). In the organizational context, ‘brain drain’ 

is the loss of organizational knowledge and skill due to turnover, including but not 

limited to retirement (Widmer, 2012).  Turnover is a frequent occurrence in 

organizations for employees at all levels. According to one researcher in marketing, 

for example, firms have an average 16% turnover per year, and even firms with very 

good employee retention strategies may have an average turnover time of just two 

years (Davis, 2018). This contrasts sharply with earlier periods in the modern 

workforce, where long employee tenure was common and turnover was relatively 

rare, especially among high tenure employees (Widmer, 2012). However, it is not just 
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the change in workforce culture that is causing this shift. As Widmer (2012) notes, the 

ageing of the Baby Boomer generation (now aged about 60 to 75) has led to a 

dramatically increased rate of rapid retirement by veteran employees (Widmer, 2012). 

Thus, many companies, especially knowledge intensive companies are suffering from 

higher levels of turnover, and the subsequent knowledge and skill loss, from multiple 

perspectives.  

Companies have devised different approaches to dealing with knowledge loss 

from rapid employee exit. One case study is Delta Airlines, an American air carrier 

(Parise et al., 2006). During the 1990s, Delta experienced a mass exit of airplane 

mechanics due to a labor dispute, seriously impacting its ability to maintain its aircraft 

in the long term. To avoid a repetition of this event, Delta and other companies have 

used an approach called organizational network analysis (ONA), which is a social 

network analysis (SNA)-like approach to identifying the knowledge held by 

individuals and its value and devising strategies to retain that knowledge. For 

example, an individual identified as a node (high in specific knowledge) or broker 

(high in social connections) would need to have their knowledge captured before they 

left, while a marginal node would be less important (Parise et al., 2006). A different 

approach was chosen by information systems company Hewlett-Packard (Gotthart & 

Haghi, 2009). This approach, called ‘knowledge briefs’ within the company, is an 

ongoing process of knowledge transfer between employees. The knowledge brief 

process requires that individuals submit knowledge through a centralized system; it is 

then reviewed and published for use. Use of the system is part of the performance 

measurement system, with incentives used to promote its use. This helps the company 

to capture knowledge at any time, and provides a direct motivation for employees to 
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use the system and reward for doing so. This approach removes the emphasis on 

individuals and makes knowledge transfer an organization-wide concern (Gotthart & 

Haghi, 2009). However, as a review of eight organizations showed, the tool used to 

capture knowledge and prevent knowledge loss is not as important as the process 

(Levy, 2011). Levy (2011) showed that as long as the process 1) defines the scope of 

knowledge, 2) documents and plans for its capture; and 3) uses the knowledge 

captured effectively, it can prevent organizational knowledge loss from retiring 

employees. Thus, it is not so important which process used, only that there is a 

process. 

 

1.2 Research Problem 

 The research problem this study addresses is ‘how to prevent brain drain by 

establishing an effective cross-generational knowledge transfer within the 

organization?’ Brain drain refers to the loss of organizational knowledge and skills 

because individuals leave the organization, for example because they have accepted 

another job or retired (Martins & Meyer, 2012). This is the problem which many 

companies have been facing, and which may negatively affect the competitive 

advantage of firms in the long term. 

 Brain drain has been an ongoing problem at the Thai construction and civil 

engineering company of this study. The four divisions or business units of the 

company, chosen as the cases of this research project, were among of those 

Thailand’s top ten engineering firms in the area of civil engineering and construction. 

Despite their market positions and expertise, these firms have faced an significant 
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amount of problems concerning its aging workforce. These companies are heavily 

reliant on a core group of technical employees, including civil and electrical 

engineers, who have long working careers with the company and extensive amount of 

technological and managerial knowledge.  

 The problem of organizational knowledge loss from retiring workers (or those 

that leave in other ways) is not unique to the Thai construction company studied here. 

In fact, it has been observed at many companies, and has been shown to have negative 

effects on the firm. One example of such organizational brain drain due to retirement 

has been recorded at Ernst & Young, a global accounting firm (Jashapara, 2011). This 

case resulted in a significant loss of organizational knowledge, which impeded the 

organization’s capabilities because in many cases employees held irreplaceable 

knowledge. With no clear process in place to transfer knowledge between older and 

other workers, this loss became highly problematic until the organization found ways 

to transfer this knowledge. Other organizations have also suffered competitively from 

the loss of knowledge related to retiring workers, ranging from police departments to 

multinational corporations to the oil and gas industry (Hu, 2010; Kuebler, Mertens, 

Russell, & Tevis, 2009; Sumbal, Tsui, See-to, & Barendrecht, 2017). All of these 

organizations face risks such as the loss of key organizational knowledge and skills if 

they do not effectively capture and transfer knowledge from these departing managers 

(Cummings-White & Diala, 2013). However, organizations often do not deal with 

these problems effectively. For example, this survey showed that 45% of American 

computing firms did not make an effort to capture knowledge from retiring workers. 

Ultimately, organizations need to develop effective knowledge transfer approaches to 

prevent knowledge loss following retirement of key workers (Schmidt & Muehlfield, 
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2017). These knowledge transfer approaches need to be specifically designed to 

transfer knowledge between generations of workers, to ensure continuity within the 

organization in the face of an aging workforce. As this is the problem that the 

company faces, as do many other companies around the world, knowledge 

management and knowledge transfer processes offer a path to a solution. Thus, the 

ultimate problem this research faces is how knowledge transfer processes can be 

implemented to effectively transfer important organizational knowledge from high 

tenure to other employees, thereby retaining it within the organization as high tenure 

employees begin to leave the organization. 

 

1.3 Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study is to develop a model of cross-generational 

knowledge transfer within an organization, by focusing on a Thai construction 

company in which cross-generational knowledge transfer is critical for maintaining its 

competitive edge. This research takes place at the organizational level. The intention 

of the research is to reduce brain drain and organizational knowledge and memory 

loss at a Thai construction company. The Thai construction company provides an 

especially interesting case study for conducting this research because of the 

knowledge-intensive nature of engineering and the wide generational gaps in 

knowledge and practice between high tenure and other employees. It also faces a 

significant loss of knowledge that could affect the firm’s viability in future. The 

company has a large engineering and technical staff with extensive experience in 

various areas of civil engineering and construction, and the company needs to develop 

a system to transfer knowledge and prevent knowledge loss. Because this Thai 
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construction company has not previously had an extensive focus on the development 

of organizational memory and exchange of knowledge between high tenure and other 

employees, it does not have an active organizational process or system in place to 

facilitate this knowledge exchange. At the same time, this Thai construction company 

does not simply want to develop a system where received wisdom is passed from high 

tenure to other employees, which runs the risk of reducing long-term competitive 

advantage through path dependence and narrowing of possible sources. Therefore, 

this Thai construction company faces a fundamental challenge of implementing a new 

knowledge transfer system that balances retaining organizational memory and 

innovative knowledge. The overarching question of this research is: “How does 

knowledge transfer across the generations occur in an organization? What makes 

intergenerational knowledge transfer a success or a failure?” A refinement of this 

broad research question is offered in Chapter 2 (Section 2.6). 

 

1.4 Significance of the Study 

The primary significance of this research is for academic understanding of 

cross-generational knowledge transfer and sharing and how it affects the organization. 

There have been several authors that have investigated the process of cross-

generational knowledge transfer, but this study has been scattered in terms of its 

interests and theoretical basis (Harvey, 2012; Kuyken, Ebrahimi & Saives, 2009; 

Starks, 2013). Thus, there are some significant gaps in knowledge, for example a poor 

understanding of the social interaction processes that underlie cross-generational 

knowledge transfer (Starks, 2013). This weak theoretical framework and limited 
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understanding of the empirical situation of cross-generational knowledge transfer has 

deep consequences for academic understanding of a cross-generational workplace. 

While in previous decades this may not have been so concerning, today it is 

increasingly relevant because cross-generational exchange in workplaces is far higher 

than it has been previously (Srinivasan, 2012; Wiedmer, 2015). As these authors 

report, some workplaces – particularly knowledge-intensive information-based 

workplaces – can have up to five generations working at the same time, due to longer 

productive work lives of generations born from 1920 forward. Within such a multi-

generational environment, with many older workers on the edge of retirement, 

understanding how organizational knowledge can be retained and transferred through 

generations is critical to firms. At the same time, there is a very poor academic 

understanding of this process (Burmeister & Deller, 2016). This impedes the ability of 

academic researchers to contribute meaningfully to firms who are undergoing 

generational shifts due to retirement or even death of older workers. This research will 

contribute to the theoretical foundation of cross-generational knowledge transfer by 

providing a robust theoretical model that explains the process and its outcomes. This 

will help improve further academic work on intergenerational workplaces.  

The secondary importance of this research is its potential practical applications 

in the workplace. Poor understanding of cross-generational knowledge transfer is a 

hindrance to the effective development of knowledge sharing strategies for 

organizations struggling with generational handover (Calo, 2008). In other words, 

organizations may be significantly impeded by not having a firm theoretical 

understanding of how and why cross-generational knowledge transfer occurs and 

what it offers to the organization. This research, which is situated in a knowledge-
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intensive organization where cross-generational knowledge transfer is not just 

desirable, but critical to maintain an organization’s competitive edge, will provide 

such a theoretical basis. It will also provide a demonstrative case study for 

organizations to help them identify their knowledge transfer problems and how these 

problems could be resolved. Thus, in addition to the theoretical knowledge this 

research offers for academics, it will also be important to the industry on how cross-

generational knowledge transfer can be implemented.   

 

1.5 Key Terms 

 Following the idea of Leonard & Martin (2019), who have given the term 

“Nextpert” and compare it with expert in order to allow reader to clearly understand 

the difference between these two terms when cascading the knowledge throughout the 

organization. This paper also adopts two terms to define respondents in this research. 

These terms are “low tenure” and “high tenure”.    

Manager: Management employees (managers) are employees whose primary 

tasks are strategic and operational planning, monitoring and control (Combe, 2014). 

Managers can operate at several levels, from top management (the CEO and director 

of the firm) to floor-level supervisors. They may also have specialist planning roles. 

Operation staff: Operation staffs are those tasked with supporting activities 

for the organization, including administrative activities, logistics and supply, 

information systems management, and similar activities (Combe, 2014). Operation 

staffs in the organizations in this study also include low tenure and internship 
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engineers who work directly on engineering tasks and provide the required support for 

other engineers.  

High tenure engineers: High tenure engineers, including job titles like Senior 

Engineer, Lead Engineer, and Engineer Manager, have significant engineering 

experience and advanced education and hold senior roles within the company. High 

tenure engineers are responsible for larger and more complex tasks, oversee low 

tenure engineers, and may serve in technical or team leadership roles or engineering 

project management roles.  

Low tenure engineers: Low tenure engineers, including job titles like 

Engineer I and Junior Engineer, are engineers who have recently entered the 

workplace after completing education. They usually have under five years’ 

engineering experience and hold entry-level roles, often working under high tenure 

engineers on smaller projects and tasks.  

Knowledge Transfer: One of the first processes of knowledge management is 

knowledge transfer, which can be briefly defined as “the process through which 

organizational units are affected by the knowledge based experience of another 

(Inkpen, 2008, p. 447).”  

Cross-generational knowledge transfer:  [CGKT] 

Knowledge transmit: Knowledge transmit is fundamentally a transfer of 

information at the most basic syntactic level, in which shared experience is not 

required but a shared epistemology and lexicon are required (Carlile, 2004). 
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Knowledge Co-creation: While knowledge transmit is conceived as a one-

way process, in practice, knowledge production is a social process of co-creation 

between the actors (Hirunyawipada et al., 2010). Co-creation can be briefly defined as 

the process of working together as equals to contribute to a shared knowledge base. 

The interaction process of organizational actors as it relates to co-creation. 

Knowledge Transformation: Knowledge transformation, which is the 

representation of knowledge across knowledge boundaries (Carlile, 2004). In 

knowledge transformation, a collaborative process between high tenure employees 

and other employees (facilitated by managers) occurs, in which existing stores of 

knowledge are transformed into new types of knowledge; for example, by moving 

knowledge from the individual to the group, between groups in the organization, and 

so on. 

Evolutionary process: The evolutional perspective on knowledge transfer 

argues that it is a complex general behavior that evolves incrementally, and is heavily 

influenced by factors including individual, organizational and knowledge 

characteristics and the mode of knowledge exchange. 
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CHAPTER 2  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Knowledge Transfer 

2.1.1 Definition of Knowledge Transfer 

 of knowledge management is knowledge transfer, which can be briefly 

defined as “the process through which organizational units are affected by the 

knowledge based experience of another (Inkpen, 2008, p. 447).” Knowledge transfer 

can occur through various social and technological channels; for example, direct 

communication and demonstration of techniques and practices (a common route to 

transfer of tacit knowledge) or through documentation, books or other materials 

(commonly used for explicit knowledge) (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995).  

 Knowledge transfer is distinct as a process from knowledge sharing, although 

these two terms are often used together or interchangeably. Knowledge sharing is the 

sharing of information through social networks and/or organizations (Widen-Wulff, 

2014). The information sharing process is a relatively small part of the process of 

knowledge transfer, which also entails processes of searching for and storing 

knowledge and revising knowledge, as explained below. Within the literature review, 

some authors investigated knowledge transfer while others used a more limited 

knowledge sharing perspective. Thus, both terms are used, but knowledge sharing 

should be considered to be a subset of the knowledge sharing process. 
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Carlile (2004) proposes that knowledge transfer is the process used to bridge 

knowledge boundaries at the most basic level – that of the syntactic level. As this 

author explains it, the syntactic approach to bridging knowledge boundaries relies on 

ensuring that there is a shared language between sender and receiver at the knowledge 

boundary to enable effective knowledge sharing. The author acknowledges that 

“when common lexicon sufficiently specifies the differences and dependencies of 

consequence at the boundary, the boundary proves ‘unproblematic’”; that is, 

knowledge can be successfully transferred across the boundary without degradation or 

changing meanings, and will be understood and can be integrated by the knowledge 

receiver. However, he goes on to state that this knowledge transfer process requires 

stable conditions and a lexicon that is truly shared. Without this state in place, 

meaning can be lost or changed in a way that means the knowledge transfer fails.  

Key processes of knowledge transfer include knowledge search, knowledge 

identification, knowledge acquisition, knowledge absorption, storage, feedback, and 

bilateral revision.  

2.1.1.1 Search. Knowledge search is the first stage in the process of 

knowledge transfer. In the process of knowledge search, organizations seek out new 

knowledge, either in their existing areas of knowledge or in complementary areas 

(Shenkar & Li, 1999). Depending on the type of knowledge in question, there can be 

different approaches to the knowledge search process, such as research and 

development (R&D) of basic technologies; new product development (NPD), which 

seeks out knowledge about products and markets to develop new products; or market-

oriented knowledge search, for example finding new markets. Organizations may also 
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seek out new areas to develop knowledge, for example seeking vertical or horizontal 

knowledge within their supply chain.  

These search activities are directed by the organization’s higher strategic goals 

and what is already known (Thomas, Sussman, & Henderson, 2001).  In a strategic 

learning process, the knowledge search process is oriented toward what the authors 

identified as a “higher-order search and interpretation routine” that was intended to 

support the organization’s activities. Thus, the degree of effort placed into knowledge 

search depends on the firm’s context and existing strategies. For example, firms that 

operate in high-tech environments typically devote more effort to the knowledge 

search process through increased R&D effort, which results in a higher level of 

innovation within these firms (Nieto & Quevedo, 2005). This increased knowledge 

search activity is related to the industrial competition of the firms in the industry, 

which face a high-technology environment with strong competitive pressures. 

However, these firms also recognize more opportunities for technical knowledge 

development and knowledge spill overs resulting from the knowledge search process. 

The implication of this study is that firms in less knowledge-intensive environments 

may not devote as much attention to knowledge search.  

2.1.1.2 Identification. Knowledge identification is a second key knowledge 

transfer process. Simply, the organization needs to have a way to identify what 

knowledge is needed (e.g. knowledge gaps or areas where knowledge could be 

improved) (Thomas, et al., 2001). This relates not just to the need to identify new 
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knowledge, but also to the need to strategically prioritize where knowledge search and 

acquisition efforts should be focused.  

The process of knowledge identification requires that individuals tasked with 

it can identify the knowledge that need by determining what is not already known 

(Bera, Burton-Jones, & Wand, 2011). This can be particularly challenging in the case 

of individual learners, who may be required to navigate organizational knowledge 

management (KM) systems without a strong guidance about what they need to know. 

However, it may be even more challenging at the organizational level, since 

generation and identification of new knowledge at the organizational level can 

involve exploration of previously unknown areas (Nieto & Quevedo, 2005). The 

process of knowledge identification has not been well investigated in previous studies, 

according to a systematic literature review of KM in SMEs (Durst & Edvardsson, 

2012). These authors noted that while processes including knowledge absorption and 

knowledge storage were relatively well-studied, other aspects were less well-studied. 

This is consistent with the findings of the present literature search, which revealed 

very few studies that focused specifically on the knowledge identification process. 

Furthermore, the sources that were revealed, such as Bera, et al. (2011), often focused 

on individual knowledge identification rather than organizational processes. Thus, this 

is one area of the knowledge transfer process that, while acknowledged to exist, is not 

well explained in existing studies.   

2.1.1.3 Acquisition. The third process of knowledge transfer examined here is 

knowledge acquisition. Knowledge acquisition in this case refers to knowledge that is 

not generated within the organizational boundaries, but is instead acquired through the 
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firm’s interorganizational networks and the networks of its members (Inkpen & 

Tsang, 2005). In other words, knowledge acquisition is a process of knowledge 

transfer through coordination with other organizations, such as strategic alliances and 

partnerships or industrial cooperative groups. These authors identified the 

organization’s social capital, including its structural elements (network ties and 

network configuration), cognitive factors (shared goals and culture) and relational 

factors (trust between organizational members) as the determinants of how effectively 

a firm can engage in knowledge acquisition from external sources. Knowledge 

acquisition is typically studied as a one-way process, with knowledge passing from 

one partner to the other (for example, from merged firm to parent firm or from 

multinational to local strategic partner) (van Wijk, Jansen, & Lyles, 2008). This 

makes the process of knowledge acquisition fundamentally different from that of 

knowledge exchange, where both parties will provide and accept knowledge.  

It is not only network ties that can lead to knowledge acquisition; a process of 

financial merger or acquisition can also be used to acquire an organization’s 

knowledge (Yoo, Lyytinen, & Heo, 2007). However, this study showed that a 

financial merger does not always result in effective knowledge transfer between 

organizations either. Instead, factors like how the merger was structured, how 

compatible existing and acquired knowledge bases are, shared knowledge contexts, 

time and the role of tacit knowledge can all affect how far knowledge acquisition can 

be taken in the case of a financial merger. Other factors that can affect knowledge 

acquisition include ambiguity, organizational age, and number of relations within the 

exchange network (Van Wijk, et al., 2008).  
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2.1.1.4 Absorption. The fourth process investigated here is that of knowledge 

absorption. Knowledge transfer is only effective if the recipient of the knowledge can 

absorb the knowledge, or internalize the knowledge gained and integrate it into their 

own existing knowledge (Harvey, 2012). Organizations and individuals have a so-

called absorptive capacity, which relates to the degree to how rapidly knowledge can 

be integrated and applied (Easterby-Smith & Prieto, 2008). The absorptive capacity of 

the firm can be defined as “the ability of a firm to recognize the value of new, external 

information, assimilate it, and apply to commercial ends (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990, p. 

128).” Some of the factors that influence absorptive capacity include individual 

cognitive capabilities, which is filtered through “the structure of communication 

between the external environment and the organization, as well as among the subunits 

of the organization, and also on the character and distribution of expertise within the 

organization (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990, p. 132).” Thus, while knowledge transfer can 

be considered as a ‘push’ mechanism, knowledge absorption can be considered as a 

‘pull’ mechanism. Absorption of knowledge is one of the key steps in knowledge 

retention because without retaining transferred knowledge, it is not possibly to retain 

or apply knowledge (Rhodes, Lok, Hung, & Fang, 2008). In general, to ensure 

effective organizational knowledge transfer, there must be a small cognitive distance 

between the giver and receiver of knowledge, to ensure that the speed of knowledge 

transfer is matched by the absorptive capability (Harvey, 2012). A low cognitive 

distance means that the giver and receiver have a common framework of 

communication rules and language, or shared syntax and semantics, in Carlile’s 

(2002, 2003, 2004) terms. It can also mean that both giver and receiver have shared 
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underlying technical knowledge and skills within domains or tasks (Harvey, 2012). 

For example, both giver and receiver may require knowledge of underlying systems 

or technical tasks for the knowledge transfer to make sense and be absorbed 

effectively. In addition, effective absorption of knowledge requires adequate 

understanding of shared syntax and semantic rules, which prevent changing of the 

meaning of the knowledge between shifts (Carlile, 2002). Knowledge absorption also 

requires that there is adequate absorptive capacity, or the resources required to receive 

and integrate knowledge. Resources can include the available people to receive 

knowledge, as well as the amount of time required, technical skills required to 

integrate knowledge, and potentially other resources needed.  

Knowledge absorption can be one of the limiting factors for knowledge 

transfer, particularly if the knowledge transfer is too rapid or if there was an attempt 

to transfer too much knowledge (Yoo et al., 2007). As these authors found in their 

case study of knowledge transfer across organizational boundaries in the case of a 

merger, excessive volume or speed of attempted knowledge transfer inhibited 

effective knowledge absorption, particularly in cases where there was no shared 

context or incompatible systems and social processes. At the same time, absorption 

capability for learning is a fundamentally individual form of knowledge processing 

(Rhodes, et al., 2008). Thus, organizational knowledge absorption is built on 

individual processes of knowledge absorption. Inadequate absorptive capacity within 

the receiving individual, team or other organizational unit means that the knowledge 

transfer will be ineffective, with some or all of the knowledge being lost or 

inaccurately integrated (Carlile, 2002). This can result in organizational knowledge 
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loss through failure to integrate. This implies that managing knowledge transfer 

effectively means consideration of absorption capability and ensuring that the 

organization and individuals are prepared to absorb and apply the knowledge 

transferred.  

2.1.1.5 Storage and Retrieval. After knowledge has been created or acquired, 

it must be stored in a way that allows for retrieval and reuse to enable the remainder 

of the knowledge transfer cycle (Chou, 2005). Knowledge storage means that the 

knowledge has been transferred to a medium that can be used in future, enabling 

retrieval of the knowledge by other members of the organization. In practice, this 

typically means transferring both tacit and explicit knowledge to an additional explicit 

form, and storing the knowledge in knowledge repositories such as manuals or guides, 

books, or knowledge management systems (KMS).  (KMS are discussed in more 

detail in the sections below.)  

 The main reason for storing knowledge is to ensure that knowledge that is 

acquired or discovered is not lost because of failure of individual or organizational 

absorptive capacity (Chou, 2005). Effective knowledge storage also supports the 

knowledge transformation cycle, by ensuring that knowledge can be accessed at 

future points for application and transformation (Carlile & Rebentisch, 2003). 

However, effectively storing knowledge requires several conditions to be in place to 

facilitate the process (Jasimuddin, Connell, & Klein, 2012). These conditions include 

at a minimum a well-designed knowledge repository (the place where the knowledge 

is stored) a storage administrator tasked with ensuring that knowledge is transformed 

to explicit knowledge and stored in an effective fashion (for example that process 
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knowledge is robustly described) (Jasimuddin, et al., 2012). Even under these ideal 

conditions, storage of tacit knowledge continues to be a challenge because the 

transformation of tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge may not be complete and 

knowledge repositories may be less suited to tacit knowledge than explicit knowledge 

(Joia & Lemos, 2010). Thus, even though the knowledge storage process may seem 

straightforward, in fact it may be complicated.  

2.1.1.6 Feedback. Knowledge transfer also requires a feedback process, with 

individuals seeking out additional information and clarification to improve their 

absorption and utilization of knowledge (Harvey, 2012). Feedback in knowledge 

transfer can come from various sources within a social practice network; for example, 

some organizations use customer feedback, along with engineering feedback, to 

develop knowledge about their products or services (Easterby-Smith & Prieto, 2008). 

In other cases, however, knowledge transfer is facilitated by feedback directly 

between the giver and receiver of knowledge, as the receiver of knowledge asks for 

clarification or explanation of the knowledge transferred (Harvey, 2012). In this 

process, the receiver may also challenge the giver’s understanding of the knowledge 

imparted and its relevance to the organization (Tell, Berggren, Brusoni, & Van de 

Ven, 2017). Feedback on the knowledge sharing process can also result from 

individuals not directly involved in the knowledge transfer; for example, managers 

may have feedback on their observations of the knowledge transfer process and its 

effectiveness (Yoo, et al., 2007). Thus, the process of feedback between the giver, 

receiver, and other interested parties in the organization has a direct impact on the 
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knowledge sharing process and its outcomes and can increase the amount of 

knowledge shared.  

2.1.1.7 Bilateral Revision. The final process of knowledge transfer is that of 

knowledge revision, or changing and updating knowledge as it is used to suit the 

requirements of the organization (Carlile & Rebentisch, 2003). The process of 

bilateral revision is in many cases called knowledge transformation, which refers to 

the use of existing knowledge to create new knowledge in response to new contexts or 

external stimuli. This research is concerned with the bilateral revision of knowledge, 

or the changes in knowledge that occur within the organization as the result of the 

process of knowledge transfer, absorption, and feedback. In other words, bilateral 

revision concerns the way in which knowledge changes through the process of first 

transfer and then application. Processes that continually refresh and synthesize 

knowledge increase the firm’s intangible knowledge resources and, if used 

effectively, its competitive advantage (Carlile & Rebentisch, 2003). However, the 

actual process of revising knowledge within the firm can be difficult to describe 

exactly. These authors described the process as a so-called black box, or a hidden 

process which can only be observed by its results. As the authors explain, the process 

of transforming knowledge is heavily contingent on the firm’s specific conditions, and 

can often be highly specialized within the firm. They also noted that the stages of 

change may not be as distinct in practice as it is in the model; for example, there may 

be difficulty in distinguishing knowledge use from knowledge transformation, as the 

processes can occur simultaneously. However, this simple model of knowledge 

transformation is still useful for the present research because it is a descriptive process 
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model, rather than a normative or structural model, for explaining the process of 

transformation. 

2.1.2 Significance of Knowledge Transfer 

Knowledge transfer is one of the approaches that can be used to bridge 

knowledge boundaries, with knowledge being transferred from one knowledge 

boundary to another, for example through the use of a shared syntax (e.g. shared 

procedural rules, vocabularies and other types of communication rules) or semantics 

(e.g. rules of meaning and interpretation) (Carlile, 2002).  However, this author noted, 

knowledge transfer is not seamless, and in fact there can be a lot of reasons why 

knowledge transfer may not be effective. For example, adequate capacity for the 

transfer of knowledge needs to be in place to ensure that it can be absorbed and used 

within the target or receiver, such as a business unit or team. Knowledge can also 

have different meaning within different contexts, which means that it is essential to 

consider of interpreting, rather than just communicating, the knowledge being 

transferred.  

Knowledge transfer has some significant implications for organizational 

performance, but these effects are also highly contingent (Levine & Prietula, 2012). 

For example, this study found that when an organization is operating in a highly 

turbulent or complicated environment, intensive investment in knowledge transfer 

may not be effective at improving firm performance. Furthermore, investment in 

organization-wide knowledge transfer may not be a good investment for most firms. 

Some types of knowledge, such as market knowledge, may be more efficiently 

developed through knowledge acquisition than knowledge sharing (Zhou & Li, 2012). 
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At the same time, other firms may recognize significant benefits from knowledge 

transfer (Levine & Prietula, 2012). For example, it can be an effective way to improve 

productivity; by sharing knowledge between teams or workers, knowledge transfer 

processes can reduce time required for services (Haas & Hansen, 2007).  Knowledge 

transfer can also improve effective imitation of processes and procedures, increasing 

the firm’s competitive capabilities (Zander & Kogut, 1995). Thus, there are both 

positive and negative implications of knowledge transfer for firm performance. 

2.1.3 Mechanisms and Processes of Knowledge Transfer 

Research has shown strong evidence that collective mechanisms, rather than 

individual mechanisms, are more effective at transferring knowledge within 

organizations (Zhao & Anand, 2009). These authors examined collective-level 

knowledge mechanisms and their effectiveness at transferring knowledge, including 

collective teaching and collective absorption of knowledge. They found that these 

mechanisms were more effective than individual teaching or absorption because of 

the social component of creating and using knowledge.  

One typology of knowledge transfer mechanisms argues that there are two key 

approaches, including personalization and codification (Hansen, Nohria, & Tierney, 

1999). A codification strategy, which these authors also call a “people-to-documents” 

strategy, extracts knowledge from individuals, depersonalizes it, and converts it to 

explicit knowledge via documentation and standardization, typically through storage 

into an electronic knowledge management system (KMS). This approach has 

advantages including facilitating one-to-many knowledge transfer and improving 

knowledge reuse. However, some knowledge, especially knowledge that is not easily 
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codified, is lost during the codification process. Thus, some firms adopt a 

personalization strategy, in which knowledge is transferred between individuals on a 

one-to-one or small-group basis. This process of direct knowledge transfer is based on 

prioritization of experts, rather than the goal of reusing knowledge. It is therefore 

more expensive and requires more complex social structures, but also creates deeper 

knowledge and problem-solving that can more readily handle complex, ambiguous 

and uncertain situations. In reality, firms may use a combination of these techniques, 

but most are likely to lean towards either codification or standardization as their main 

knowledge transfer mechanism (Jasimuddin, et al., 2012). 

A formal framework of knowledge transfer (figure 1) demonstrates the routes 

by which knowledge may be transferred within the organization, depending on 

knowledge type and mechanisms for either personalization or codification 

(Jasimuddin et al., 2012). The key factors in this model of knowledge transfer include: 

network actors; organizational knowledge typologies; transfer mechanisms; 

knowledge repositories; and knowledge administrators. Thus, this is both a 

theoretically sound approach and a practical approach to explaining the process of 

knowledge transfer. Of special interest is the inclusion of a hybrid approach to 

knowledge transfer, which acknowledges both tacit and explicit aspects of some 

forms of knowledge.  
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Figure 1  

The Knowledge Transfer Framework (Jasimuddin, et al., 2012) 

 

 

Knowledge transfer can occur at different levels within the organization and 

between the organization and its partners. For example, interfirm knowledge transfer, 

such as transfer between international firms and their local subsidiaries or between 

merged firms, has been commonly studied (Chang, Gong, & Peng, 2012; Inkpen, 

2008; Yoo et al., 2007). Another common form of knowledge transfer is inter-

organizational knowledge transfer, or transfer of knowledge between related (but not 

necessarily subsidiary) firms and other network partners (Hult, Ketchen, & Arrfelt, 

2007; Spencer, 2003; Zhao & Anand, 2009, 2013).  
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This research is concerned with cross-generational knowledge transfer. Cross-

generational knowledge transfer can be defined as the process of transferring 

knowledge between more and less experienced workers (Harvey, 2012). Cross-

generational knowledge transfer can occur using any of the processes described here, 

with the additional dimension of time (different generations) as a knowledge 

boundary. Cross-generational knowledge transfer is often conceptualized as a source-

recipient model of transfer, but it can also be conceptualized as a mutual exchange 

model, in which both individuals contribute to the knowledge of the other. These 

models have different levels of importance for tacit and explicit knowledge. Of the 

levels of knowledge transfer, this type of intra-organizational transfer has perhaps 

been studied the least frequently of all.  

There are some common processes that may be used for revising and 

integrating knowledge throughout the firm. One example of these processes is that of 

cross-functional integration, in which teams of workers from different organizational 

functions work together on tasks like new product development (Hirunyawipada, 

Beyerlein, & Blankson, 2010). Cross-functional integration enables exchange and co-

creation of knowledge from different areas in the organization along with knowledge 

use, facilitating transformation of knowledge. (Co-creation of knowledge refers to the 

social, collaborative process of knowledge search and generation between individuals 

and/or groups.) Cross-generational learning transfer can also facilitate knowledge 

transformation by integrating the knowledge of older and younger workers, who may 

have different experience levels and training knowledge (Harvey, 2012). Another 

example of such processes is one-to-one mentoring relationships, which involve 
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exchange of knowledge between individuals. These types of processes can be highly 

effective for transformation of tacit knowledge, which can be difficult to capture and 

transform under other approaches. Thus, knowledge transformation processes are 

contingent on the firm’s structure and knowledge needs. 

 Knowledge revision, other processes of knowledge use within the 

organization, can be used as a resource to develop competitive advantage (Rose-

Anderssen, Baldwin, Ridgway, Allan, & Varga, 2009). Because knowledge revision is 

a process of creating new knowledge and integrating it into existing knowledge, 

consistent use of knowledge transformation techniques generates new organizational 

knowledge. Therefore, it can be highly effective for the organization. However, as 

with other processes of knowledge use within the firm, excessive investment in 

revising knowledge can be counterproductive as it can redirect firm resources away 

from other areas of importance, especially in complex or turbulent competitive 

environments (Levine & Prietula, 2012). Therefore, the firm must balance knowledge 

revision with other forms of knowledge acquisition to remain effective.  

2.1.4 Technologies of Knowledge Transfer 

 Knowledge transfer does not have to use any specific technology, and in fact 

can be accomplished person-to-person, only using aids such as manuals or guides or 

even verbal communication (Bera, et al., 2011). However, there are common 

technologies that may be employed for knowledge transfer, particularly at the 

organizational level. One of these technologies is the knowledge management system 

(KMS), which is information technology tool designed to capture, store, and allow 

search and retrieval of organizational knowledge (Becarra-Fernandez & Sabherwal, 
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2015). KMS may even be used within SMEs as a tool for effective knowledge 

transfer, since lightweight KMS can be inexpensive and relatively easy to use (Bera, 

et al., 2011). They may also be used more heavily in knowledge-intensive 

organizations, for example high-tech firms, because of the need to capture and store 

more knowledge(Becarra-Fernandez & Sabherwal, 2015).  

There are some considerable weaknesses in reliance on KMS for knowledge 

transfer. One of these weaknesses is that typically, IT-based systems like KMS are 

only effective at storing and transferring codified knowledge (either explicit 

knowledge or tacit knowledge that has been transformed, perhaps imperfectly) 

(Roberts, 2000). Another problem is that there is no single standard for such 

technologies, and in fact the technologies used in different firms can be 

incommensurable, making it difficult to transfer knowledge through acquisition (Yoo, 

et al., 2007). Furthermore, simply having a KMS or other technology is not effective 

if the system is not integrated into processes of knowledge management and use 

(Vorakulpipat & Rezgui, 2008). Thus, while it is indisputable that KMS and other IT 

systems are commonly used in technology transfer, the use of technology is not in 

itself enough to ensure effective knowledge transfer.  

2.1.5 Types of Knowledge Transfer 

 The knowledge transfer process can take place at different levels and involve 

different audiences and contexts, resulting in different types of knowledge transfer. 

One distinction is based on the communication flows; knowledge transfer can be one-

to-one, one-to-many, or many-to-many, or can include a combination of these 

communication flows (Gray & Meister, 2006). Knowledge transfer may also be 
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formal (or bound by established formal processes within the organization) or informal 

(occurring organically and without established processes) (Mitton, Adair, McKenzie, 

Patten, & Perry, 2007). Furthermore, as this research is concerned with cross-

generational knowledge transfer it is important to note that this transfer can occur 

from high tenure to other employees or from other employees to high tenure (Kuyken, 

2012). Thus, knowledge transfer is not a unidirectional process and can occur in many 

different dimensions at once. 

2.1.6 Summary of the Knowledge Transfer Process 

 The core process of knowledge transfer is a process through which one 

organization (or organizational unit) can adopt the knowledge generated through the 

experience of another and make use of the knowledge so gained (Inkpen, 2008).  

Knowledge transfer begins with a process of generating knowledge, such as through 

knowledge search processes like R&D or knowledge identification processes, which 

seek out information that is not known. Knowledge acquisition, in which knowledge 

gained by one organization is adopted by the other organization, then follows. The 

process of knowledge acquisition can occur through strategic or cooperative activities, 

but it can also occur through literal acquisition of the organization. Following 

knowledge search, identification, and/or acquisition processes, the organization then 

must absorb the new knowledge by integrating it into their own work processes and 

practices. Knowledge must also be stored effectively for future retrieval. Finally, the 

reason for transferring knowledge is to make use of the knowledge within the target 

organization, which results in additional processes including feedback and revision of 

the knowledge that was received. There are several organizational processes that are 
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known to be associated with transfer of knowledge, with each stage of the knowledge 

transfer process having its own sub-processes. Technological tools such as KMS are 

also used in the process of knowledge transfer, although there are problematic aspects 

of these tools.  

 

2.2 Three Challenges of Knowledge Transfer 

 Knowledge transfer is not a straightforward process, and may often be 

ineffective or only partially effective depending on the working conditions (Argote & 

Ingram, 2000). This research examines three specific challenges in knowledge 

transfer: knowledge as practice, path dependence, and boundaries of knowledge. 

2.2.1 Knowledge as Practice 

Knowledge can be regarded in different ways, such as a stock of facts or a 

process of learning, selecting, and applying information (Braganza, Hackney, & 

Tanudjojo, 2009; Karim & Williams, 2012). In this research, knowledge is regarded 

as something that is learned through an active process of discovery and application, 

including steps such as creation of knowledge or learning, mobilization or use of 

knowledge, and diffusion or sharing of knowledge (Braganza et al., 2009). This 

approach is that of knowledge as practice, in which knowledge emerges through a 

process of exchange between individuals (Orlikowski, 2002). Knowing - the 

formation of knowledge – is a fundamentally social practice that emerges from 

interaction between networks of actors, rather than a static stock of facts or a fixed 

capability. Thus, knowledge emerges not from a single individual within the 
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organization but from an alignment of the organization toward the process of 

knowledge.  

2.2.1.1 Knowledge as Enacting and Emerging. Knowledge may be spoken 

of as enacting or emerging, both of which can be viewed as extensions of the 

knowledge as practice approach .Enacting knowledge is the process of taking 

generalizations previously learned through organizational processes and 

implementing these generalizations to new problems (Tsoukas & Vladimirou, 2001).  

In other words, knowledge as an enacting process can be viewed as the use of existing 

knowledge in new contexts .Emerging knowledge refers to the rearrangement of 

knowledge resources and social interactions and the emergence of new knowledge 

through these new processes and structures (Yoo et al., 2007). The emergence of new 

knowledge is a step beyond the enactment of knowledge, not just applying existing 

knowledge but also modifying knowledge from new situations .What both of these 

uses of knowledge have in common is that they are connected to the social process of 

knowledge as an interaction between individuals (Orlikowski, 2002).   

The social process through which knowledge emerges can be termed 

knowledge co-creation or collective knowledge generation. Knowledge co-creation 

involves collaboration between individuals and firms to discover new knowledge and 

transform existing knowledge that can be used effectively for both (Arikan, 2009). 

Organizational knowledge is not evenly distributed to every member of an 

organization; instead, communities of practice include members with many different 

types of social, technical and other knowledge that can be used together to achieve 

goals (Orlikowski, 2002). Thus, knowledge co-creation does not necessarily involve 
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each member of a group contributing in the same way; instead, tasks, expertise and 

processes must be managed so that each member can contribute effectively from their 

area of expertise (Tell et al., 2017). Knowledge co-creation can occur at different 

levels, for example within teams (Staples & Webster, 2008) or between firms (Hult et 

al., 2007). These levels have different collaborative needs and requirements. 

The social aspect of knowledge creation is one explanation for why collective 

knowledge creation or co-creation may be more effective (Zimmermann & 

Ravishankar, 2014). These authors studied the role of social capital in knowledge 

transfer. They found that the structure and relationships, along with individual 

cognition, did influence knowledge transfer. However, they also found that collective 

efficiency of a team or group had a significant impact on the process of knowledge 

transfer as well. Thus, one possible reason for the effectiveness of knowledge co-

creation is that knowledge is embedded in a social rather than individual context. 

Combining diverse sources of individual knowledge is also another reason knowledge 

co-creation may be effective (Orlikowski, 2002). However, knowledge co-creation 

and collaboration does not necessarily provide a benefit for the organization (Levine 

& Prietula, 2012). Instead, these collaborative efforts must be developed individually 

to ensure that they are targeted in a way to positively influence performance, rather 

than implemented across the board.  

There are various tools that can be used to facilitate social creation of 

knowledge. Structures such as collective bridges can facilitate the collective creation 

and transfer of knowledge, although they may not be as efficient in transferring 

individual knowledge (Zhao & Anand, 2009). Transactive memory systems (TMS) 
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can also be effective at transferring knowledge collectively, although these systems 

may be limited to abstract knowledge (Lewis, Lange, & Gillis, 2005). Regardless of 

the specific tools used, it is critical for the organization to offer a high level of access 

to members to facilitate knowledge transfer and co-creation (Levine & Prietula, 

2012).  

2.2.1.2 Knowledge as Possession. There is also an alternative approach to 

knowledge, which is knowledge as possession (something that is known, rather than a 

process of knowing  () Cook & Brown, 1999). This perspective on knowledge argues 

that knowledge is a tangible and static capability or stock that is used within the 

organization to meet its needs (Spender, 2008).   According to the knowledge-based 

view of the firm, the organization’s stocks and flows of knowledge are the only truly 

sustainable resources available to the firm (Easterby-Smith & Prieto, 2008).   

Knowledge represents an intangible resource of an organization, which it can use to 

develop a sustainable competitive advantage  (Hall, 1993). Sustainable competitive 

advantages are the resources a firm can use to gain an advantage over others in the 

operating environment and which cannot easily be replicated .Under this model, it is 

how the firm chooses to use its knowledge resources that determines whether it can 

gain a competitive advantage (Easterby-Smith & Prieto, 2008).  As an example, the 

firm’s stocks of knowledge influence whether it will involve in radical innovation 

(Zhou & Li, 2012)  .  

The perspective of knowledge as a possession ignores the fact that knowledge 

develops over time and cannot simply be applied without consideration to context – in 

short, even when written down as information, knowledge must be used using a 
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process of understanding and application that means that it does not remain static over 

time (Spender, 2008). The practice perspective on knowledge is more effective than 

the perspective of a stock of facts (possession) because it is a dynamic perspective 

that can be adapted and modified as the organization changes around it (Braganza et 

al., 2009). Thus, while knowledge as possession (something tangible that the firm 

owns) may be more intuitive, knowledge as practice (something that the members of 

the firm do socially) is a more useful approach for understanding how organizations 

generate knowledge. 

2.2.1.3 Limitations of the Practice-Based Approach to Knowledge. The 

practice perspective on knowledge is a theoretical perspective that, as Braganza, et al. 

(2009) noted, may sometimes be difficult to isolate in practice. However, as their 

research also showed, it is possible to isolate and observe these processes in the 

organization. Thus, this is not a complete limitation, but only one of the difficulties of 

using the knowledge as practice approach. Another of the limitations of the 

knowledge as practice approach is that it can be difficult to define what practice 

consists of and how it emerges (Guzman, 2009). This is a problem because the 

boundaries of practice can vary from field to field and from individual to individual. 

Thus, observing differences is not just an organizational problem, but also a problem 

of individual learners and their social interactions and differences in approach to 

knowledge practices. These limitations do not eliminate the usefulness of the 

knowledge as practice approach, but do mean that care must be taken in its 

observation and use 
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 2.2.1.4 Local Knowledge. One of the issues of knowledge as a practice is that 

it is inherently local. Local knowledge refers to knowledge that was created within 

and is situated within a specific setting (whether this is an organizational setting, a 

specific time period, a specific market, or other setting) (Weber & Khademian, 2008). 

Knowledge is created within the organization through an interaction of organizational 

experience and context (Argote & Miron-Spektor, 2011). Because this is an intangible 

process of social interaction resulting from relationships between members of the 

organization (Orlikowski, 2002), it cannot easily be duplicated. Approaching 

knowledge as a practice-based outcome means that because knowledge is developed 

in specific settings, it may not be applicable to other settings, or may need to be 

adapted in unpredictable ways in order to apply effectively (Weber & Khademian, 

2008). The localization of knowledge is inevitable when knowledge is approached as 

a practice, but it also causes problems for the transfer of knowledge between different 

settings. In addition to the problems of transferring knowledge between different 

organizations, there can also be other problems with transferring knowledge between 

settings, such as differences in cultural understanding of the knowledge base (Cetina, 

2007). Because there are differences in cultural assumptions and epistemologies (or 

philosophies of knowledge), this can mean that knowledge that is transferred between 

individual cultures even within the same organization may lose some of its relevance 

or may be difficult to apply. At the same time, local knowledge can be beneficial for 

knowledge transfer within large organizations, because this local knowledge can be 

used to enhance and supplement knowledge transferred from the central organization 

(for example, from headquarters to local offices or from MNC to local strategic 
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partner) (Hong, Snell, & Easterby-Smith, 2009). Thus, the local knowledge produced 

through knowledge as practice is both problematic and can be used as a tool to 

improve the organization’s stocks of knowledge.  

2.2.1.5 Knowledge Stickiness. Another concern is that knowledge tends to be 

sticky, or in other words difficult to transfer between organizations (Jensen & 

Szulanski, 2004). The stickiness of knowledge means that even within MNCs that 

have a nominally standardized business model and processes, knowledge may not be 

effectively transferred between sub-organizations such as business units or 

subsidiaries. Knowledge stickiness can either prevent transfer of knowledge entirely 

or can reduce the amount of knowledge transferred within the organization or between 

organizations.  

Some of the reason for knowledge stickiness identified by Jensen & Szulanski 

(2004) include lack of organizational adaptation of knowledge to local contexts and 

lack of motivation for accepting new knowledge. Other authors have clustered reasons 

for knowledge stickiness into two categories: personal factors and organizational 

factors (Schuller, 2014). Personal factors for knowledge stickiness are reasons for 

individual resistance to accepting and applying knowledge transfers, including lack of 

motivation, conflict between knowledge sender and receiver, or other factors that 

reduce the transfer of organizational knowledge, such as geographic distance or 

administrative barriers. Organizational factors that create knowledge stickiness 

typically include organizational systems and structures and management practices. 

Schuller’s (2014) typology identified five different organizational conditions which 

create organizational stickiness. These include conditions like silos (where internal 
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boundary crossing is prohibited or discouraged); “not invented here” (where 

individuals resist knowledge from outside the organization); “Babel” companies 

(where systems are too chaotic or disorganized to facilitate knowledge transfer); “by 

the book” companies (where only explicit knowledge is a concern); and “bolt-it-on” 

companies (where companies do not attempt to integrate transferred knowledge).  

Knowledge stickiness is most commonly considered in firm-to-firm transfers 

(Schuller, 2014), but it also occurs in internal knowledge transfers, where it can have 

serious consequences for the firm. Some of the reasons for internal stickiness 

identified by Szulanski (1996) include difficult relationships between the individuals 

or departments involved in knowledge transfer, ambiguity about knowledge and 

causal effects, absorptive capacity, and organizational barriers to sharing of 

knowledge. Li and Hsieh (2009) suggested that up to a point, knowledge stickiness 

could be beneficial (for example, facilitating the effective integration and use of 

knowledge), but beyond that point it may discourage or even prohibit knowledge 

transfer. Thus, while knowledge stickiness is not automatically bad, if resistance is 

too strong it will negatively effect knowledge transfer attempts.  

2.2.1.6 Knowledge Flows. The social nature of knowledge as a 

communication practice presents the possibility of understanding knowledge not as a 

stock of a specific good, but instead as a flow through the organization (Gupta & 

Govindarajan, 2000). The knowledge flow refers to the path that knowledge takes 

through the organization’s social and technological networks. Typically, 

organizational units such as subsidiaries, termed nodes, can be characterized as 

having knowledge outflows to other nodes (as determined by their knowledge stock’s 
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value, sharing motivations, and communication channel richness) and inflows from 

other nodes (determined by communication channel richness, absorptive capacity, and 

motivations). Knowledge flows within the organization, because they can be (at least 

to some extent) controlled and directed, are co-occurring with flows of power within 

the organization (Mudambi & Navarra, 2015). The implication of this is that 

knowledge is not a value-neutral or non-political good within the organization; 

instead, it is a resource that can be used not just for substantive goals such as 

innovation, but also to achieve political goals and to accumulate power within the 

organization’s boundaries. Thus, knowledge cannot be considered either as a static 

stock or as a non-political or politically neutral phenomenon, but is instead related to 

the exchange of power between different nodes of the organization. 

2.2.1.7 Knowledge Management (KM). Knowledge management (KM) is 

the process of acquiring, retaining, maintaining, retrieving and sharing knowledge 

between members of an organization across time and space (Stein, 1995). The process 

of knowledge management is critical for establishment and use of organizational 

memory (Leonard, Swap, & Barton, 2014; Stein, 1995; Walsh & Ungsen, 1991). 

There are several different approaches to managing knowledge within the 

organization, which involve different levels of emphasis on human factors and 

technological factors (Lloria, 2008). There are also differences in whether the 

emphasis of knowledge management within these models is on capturing existing 

knowledge or on transforming or creating new knowledge. Thus, even though Stein 

(1995) offers a consistent and simple definition, the concept is still relatively 

complicated.   
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Knowledge management is often (although not always) implemented using a 

knowledge management system (KMS), which is a special-purpose information 

system designed to capture, store, and disseminate knowledge throughout the 

organization (Dalkir, 2013). However, although it is often presented as such, 

knowledge management is not simply an information system or a form of 

accumulating knowledge on top of knowledge (Cook & Brown, 1999). Instead, 

knowledge is a tool for knowing, in which individuals assemble different aspects of 

knowledge to apply to a specific problem or question. Thus, the process of knowledge 

management goes beyond the simple implementation of a system to store and transmit 

explicit knowledge to incorporate different stakeholders, perspectives, and ways to 

combine and diffuse different types of knowledge (Dyer & Nobeoka, 2000). This 

study demonstrated that this approach, in which the knowledge management system is 

used in the service of complex assemblages of knowledge, is more effective than 

simply implementing software systems. This research uses a process/system approach 

rather than an IT system approach in line with this insight. 

2.2.2 Path Dependence 

The concept of the knowledge path is based on the principle of path 

dependence (Yoo et al., 2007). This author constructed a model of knowledge sharing 

during the post-merger integration process, identified path dependence as a significant 

factor in the process of knowledge sharing. These authors state that “A path 

dependent process is one in which any action or event, seemingly insignificant at the 

time of its occurrence, becomes a major determinant of the future actions and events 

(Yoo, et al., 2007, p. 326).” Applied to the context of knowledge sharing, this means 
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that knowledge sharing is determined by historical events and conditions, which may 

not always be clear to the naked eye.  

The implication of path dependence for knowledge sharing is that it is not 

always obvious which events should be recorded and transmitted for future 

knowledge transfer, which can lead to a loss of knowledge about certain aspects such 

as causes and effects (Yoo, et al., 2007). Because individuals do not know at the time 

what effects a particular event or action may have, their own experience can lead to 

bias in what is retained and shared. Particularly, organizations and individuals may 

use their previous experience to determine their future actions, refocusing their efforts 

in areas that have been successful previously and avoiding those that have been 

unsuccessful. While this approach is intended to be adaptive, in some cases it can be 

maladaptive because it prevents managers and other decision-makers from choosing 

paths they are unfamiliar with, even if they could potentially be more successful. 

Knowledge path dependence can lead to individuals preferring approaches that have 

been successful in the past while disregarding those that are new or that they may not 

have thought of previously, which can lead to an unfortunate tendency to reuse 

solutions rather than look for new, potentially better, solution. For example, 

individuals may not recognize that the context of a particular action or event has 

changed, which can make a previously good solution less effective or offer a better 

solution than has been used in the past. This is commonly referred as path 

inefficiency, in which solution paths are not considered under optimal conditions but 

are instead biased by previous experience and therefore do not provide the best 

solution (Liebowitz & Margolis, 1995). This is not always negative for individual 
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decision-makers, for example, when making a decision rapidly is more important than 

optimizing the decision outcome. However, it can be destructive for organizations 

because it tends to lock in solutions that have worked previously and prevent the 

organization from responding effectively to changing contexts or conditions (Sydow, 

Schreyögg, & Koch, 2009).  Path dependency can also have negative implications 

when it comes to absorptive capacity (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990). Specifically, these 

authors note that development of absorptive capacity is based on existing absorptive 

capacity, which gradually builds up. This means that organizations that fail to actively 

develop absorptive capacity can lose the ability to effectively develop it, therefore 

impairing their competitive advantage. They note that this is particularly likely under 

fast-moving external conditions, for example rapidly developing fields or changing 

competitive environments. Therefore, under some organizational conditions, 

including locking in solutions and failure to develop absorptive capacity, path 

dependence is maladaptive and has increasingly negative effects. There are some 

approaches that can be used for reduction of path dependency within the knowledge 

transfer process, such as the use of improvisational techniques for knowledge sharing 

and knowledge transfer rather than attempting to codify all possible knowledge 

sharing practices (Krylova, Vera, & Crossan, 2016). However, these practices may be 

discouraged in certain organizational conditions, for example organizations with 

heavily codified knowledge transfer. 

Cross-generational knowledge transfer may be a critical problem for 

organizations that rely on transferred knowledge to establish strategies without 

considering whether this is appropriate for the current context (Yoo, et al., 2007). One 
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example of this can be seen in Chinese family firms, where over time more and more 

of the organization’s resources may be devoted to maintaining network relationships 

(guanxi) (Dou & Li, 2013).  While these relationships can be important for firms, 

simply focusing on only the network relationship and not considering other strategies 

tends to limit the productivity and strategy success of the firm. A study in an Indian 

pharmaceutical firm highlighted the possibility that path dependence could limit the 

organization’s performance in the long run, since different generational cohorts had 

different knowledge and skills (Kale & Little, 2010). These differences meant that 

while older workers knew different things, they were not necessarily better things, and 

in particular the tested solutions of older workers may not take into account 

differences in the current business context.  

For this reason, knowledge gained via knowledge transfer should not be 

accepted at face value but should instead be considered as one possible solution in a 

range of choices, rather than being used to set strategy or establish processes without 

considering whether the solutions are appropriate for the modern context.  Thus, 

previous experience and resulting path-dependent actions do need to be considered in 

the sharing of knowledge. 

2.2.3 Knowledge Boundaries 

2.2.3.1 Five Types of Knowledge Boundaries. A knowledge boundary is a 

gap that knowledge must cross in order to be effective (Borg & Söderlund, 2014; Rao 

& Drazin, 2002; Söderlund & Bredin, 2011; Tell, Berggren, Brusoni, & Van de Ven, 

2017). There are five types of knowledge boundaries that can be identified from the 
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literature. These boundaries include individual boundaries; domain-oriented 

boundaries; task-oriented boundaries; spatial boundaries; and temporal boundaries. 

These different boundaries mean that knowledge is often ambiguous and vague, and 

may be very difficult to define fully (Tell, et al., 2017). These knowledge boundaries 

are part of what causes the complexity and ambiguity of organizational knowledge, 

since may not be clear what is known across boundaries. 

Individual Knowledge Boundaries 

Individual boundaries are the boundaries between the self and other. At the most 

basic level, knowledge is individual – that is, each individual person holds and uses 

knowledge (Cook & Brown, 1999). To cross individual boundaries of knowledge, 

individuals must both be willing to exchange knowledge and be able to exchange 

knowledge (for example, being able to speak the same language) (Tell, et al, 2017).  

Domain-Oriented Knowledge Boundaries  

Domain-oriented boundaries divide declarative knowledge into specific 

domains or areas of concern, for example, knowledge of specific techniques, 

knowledge of specific disciplines, or knowledge of specific people or groups (Tell, et 

al., 2017). Knowledge is domain-specific and specialized, meaning that knowledge 

that relates to one area may not be relevant (or may even be inaccurate) to another, or 

may be viewed differently in some domains.  
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Task-Oriented Knowledge Boundaries  

Knowledge can also be said to be task-oriented; that is, knowledge is not just 

knowing, but doing something with what one knows (Cook & Brown, 1999). For 

example, task-based knowledge that relates to designing a road may not be the same as 

the knowledge that relates to designing railroads (although there may be some 

significant overlap). Task-oriented boundaries separate the required know-how or 

procedural knowledge required for specific tasks from each other.  

Spatial and Temporal Boundaries  

Knowledge also has spatial and temporal boundaries: it may only be accurate 

in a certain space and time (Tell, et al., 2017). Spatial boundaries and temporal 

boundaries divide knowledge by distance in space and time.   

Spatial Boundaries 

In organizational terms, knowledge may be confined to an individual, to a 

department or team, or to one organization and not another (Tell, et al., 2017). In 

international organizations, this can mean that knowledge applies to one country and 

not another, or to one department and not another. This is relevant at the Thai 

construction company because there are different engineering departments with 

different tasks and knowledge concerns, and therefore knowledge cannot be treated as 

equivalent across this boundary. 

Temporal Boundaries 

The temporal boundary of knowledge means that knowledge may be relevant 

at some times and not others (Tell, et al., 2017). This means that, for example, 
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organizational knowledge that was gained in one period (for example, during the 

training of one generation of engineers) may not remain relevant in another 

generation; it may have been supplanted by other knowledge or even become 

obsolete. The temporal boundary is expected to be one of the main boundaries that 

will need to be overcome to effectively implement a cross-generational knowledge 

transfer program. 

2.3.3.2 Bridging Knowledge Boundaries. Boundary bridging is the process 

of connecting different domains of knowledge across boundaries (Carlile, 2004). 

Processes of bridging include transferring, in which syntax such as rules and 

vocabulary enables sharing of knowledge; translating, in which semantic meaning is 

communicated between domains; and transformation, in which knowledge is 

represented and negotiated across boundaries. The transformation of knowledge, 

referred to as a pragmatic approach to knowledge boundaries, is “a process of altering 

current knowledge, creating new knowledge, and validating it within each function 

and collectively across functions (Carlile, 2002, p. 445).” This process results in 

effective interpretation and application of knowledge across domains.  Exchange and 

transfer of knowledge across boundaries also affords opportunities for the emergence 

of new knowledge within the organization (Tell, et al., 2017). Thus, working 

collectively across knowledge boundaries while engaged in enactment of knowledge 

processes can be a source of organizational knowledge improvement.  

2.2.3.3 Politics of Knowledge Boundaries. One of the problems that can be 

observed in the maintenance and/or bridging of knowledge boundaries is conflict 

between organizations and individuals involved in the bridging activity (Sturdy, 
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Clark, Fincham, & Handley, 2009). These conflicts, which could be termed the 

politics of knowledge boundaries, result from personal and organizational differences 

as well as problems such as existing interpersonal conflict, cultural differences, and 

other factors. The politics of knowledge boundaries are related to the problem of 

knowledge stickiness, which was discussed previously in this chapter. For example, 

this could include interpersonal relationship problems between individuals, 

organizational power struggles, or issues like different viewpoints on what knowledge 

is important and how it should be used (O'Dell & Greyson, 1998; Szulanski, 1996). 

The political nature of bridging knowledge boundaries does not mean that this 

bridging process cannot occur, but only that it may require additional negotiation to 

effectively transfer knowledge between organizational units or individuals. There are 

various negotiation strategies available; for example, managers can facilitate 

knowledge transfer by either clarifying ambiguity that causes reluctance to bridge 

knowledge boundaries or by using this ambiguity to encourage knowledge adoption 

using different aspects for different groups (Barley, Leonardi, & Bailey, 2012). 

 

2.3 Cross-Generational Knowledge Transfer 

Cross generation knowledge transfer is an important aspect of organizations to 

maintain their growth in business. Knowledge lost from one generation to generation 

is something that damage organizations in both direct and indirect effect. NASA was 

once success in exploring human mindset about how small the world is. By travelling 

to the moon and back, it helps widen human knowledge in many perspectives. 

Unfortunately, that knowledge seems to be lost through time. Believing that NASA 
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has lost the knowledge of how to build the spacecrafts and would not be able to travel 

back to the moon with the same knowledge (Jennex, 2014). It is ridiculous that these 

vital knowledge had been lost through employees’ retirements and deaths. Based on 

several researches, retirement seems to play the crucial role in knowledge loss 

(Sumbal, Tsui, & Cheong, 2018; Brunold & Durst, 2012). Besides retirement, 

knowledge loss can also happen from employee switching job, job rotation and 

employee layoffs (Leibowitz, 2009). To avoid that knowledge loss issue, businesses 

have spent a lot in both tries to bring back the knowledge and retain the current 

knowledge. However, it is not every cases that the knowledge can be reconstructed as 

the cases of NASA. Once it losses, it is already gone. The focus then is on the realistic 

of retaining the current knowledge and passing on that knowledge from one 

generation to the other generations. One of the classic answers is implementing 

knowledge management to allow knowledge to be transferred from one to the others 

(Daghfous, Belkhodja & Angell, 2013), Therefore, cross-generational knowledge 

transfer is a key to help mitigate the risk of knowledge loss and prevent damage of the 

organization.  

2.3.1 Definition of Cross-Generational Knowledge Transfer 

 This research is particularly concerned with cross-generational knowledge 

transfer, or the transfer of knowledge across the organization’s temporal boundary 

between older and younger workers. This concept is also sometimes called 

intergenerational knowledge transfer. Cross-generational knowledge transfer is 

positioned by Harvey (2012) (who prefers the term intergenerational knowledge 

transfer) as a form of organizational memory, assisting in the preservation of 
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knowledge from older members preparing to leave the organization by transferring 

knowledge to younger workers. He notes that organizational memory through cross-

generational knowledge transfer is both incomplete within the organization and under-

investigated in the literature, meaning that it can be difficult to determine how these 

transfers take place. Furthermore, the transfers may be incomplete and in some cases 

there may be little or no attempt within the organization to retain knowledge from 

older workers. Thus, knowledge on cross-generational transfer is relatively limited, 

both organizationally and academically. Cross-generational knowledge transfer can 

also be complicated by cultural attitudes to intergenerational relationships and 

perspectives of different generations and their ways of working (Kuyken, Ebrahimi, & 

Saives, 2009). Furthermore, there are gaps in understanding of the social interaction 

process of cross-generational knowledge transfer (Starks, 2013), similar to the 

problems of understanding the social context of knowledge as practice. Thus, cross-

generational knowledge transfer is not a straightforward process, and is not 

necessarily well-understood.   

This research builds on a triangular model of cross-generational knowledge 

suggested by Harvey’s (2012) research, with high tenure serving as sources of 

knowledge, other employees as beneficiaries, and management as organizers and 

facilitators of knowledge exchange.  

The goal of retaining organizational memory means that high tenure 

employees (those that are nearing retirement) are the main source of knowledge to be 

transferred (Harvey, 2012). (This does not necessarily imply that other employees do 

not have anything to teach high tenures, but only that the organization’s main goal is 
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retaining organizational memory and as a result the process of cross-generational 

knowledge transfer must prioritize this direction.) High tenure employees may serve 

as particularly important sources of individual knowledge, such as specific skills as 

well as institutional and historical knowledge (Kuyken, et al., 2009). 

Other employees (those who are not preparing for retirement) serve as the 

beneficiaries of knowledge within the cross-generational knowledge transfer (Harvey, 

2012). Other employees should not be classified as naive learners: they have their 

own set of skills, knowledge and experience that, while it typically differs from high 

tenure employees, is valuable and necessary within the organization (Busch, 

Venkitachalam, & Richards, 2008). Thus, the goal of the cross-generational 

knowledge transfer for other employees is to learn institutional and task-oriented 

knowledge that older employees have learned, thus maintaining organizational 

knowledge after the older employee leaves the firm (Sabri, Haron, Jamil, & Ibrahim, 

2014). Thus, other employees within this model are those that receive (and then pass 

on) organizational knowledge from high tenures.  

The third component of the triangular relationship of cross-generational 

knowledge transfer is managers, who serve as organizers and facilitators by arranging 

processes for social interaction and formal and informal tools for knowledge transfer 

(Harvey, 2012). This study of knowledge transfer between generations in a medical 

facility and Kuyken, et al.’s (2009) investigation of cross-generational knowledge 

transfer in German and Quebecois information technology organizations showed that 

managers did play a key role in both creating opportunities for knowledge transfer 

and eliminating barriers to transferring knowledge. At the same time, managers can 
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play an inhibiting role in the transfer of knowledge; for example, if some types of 

knowledge (such as R&D knowledge or competitor knowledge) is considered more 

valuable by managers, knowledge sharing systems they design will be oriented toward 

this form of knowledge (Ipe, 2003). Overall, however, the role of managers as 

organizers and/or facilitators of cross-generational knowledge transfer has not been 

investigated enough to make a clear statement about the role, leaving this as one of 

the uncertainties of cross-generational knowledge transfer. 

There are several processes that have been shown to be effective for 

intergenerational knowledge transfer, especially in organizations that have multiple 

generations and different levels of formal and informal interaction such as universities 

(Bratianu & Leon, 2015; Lefter, Bratianu, Agapie, Agoston, & Orzea, 2011). In some 

cases, a formal process of knowledge codification, for example capturing procedural 

knowledge and the tacit knowledge of procedural variations, is appropriate. However, 

these authors also point to several additional techniques that can be used. One of these 

techniques is intergenerational mentorships, in which individuals from different 

generations work together closely. Intergenerational work teams and creativity 

workshops can also be used to facilitate intergenerational knowledge transfer. These 

processes could be characterized as a personalization approach, in which interactions 

between people, rather than depersonalized documentation, is the transfer mechanism 

(Hansen, et al., 1999). While it is not certain that personalization approaches are 

necessarily superior to codification approaches due to the relative lack of research in 

this area, this should be a consideration in the current study. 
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2.3.2 Organizational Memory 

 The reason that cross-generational knowledge transfer is pressing is its role in 

organizational memory. Organizational memory refers to the extent to which 

knowledge is recalled and retained on an organizational level, or more formally as 

“stored information from an organization’s history which can be brought to bear on 

present decisions (Walsh & Ungsen, 1991, p. 61).” The components of organizational 

memory include “the structures of its retention facility, the information contained in t, 

the processes of information acquisition and retrieval, and its consequential effects 

(Walsh & Ungsen, 1991, p. 61).” To some extent, this definition of organizational 

memory appears to overlap with the definition of knowledge management as 

discussed previously in this chapter, but there are some aspects of organizational 

memory that do not overlap. The most important of these aspects is that 

organizational memory is primarily a process of social interaction between individuals 

within the organization, which can be facilitated by technology but is not driven by it 

(Cross & Baird, 2000). In fact, as these authors note, a purely technological 

perspective on organizational memory that ignores the social interaction processes 

results in an impoverished and limited view of the context and process of 

organizational memory. Furthermore, there are many other ways in which 

organizational memory can be retained and passed on other than technology 

(Rowlinson, Booth, Clark, Delahaye, & Procter, 2010). These authors investigate 

physical sites, like the Ford Motor Company museum, as sites of organizational 

memory and knowledge transfer. The nature of organizational memory – passing 
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knowledge from experienced to less experienced workers – makes it an ideal target 

for cross-generational knowledge transfer.  

2.3.3 Challenges of Cross-Generational Knowledge Transfer 

 Cross-generational knowledge transfer has some specific challenges for and 

from the concepts of knowledge as identified earlier in this chapter. These include 

knowledge as practice, the path dependence of knowledge, and boundaries of 

knowledge. These topics have only rarely been discussed directly in the literature, but 

synthesis of knowledge on cross-generational knowledge transfer and these areas 

identifies some challenges that might result.  

2.3.3.1 Cross-Generational Knowledge Transfer and Knowledge as 

Practice. There are several problems that could result in cross-generational 

knowledge transfer and the model of knowledge as practice. One of the most pressing 

problems may be the issue of local knowledge. Local knowledge applies directly only 

to a specific organizational context and time period in which it emerged (although it 

may be adapted or modified through a transformative process for other contexts) 

(Weber & Khademian, 2008). Since cross-generational knowledge transfer, by 

implication, involves transferring knowledge from an earlier stage in the 

organization’s history, technological development, and potentially market conditions 

and competition (Starks, 2013), it is possible that the knowledge transferred may not 

be directly relevant to the organization in its current situation. Thus, in keeping with 

knowledge localization processes used in other contexts such as transfer of knowledge 

between MNCs and subsidiaries, (Hong, et al., 2009), the cross-generational 
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knowledge transfer could not be direct; instead, knowledge should be adapted based 

on the organizational context, and some knowledge may be discarded. 

 A second problem is knowledge stickiness. Internal stickiness of knowledge 

during knowledge transfer can occur because of organizational barriers and individual 

conflicts between the transmitter and receiver of knowledge, among other reasons 

(Schuller, 2014). Knowledge stickiness has been observed in previous studies of 

cross-generational knowledge transfer, with individual motivation of both transmitter 

and receiver to share knowledge being one of the main determinants of how much 

knowledge is transferred (Brčić & Mihelič, 2015). This implication of this study is 

that reluctance to share knowledge on the part of either the high tenure or other 

colleague within the sharing cohort, or barriers erected by management acting as 

facilitators, could reduce knowledge transfer.  These issues are not impossible to 

overcome, but they can reduce the amount of knowledge transferred lower than either 

high tenure or other colleagues would prefer.  

 A third problem is differences in knowledge transfer process preferences 

between generations. These preferences, which result from the socio-cognitive 

development of workers in different generations and their different learning styles and 

expectations, are often incommensurate or very difficult to reconcile (Starks, 2013).  

For example, one study, which investigated Generation X knowledge transfer 

preferences, found that this generation tended to prefer high levels of management 

involvement and participation in the knowledge transfer process (McNichols, 2010). 

This contrasts to older workers in their study, who preferred a less participative and 

hands-on approach from managers, instead preferring codification of knowledge. 
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However, it also contrasts with the preferences of younger workers, who may be 

heavily adapted to online knowledge transfer strategies and may be much more 

comfortable with a high level of reliance on knowledge repositories (for example 

KMS) (Wang, Zuo, & An, 2017). These differences between generations could create 

procedural challenges when it comes to creating a shared and collaborative 

knowledge transfer process and mechanism. Further complicating this issue is that 

generational descriptions may not be a good basis for understanding differences, when 

professional, social, and individual factors may make more of a difference in effective 

knowledge transfer (Kuyken, 2012).  

2.3.3.2 Cross-Generational Knowledge Transfer and Path Dependence. A 

second factor that may influence the effectiveness of cross-generational knowledge 

transfer is that of path dependence, or the set of factors that ultimately result in a 

knowledge sharing process (Yoo, et al., 2007). Because the factors involved in 

knowledge sharing may not become obvious until later, it can be difficult to determine 

what factors have influenced the knowledge transfer process. However, this may be a 

critical problem because the result of path dependence is that organizations may resort 

to known good strategies and not consider whether these strategies or application of 

knowledge is appropriate for the current conditions. This effect can be seen, for 

example, in the management of Chinese family firms, where path dependence leads to 

increasing inertia as the organization devotes more of its resources to maintaining 

guanxi or network relationships without consideration of what benefit this effort is 

producing (Dou & Li, 2013). This is the maladaptive aspect of path dependence that 

Yoo, et al. (2007) refers to. The question of whether cross-generational knowledge 
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transfer would foster path dependence has not been addressed directly in any studies 

that could be found during the research process for the current study. However, a 

study in an Indian pharmaceutical firm did point to significant differences in 

generational cohorts in terms of knowledge transfer processes and expectations, as 

well as decision processes and attitudes to external and international knowledge 

sources (Kale & Little, 2010). Thus, one of the ways that this research could 

contribute to the literature is investigating cross-generational knowledge transfer and 

considering the role that path dependence plays in this knowledge transfer.  

2.3.3.3 Cross-Generational Knowledge Transfer and Knowledge 

Boundaries. A further concern in this study is how cross-generational knowledge 

transfers and boundaries of knowledge interact. The processes of bridging knowledge 

boundaries, including transferring, translating, and transformation, require shared 

perspective on knowledge and its meaning, which can sometimes be lost across 

boundaries of knowledge (Carlile, 2004). There are also some significant political and 

personal barriers to bridging knowledge boundaries, including lack of motivation 

(perhaps stemming from previous personal conflicts or business unit resource 

conflict) and organizational barriers, or from different perspectives on what 

knowledge is and why it is important (O'Dell & Greyson, 1998; Sturdy, et al., 2009; 

Szulanski, 1996). Previous research into cross-generational engineering knowledge 

transfer has shown that bridging knowledge boundaries can be a significant issue 

because high tenure and other employees may have fundamentally different concepts 

of knowledge and motivations for sharing knowledge (Davis, Sarkani, & Mazzuchi, 

2012). These barriers to bridging knowledge boundaries may be particularly high for 
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technical skills and knowledge; for example, some older engineers may use outdated 

techniques and tools that duplicate newer techniques and tools used by younger 

engineers. However, these difficulties can also stem from internal conflicts such as 

cross-generational power conflicts or personal conflicts between individuals. This 

does not mean that all such knowledge is useless; instead, as one study of knowledge 

sharing in Saudi Arabia shows, cross-generational knowledge transfer can stimulate 

innovation and creativity (Yeo & Gold, 2014). These authors found that trust was one 

of the most important factors in knowledge sharing, including cross-generational 

knowledge sharing. In summary, as with the other problems of cross-generational 

knowledge sharing, bridging the boundaries of knowledge does not necessarily have 

to be a significant concern, but there should be consideration given to issues like trust, 

and knowledge should not be adapted without considering the knowledge context and 

the need to adapt to it.  

2.3.3.4 Critical Use of Transferred Knowledge. Although knowledge 

transfer between high tenure and low tenure employees is an important tool for 

retaining organizational knowledge, it does come with the risk that if used 

unreflectively it could inhibit organizational learning and innovation. One of the traps 

of organizational knowledge and memory is that it can be used to perpetuate ways of 

doing things without innovation or change (Pfeffer & Sutton, 2000). Simply, if 

recipients of organizational knowledge transfers just apply the existing knowledge 

and do not think critically about it, then this can lead to stagnation and loss of 

competitive advantage as the organization fails to adapt to changes in the environment 

and the organization itself (Pfeffer & Sutton, 2000). Therefore, it is important for 
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organizational knowledge transfer process to include not just a one-way transfer of 

knowledge, but a critical reflection on the relevance and utility of the knowledge and 

whether it should be retained or transformed (Pfeffer & Sutton, 2000). In some cases, 

there may even be a conscious choice to discard knowledge which is no longer useful 

or relevant, which can be termed ‘organizational forgetting’ (Easterby-Smith & Lyles, 

2011). Organizational forgetting may be particularly useful in cases where the 

received knowledge actively prevents change. However, this is not always necessary. 

Instead, the organization and its members need to engage in a creative process of 

transforming and reintegrating knowledge received from high tenures to meet future 

needs (Pfeffer & Sutton, 2000). One example is when a high tenure engineer with 

extensive knowledge of an outdated system is leaving. At this time, it would be 

appropriate to consider changing the process (updating the system), transforming the 

knowledge (making his technical knowledge of the system explicit by creating system 

documents), or abandoning the knowledge altogether (organizational forgetting). 

Thus, organizational knowledge transfer should not be done mindlessly, but carefully 

and with consideration of what is still useful. 

 

2.4 Summary of the Literature Review 

There have been previous studies that have investigated cross-generational or 

intergenerational knowledge transfer, or the transfer of knowledge across temporal 

boundaries between older and younger workers. According to Harvey (2012), the 

process of cross-generational knowledge transfer serves to create organizational 

memory, in which knowledge can be maintained as older workers leave the 
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organization. This model of cross-generational knowledge transfer is specifically 

oriented toward transferring knowledge from older employees to younger employees 

as part of the process of transitioning out of the organization. Types of knowledge that 

may be particularly relevant for cross-generational knowledge transfer include 

process knowledge and skills, institutional and historical knowledge, and other forms 

of tacit knowledge (for example, knowledge relating to supplier relationships). 

(Kuyken, Ebrahimi, & Saives, Intergenerational knowledge transfer in high-

technological companies: A comparative study between Germany and Quebec, 2009). 

This is not intended to supplant the existing knowledge of younger workers, who also 

have valuable knowledge that is required in the organization, but instead to ensure 

that the knowledge of older workers is not lost as they left the organization (Busch, 

Venkitachalam, & Richards, 2008). While cross-generational knowledge transfer is 

primarily a transfer of knowledge across individual and temporal boundaries between 

high tenure and other employees, managers also have a role to play in facilitating this 

knowledge transfer (Harvey, 2012). For example, managers may arrange mentorships 

or other learning relationships between high tenure and other employees, or they may 

encourage knowledge transfer techniques such as preparation of written documents by 

high tenure employees.  

There has been very limited study of cross-generational knowledge transfer 

within the literature, but there are some possible challenges in the practice that can be 

identified. One of these challenges is the role of knowledge as practice. According to 

this perspective, knowledge applies specifically only to the organizational context and 

time in which it was produced (Weber & Khademian, 2008). The implication of this is 
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that knowledge may not be relevant at the time of its transfer; instead, it may be 

necessary to discard some knowledge and adapt other knowledge to forms that are 

consistent with the current organizational context (Hong, Snell, & Easterby-Smith, 

2009). Knowledge is also sticky, which can impede transfer across individual 

boundaries (Brčić & Mihelič, 2015). What knowledge stickiness means is that 

individuals may resist transmitting or receiving knowledge for various internal 

reasons; therefore, in order for knowledge to transfer effectively across organizational 

barriers, there is a need for both sender to receiver to be motivated to share 

knowledge. Additionally, organizational and management barriers to knowledge 

sharing (for example, lack of time devoted to knowledge sharing) must be overcome 

in order to facilitate knowledge sharing. The path dependence of knowledge (Yoo, et 

al., 2007) also poses a challenge for cross-generational knowledge transfer. Path 

dependence can mean that direct application of knowledge gained from high tenure 

employees can be maladaptive, as in the case explained by Dou & Li (2013). In this 

case, the authors showed that Chinese firms tended to devote more and more attention 

to a proven strategy (maintaining network relationships) rather than developing new 

strategies to cope with new contexts.  

A particular challenge is bridging knowledge boundaries. One problem that 

individuals from different generations may have different learning styles, attitudes 

toward internal and external knowledge sources, decision processes, and expectations 

of the knowledge transfer process (Kale & Little, 2010). The problem this presents is 

simple – high tenure and other employees may not conceptualize the knowledge 

transfer process and its goals in the same way, and therefore the knowledge transfer 
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may be partial or even ineffective. Lack of shared perspectives on knowledge and 

learning also impedes transfer of knowledge across organizational boundaries 

(Carlile, 2004). There are several different barriers to bridging knowledge boundaries, 

which have included lack of motivation, personal conflict, organizational barriers, and 

understanding of knowledge and its importance (O'Dell & Greyson, 1998; Sturdy, 

Clark, Fincham, & Handley, 2009; Szulanski, 1996). For example, individuals 

involved in the exchange may simply dislike each other, or there may be 

organizational barriers like organizational silos (where knowledge is retained strictly) 

preventing effective knowledge transfer. One of the few previous studies on cross-

generational knowledge transfer in the engineering profession demonstrated the 

importance of these barriers (Davis, Sarkani, & Mazzuchi, 2012). These authors 

showed that there are significant differences in what high tenure and other engineers 

consider to be important knowledge.  

There are also significant overlaps in techniques and practice; for example, 

high tenure and other employees may have different tools to accomplish a 

substantially similar task, and other employees may not see much benefit to learning 

the older technique. However, there can also be resistance coming from cross-

generational or personal power conflicts involved in the organizational process 

(Davis, et al., 2012). Cross-generational trust and personal trust between individuals is 

one way that these knowledge boundary issues can be overcome to facilitate 

knowledge sharing (Yeo & Gold, 2014). 
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2.5 The Research Gap 

There exist several research gaps from the literature. First, there is no agreed-

upon model of cross-generational knowledge transfer, or a strongly supported model 

of the concept in the literature. While the organizational memory model investigated 

by Harvey (2012) is probably the most common one, there has been rare empirical 

investigation of the model. This means that it is difficult to establish the validity of the 

theoretical model or to understand how and when cross-generational knowledge 

transfer takes place. There is even the question of whether cross-generational 

knowledge transfer occurs or not, especially given that the evidence collected shows 

that many organizations make no conscious attempt to retain knowledge from older 

workers through cross-generational knowledge transfer. There are also some potential 

confounding factors in the study of cross-generational knowledge transfer. One of 

these problems is that cross-generational relationships and attitudes toward 

knowledge are not universal, but are dependent upon organizational culture and 

individuals (Kuyken, et al., 2009). As appropriately pointed out, social interaction 

models of knowledge as practice have not been fully applied to the problem of cross-

generational knowledge transfer either (Starks, 2013). This situation reveals that there 

is a limited understanding of both the individual attitudes and cognitions toward 

cross-generational knowledge transfer and the actual practice of cross-generational 

knowledge transfer. Furthermore, it shows that although cross-generational 

knowledge transfer is clearly a complex process that is contingent on organizational, 

social, and knowledge contexts, it has been under-investigated in the literature and 

does not have a solid theoretical foundation. These gaps in both academic and 
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practice-based literature offer an opportunity for further study of cross-generational 

knowledge transfer.  

 

2.6 Research Questions 

One possible solution to the general problem of brain drain and loss of 

knowledge from the retirement of older workers is to cross-generational knowledge 

transfer, between older and other workers (and vice versa). The literature of 

knowledge management, organization studies, and organization behavior provide 

some important insights to the understanding of knowledge transfer between members 

of an organization and the development of organizational memory, through the 

concepts of path dependence (Yoo et al., 2007), knowledge boundaries (Borg & 

Söderlund, 2014; Rao & Drazin, 2002; Söderlund & Bredin, 2011; Tell, Berggren, 

Brusoni, & Van de Ven, 2017), knowledge stickiness (Brčić & Mihelič, 2015) and the 

role of social context and individual motivations and attitudes (Davis, Sarkani, & 

Mazzuchi, 2012). The question of organizational memory has also arisen from the 

previous studies, and has been suggested as an effective way of improving knowledge 

retention and reducing the negative effects of brain drain to the organizations 

(Harvey, 2012).  

 However, there has been a very few applications of these concepts to the 

problem of cross-generational knowledge transfer. This type of research may be 

complicated by the lack of attention to the problem in many organizations, which may 

not have any sort of formal process to attempt to retain knowledge on their own.  
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At the Thai construction company, where cross-generational knowledge 

transfer has become a clear priority with the aging of the workforce, there is a 

leadership push to change this, but it is unclear from knowledge transfer models as to 

how this should be done. It is unlikely that the problem of the loss of organizational 

memory (brain drain) resulting from the retirement of older workers is unique to the 

Thai construction company, particularly after the retirement of Baby Boomer 

generation which is the highest number compared to the other generation in 

workforce. Furthermore, the practice of engineering has changed substantially over 

time, leaving the question of what types of knowledge should be retained and how 

this older knowledge should coexist alongside newer knowledge, crossing temporal 

boundaries. This is not just an academic question but a pressing issue of most 

manufacturing and service organizations today. 

Thus, in response to the lack of academic attention and theoretical modeling of 

the process of cross-generational knowledge transfer, the complex knowledge 

environment of cross-generational knowledge transfer in engineering, and the 

organizational needs of engineering organizations, the research questions of the study 

are:  

1. How does knowledge transfer across the generations occur in an organization 

in form of knowledge transmit, knowledge co-creation, knowledge 

transformation, and evolutionary?  
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2. What makes cross generational knowledge transfer successful in form of 

knowledge transmit, knowledge co-creation, knowledge transformation, and 

evolutionary? 
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CHAPTER 3  

ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

3.1 An Evolutional Approach to Knowledge Transfer 

 The analytical framework of this research is based on an evolutional approach 

to knowledge transfer. In other words, knowledge transfer is not a one-time or static 

process. Instead, it happens repeatedly and constantly within the organization, and it 

changes over time as the organizational structures, culture, leadership and other 

characteristics change.  

 This research views knowledge transfer as a complex general behavior that 

occurs at multiple levels (individual, inter-individual, team/group, and organization). 

This perspective emerges from a philosophical background of ecosystem theory and 

the theory of practice  (Jakubik, 2018). Under this perspective, the knowledge based 

firm is a network in which several different actors enact within the broader ecosystem, 

with different flows of knowledge occurring through the network between different 

actors depending on the specific objectives of interaction and the external factors that 

are influencing it. Thus, knowledge transmission, co-creation, and transformation 

processes can occur at different times, depending on these factors. 

A systems perspective on complex behavior argues that evolution of these 

behaviors occurs incrementally (Gomez & Miikkulainen, 1997). As these authors 

note, there is a difference between what they describe as complex action sequences 

and complex general behaviors. Complex action sequences can be learned rapidly, 
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enabling a radical change in these behaviors. However, complex general behaviors are 

different from action sequences, because they incorporate several behaviors, require a 

generalization of actions and are highly context-dependent. As a result, the 

mechanical approach used to learn complex action sequences do not work for 

complex general behaviors; if the same process is used to learn these behaviors, the 

results tend to be inefficient. Instead, complex general behavior is best learned 

through an evolutionary process of gradual change, in which the simplest behaviors 

are learned, and these behaviors are gradually adapted and more complex behaviors 

are incorporated (Gomez & Miikkulainen, 1997). This perspective is derived from 

machine learning, but it serves as a useful metaphor for the organization as a system 

and the challenges involved in organizational learning. By considering knowledge 

transfer as a complex general behavior, it is possible to understand how the process 

emerges within the organization. 

 An investigation of knowledge exchange networks confirms that the exchange 

mechanism used within the network becomes more effective as it evolves over time 

(Wang, 2013). These authors used a dynamic perspective in which social network ties 

(strong/weak) and trust led to different exchange mechanisms predominating. 

However, as they also noted, the dominant exchange mechanism changed over time as 

network members developed strong social ties and trust. Thus, under initial conditions 

of weak ties and no trust, an economic exchange mechanism predominated; under the 

long-term conditions of strong ties and high trust, reciprocity mechanisms 

predominated (Wang, 2013). The key insight of this study is that the evolution of 

social ties and trust is a key factor in development of more complex and collaborative 

social exchanges. Another insight stemming from social network theory is that sparse 
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knowledge sharing networks gradually evolve into densely populated ones, a process 

which occurs over time but which can be facilitated through organizational 

connectivity initiatives (Filieri, McNally, O’Dwyer, & O’Malley, 2014). Thus, in 

order to continuously evolve its knowledge transfer processes, the organization needs 

to focus on developing connections between knowledge transfer network participants 

(in the case of this research, high tenure and low tenure engineers as well as managers 

and other staff members).   

 The extent to which evolution of knowledge transfer mechanisms will occur is 

heavily dependent on the organizational context. Lin (2014) investigated codification 

and personalization KM strategies and their role in KM stage evolution. She found 

that the effect of these strategies was not consistent between organizations; instead, 

there were a range of different factors, including financial and non-financial 

resources, industry type and organizational compatibility of the system. Lin (2014) 

was investigating formalized KM system implementation, but these observations also 

are likely to apply to knowledge transfer processes.  

 Another key insight from the literature is that knowledge transfer processes 

can evolve very quickly if collaborative knowledge sharing is the goal. One such 

study investigated the process of knowledge transfer between experts and newcomers 

(Guechtouli, Rouchier, & Orillard, 2013). These authors differentiated between direct 

and indirect knowledge transfer processes. Direct knowledge transfer occurred 

between participants, for example through mentorships or teaching, while indirect 

knowledge transfer was facilitated by KMS. As they noted, newcomers in an indirect 

knowledge transfer process had little active role, and instead acted as passive 
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recipients for knowledge. However, in direct knowledge transfer processes, 

newcomers became active participants in the transfer process, contributing their own 

knowledge and perspectives. The implication of this study is that changing the mode 

of knowledge transfer could change the flows of knowledge and collaboration 

between the participants in the knowledge network.  

Another study examined the role of the firm’s learning context (Filippini, 

Güttel, & Nosella, 2012). This study pointed out that separation of the KM system’s 

aim and its learning tools and methods created a more flexible knowledge transfer 

process that could be turned to multiple objectives. The implication of this study for 

the research’s underlying analytical framework is that the extent of flexibility within 

the KM system will influence the evolution of knowledge transfer processes. 

 In summary, the evolutional perspective on knowledge transfer argues that it is 

a complex general behavior that evolves incrementally, and is heavily influenced by 

factors including individual, organizational and knowledge characteristics and the 

mode of knowledge exchange. Furthermore, knowledge transfer is not a one-time 

process, but instead occurs and recurs constantly, through interaction between 

different participants in a knowledge network. This research considers the process of 

knowledge transfer evolution in terms of three different arrangements of interactions 

between knowledge transfer network participants: knowledge transmit, knowledge co-

creation, and knowledge transformation. These processes and their evolution are 

described in the next section.  
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3.2 Analytical Framework of Cross-Generational Knowledge Transfer 

 This research begins with an integrative Analytical framework of knowledge 

transfer as the starting point for its theory formation. This theoretical model 

incorporates three groups of actors (high tenure engineers, other engineers, and 

managers) and three stages of knowledge development (transmit, co-creation, and 

transformation).  

3.2.1 Organizational Actors 

 This conceptual framework requires involvement of three groups of 

organizational actors, each of whom plays a role in the three stages of knowledge 

development.  These actor groups are defined based on Harvey’s (2012) analysis of 

cross-generational knowledge transfer, which is appropriate because this research is 

also concerned with cross-generational knowledge transfer. These actors are viewed 

as interactive and engaged with each other in what may be termed a knowledge 

sharing network, in which participants communicate and build social ties and trust as 

they continue to interact (Wang, 2013). However, level of participation and 

interaction may vary between the different processes of knowledge transfer and as the 

knowledge sharing network changes and evolves.  

The high tenure employees are those who have developed expertise through 

work experience and education, both within the organization and outside it. Typically, 

these employees may be older than others and approaching retirement, and may be in 

senior positions (for example technical management roles). Other employees are 

employees that do not have as much experience and expertise as the high tenure 

employees. Other employees are not necessarily in entry-level roles, and may not in 
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practice be much younger than the high tenure employees; for example, they may 

have experience in another role, but not as much experience in the specific role of the 

high tenure employee. Thus, the position of the high tenure employee and the other 

employee is relative to each other, rather than an absolute statement. The final group 

is management, which includes administrative and technical managers, supervisors, 

and others who are in organizational rather than a technical role. Within this model, 

the role of management is not to directly participate in knowledge exchange, but 

instead to remove obstacles to knowledge sharing and provide organizational 

resources to facilitate it, including systems, processes, policies, and organizational 

support.  

These organizational actors interact in a series of three different types of 

organizational processes: knowledge transmit, co-creation, and knowledge 

transformation.  

3.2.2 Knowledge Transmit 

The first process in the conceptual framework is that of knowledge transmit, 

or “the process through which organizational units are affected by the knowledge 

based experience of another (Inkpen, 2008, p. 447).” Knowledge transmit has been 

referred to as knowledge transfer by other authors, such as Inkpen (2008). However, 

this term is overloaded, because it is used to refer both to the simplest process of one-

way knowledge exchange and to the entire system of knowledge exchange between 

multiple participants (Widen-Wulff, 2014). Therefore, the choice was made for this 

analytical framework to consider only the preliminary stage as knowledge transmit. 
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Knowledge transmit is fundamentally a transfer of information at the most 

basic syntactic level, in which shared experience is not required but a shared 

epistemology and lexicon are required (Carlile, 2004). Processes of knowledge 

transmit include knowledge search (Shenkar & Li, 1999), identification (Thomas, et 

al., 2001), acquisition (Inkpen & Tsang, 2005), absorption (Harvey, 2012), storage 

and retrieval (Chou, 2005), feedback (Easterby-Smith & Prieto, 2008), and bilateral 

revision (Carlile & Rebentisch, 2003). The final stage of bilateral revision, which is 

also known as knowledge transformation, is the final process addressed in this 

conceptual framework. Figure 2 demonstrates the basic process of knowledge 

transmit.  
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Figure 2 

Knowledge Transmit 

 

 

 Knowledge transmit is a one-way transfer of knowledge from its generation to 

its use, through members of the organization (Inkpen, 2008). The interaction of the 

organizational actors in knowledge transmit, based on integration of this one-way 

transmit model with the organizational actors offered by Harvey (2012). The 

knowledge transmit process within this model could be described as a classical model 
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of knowledge transmit, in which high tenure employees transfer knowledge to other 

employees, facilitated by management.   

 Knowledge transmit can occur directly (through processes such as mentorship 

and teaching) or indirectly (for example, as mediated by a KMS) (Inkpen, 2008). 

Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) suggested that direct knowledge transfer was a common 

transfer route for tacit knowledge, while indirect knowledge transfer was more likely 

to be used for explicit knowledge. However, it should be noted that their spiral model 

of process transformation implies that these two forms of knowledge can be 

transformed and therefore could be transmitted in either way. Thus, the use of direct 

or indirect knowledge transmit channels is not considered in this research to be 

strongly connected to whether the knowledge transmitted is tacit or explicit. Carlile 

(2004) also specified that knowledge transmit processes were used to bridge 

knowledge and cross boundaries at the level of syntax – that is, to be successful, 

knowledge transmit requires a shared lexicon and syntax between sender and receiver, 

which enables the transmitter to provide information that the receiver can understand.  

 The process of knowledge transmit has clearly defined roles for both the 

transmitter and receiver of knowledge (in this case, high tenure engineers and low 

tenure engineers). Processes of knowledge search (Shenkar & Li, 1999), identification 

of knowledge gaps (Thomas, et al., 2001), acquisition of knowledge from outside 

sources (Inkpen & Tsang, 2005) and initial knowledge absorption (Harvey, 2012) are 

undertaken by the knowledge transmitters (high tenure engineers). Knowledge is then 

stored for later retrieval and reuse (Chou, 2005), a process which involves high tenure 

employees, managers and support staff (for example IT staff members who manage 

KMS). The final stages of knowledge transmit, including retrieval of knowledge for 
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reuse (Chou, 2005), feedback on the stored and reused knowledge (Harvey, 2012) and 

bilateral revision or updating of the stored knowledge based on this feedback (Carlile 

& Rebentisch, 2003) are stages in which the low tenure employee is the predominant 

participant. (However, high tenure employees could also be involved in the bilateral 

revision process, if they are still in the organization.) Thus, this process can be seen to 

be distinctly divided between the knowledge network actors. 

 There are several different mechanisms that can be used for knowledge 

transmit. These processes include individual and collective teaching and absorption of 

knowledge (Zhao & Anand, 2009) or codification (people-to-documents) and 

personalization (documents-to-people) (Hansen, et al., 1999). In other words, 

knowledge transmit can occur through mechanisms of individual or direct teaching, 

for example workshops, tutoring or mentorships, or through the process of 

committing knowledge to documents and then retrieving the knowledge from these 

documents.  

 Finally, knowledge transmit in this research is conceptualized as occurring 

across two key boundaries: individual boundaries (person to person) and temporal 

(high tenure to low tenure) (Tell, et al., 2017). In theory, knowledge transmit could 

also occur across organizational boundaries (for example, in Chang, et al., 2012; Zhao 

& Anand, 2013), but this type of transfer  falls outside the scope of the research. 

 In summary, the process of knowledge transmit can be described as a direct or 

indirect one-way transfer of knowledge gained by high tenure engineers to low tenure 

engineers, who have a shared syntax and lexicon but are separated by individual and 
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temporal boundaries. Within this process, managers and other employees play a 

supporting role, but are not directly involved.  

3.2.3 Co-Creation 

 While knowledge transmit is conceived as a one-way process, in practice, 

knowledge production is a social process of co-creation between the actors 

(Hirunyawipada et al., 2010). Co-creation can be briefly defined as the process of 

working together as equals to contribute to a shared knowledge base. The interaction 

process of organizational actors as it relates to co-creation is shown in Figure 4, 

demonstrating this co-contribution. This interaction is not necessarily equal, as 

organizational actors have different types of knowledge and experience to contribute 

to the formation of knowledge (Orlikowski, 2002). This means that co-creation has to 

be managed to allow team members to contribute in their own area of speciality or 

expertise (Tell et al., 2017). In a cross-generational knowledge context, other 

employees are acknowledged to have their own stores of knowledge, which are 

valuable and provide a new perspective on the organization’s outcomes (Busch, et al., 

2008). Thus, this is not a uniform process, but is instead a process in which 

individuals contribute at different levels.  

Co-creation between high tenure employees, other employees, and managers 

is critical for the revision of knowledge throughout the firm. For example, the process 

of cross-functional integration  requires employees from different organizational and 

functional units to interact and work together to achieve tasks like new product 

development (Hirunyawipada et al., 2010).  This is a specific case of the general 

model of knowledge co-creation, in which different groups work together to generate 
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different perspectives for knowledge generation (Arikan, 2009).  Another type of co-

creation process is the mentorship, in which high tenure employees and other 

employees work together directly in order to generate new knowledge (Harvey, 

2012). Within co-creation interactions like knowledge collaboration and mentorship, 

the other employees are not passive recipients of knowledge that has been stored and 

retrieved within an external system, but instead are active participants in the creation 

of knowledge, bringing their own perspective and knowledge to interact with the 

knowledge and perspective of the high tenure employees.  

Knowledge co-creation, or knowledge transmit, is viewed as primarily 

crossing individual and temporal boundaries (Tell, et al., 2017). It is possible that 

knowledge co-creation in a broader context could also pass other boundaries; for 

example, if the process included a significant amount of input from managers or other 

employees, it could also cross task and domain boundaries. For this research, 

however, the emphasis is on the interaction in co-creation between the engineering 

staff of a single firm. Thus, the individual and temporal boundaries in a shared task 

and domain knowledge context are considered. 

 Knowledge co-creation is a fundamentally collaborative (though not 

necessarily collective) process, with participants in the knowledge network 

contributing their own stores of knowledge and expertise as well as their experience 

and viewpoints in order to develop knowledge that is useful for all participants 

(Arikan, 2009; Tell, et al., 2017). These differences in knowledge and viewpoints 

contribute to the ability of the knowledge sharing network to develop deep 

knowledge. However, the knowledge co-creation process does not necessarily involve 
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equal participation for all actors. Instead, each participant contributes their own 

expertise and knowledge to the extent required by the knowledge seeking objectives 

(Orlikowski, 2002). The implication of this is that the actors in the knowledge sharing 

network may not play equal roles in each particular exchange; however, each of the 

actors has at least the opportunity to contribute to knowledge formation through the 

co-creation process. Furthermore, the process of knowledge co-creation is a dynamic 

process, meaning that the role of the knowledge sharing network actors may change 

over the course of the co-creation process.  

 Another key aspect of the knowledge co-creation process is that it is a social 

process (Zimmermann & Ravishankar, 2014). The social and collaborative nature of 

knowledge co-creation is one reason why the process is so effective, because it 

enables the collective contribution of different levels of knowledge and experience. At 

the same time, however, the nature of social capital is that it develops over time, as 

individual social ties thicken and trust develops between actors. Thus, the social 

capital perspective of knowledge co-creation is consistent with the evolutional 

approach to knowledge sharing, which as described in Section 3.1 of this chapter is 

the approach used in this study. The implication is that the knowledge co-creation 

process will become more effective over time, as social capital develops between 

actors and the process evolves to become more efficient.  

 In summary, knowledge co-creation is a social, dynamic process of multi-way 

interaction with the purpose of generating or updating knowledge. Within this 

interaction, high tenure employees, low tenure employees and managers are all 

included, although their roles may vary over time as the process evolves. Although 
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the process could cross multiple boundaries, the emphasis in this research on cross-

generational knowledge transfer means that individual and temporal boundaries are 

the main boundaries considered. Knowledge co-creation, as a social process, depends 

on the development of strong social ties and trust between participants in the network. 

Thus, this is another way in which knowledge co-creation may evolve, as the 

knowledge sharing network develops from a sparse and weakly connected network to 

a strong network. The process of knowledge co-creation as described here is shown 

below in Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3  

The Cross-Generational Knowledge Co-Creation in an Engineering Firm 
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3.2.4 Knowledge Transformation 

 The final process in the conceptual framework is that of knowledge 

transformation, which is the representation of knowledge across knowledge 

boundaries (Carlile, 2004). In knowledge transformation, a collaborative process 

between high tenure employees and other employees (facilitated by managers) occurs, 

in which existing stores of knowledge are transformed into new types of knowledge; 

for example, by moving knowledge from the individual to the group, between groups 

in the organization, and so on. Carlile (2002) argues that knowledge transformation 

can include alteration, creation, or validation of knowledge across different 

knowledge contexts. Knowledge transformation builds on the processes of knowledge 

transmit and co-creation by not just passing knowledge passively from high tenure 

employees to other employees, but to the creation of new knowledge. Under the 

model of bridging knowledge boundaries, knowledge transformation is the most 

comprehensive change in knowledge. This process is conceptualized in Figure 4. 

 There are various factors that contribute to the effective transformation of 

knowledge. One of these factors is appropriate storage and retrieval mechanisms in 

place to make knowledge persistent within the organization (Carlile & Rebentisch, 

2003). However, storage and retrieval mechanisms are less effective for tacit 

knowledge (Joia & Lemos, 2010). Therefore, such a system is necessary but 

insufficient. The other factor required is that of co-creation, which is discussed above.  

 The importance of knowledge transformation is that it continually refreshes 

the firm’s knowledge resources, reinforcing the organization’s stock of organizational 

knowledge (Carlile & Rebentisch, 2003). This model of bilateral revision is used in 
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this research as the basis for understanding knowledge transmit. This model argues 

that changes in external context or internal stimuli promote the process of knowledge 

change as an interactive process between organizational actors. The authors 

acknowledge that this is a black box process that is heavily contingent on the 

organizational context and processes. Therefore, their model is a descriptive model, 

rather than an analytical model. This research also acknowledges the importance of 

knowledge paths and path dependence (Yoo, et al., 2007) as a potential change 

stimulus for the organization, as well as a potential barrier.  Additional challenges to 

knowledge transformation could include knowledge stickiness and the politics of 

knowledge transformation (O’Dell & Greyson, 1998; Sturdy, et al., 2009; Szulanski, 

1996)  

The process of knowledge transformation requires more extensive shared 

perspectives than knowledge transmit or knowledge co-creation (Carlile, 2002, 2004). 

Within knowledge transformation, knowledge is both represented and co-created 

across organizational and individual boundaries. The implication of this is that there 

must be both a shared syntax and lexicon (as required for the knowledge transmit 

process) and the ability to translate knowledge (as required for knowledge co-

creation). Therefore, the knowledge transformation process is the most complex of the 

knowledge transfer processes. Under Gomez and Miikkulainen’s (1997) typology, 

while knowledge transmit may be a complex action sequence, knowledge 

transformation is a complex general behavior. Thus, knowledge transformation may 

not be as easily evolved as the early two processes, and may encounter organizational 

barriers at a greater rate than the other two processes. 
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Unlike the processes of knowledge transmit and knowledge co-creation, 

knowledge transformation, which is intended to change the application and use of 

existing knowledge, integrate it with new knowledge and so on, may cross all 

organizational boundaries (individual, temporal, spatial, task and domain (Tell, et al., 

2017)). It may also be a process of transformation between tacit and explicit 

knowledge (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). This broader boundary-crossing potential of 

knowledge transformation implies that there is also a broader participation of the 

knowledge-sharing network, since in order to cross spatial, task and domain 

boundaries, there is a need to have participants that are in different areas of the 

organization; for example, they could be from different organizational units, have 

different task or discipline perspectives, or apply knowledge in different domains. 

This implies that knowledge transformation is a more complicated process than 

knowledge transmit or knowledge co-creation, since the challenges of crossing 

boundaries are likely to become much more prevalent for the knowledge transfer 

actors. For example, some of the challenges with crossing boundaries in knowledge 

transformation include individual differences of perspective, motivation and 

knowledge frameworks and domains (Kale & Little, 2010), organizational barriers 

and resistance to knowledge transfer and lack of a shared understanding of the 

importance and role of knowledge (O'Dell & Greyson, 1998; Sturdy, Clark, Fincham, 

& Handley, 2009; Szulanski, 1996).  These problems may be even more extreme as 

knowledge transformation, in which the organization is attempting to reuse or realign 

knowledge to other domains, may be a particular problem at this stage. 

Given that knowledge transformation may be more likely to encounter 

organizational barriers and resistance to implementation, it is important to understand 
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what these barriers may be. Schuller (2014) identified several different individual and 

organizational barriers that can impede knowledge transformation. These include 

individual differences and resistance to the sharing or transformation of knowledge. It 

could also include the development of silos, “not invented here” or refusal to 

implement non-native solutions, chaotic or disorganized systems, only considering 

one type of knowledge, or failure to integrate acquired knowledge. Politics of 

knowledge boundaries, such as resistance to boundary crossing for reasons of 

organizational or personal power, could also impede knowledge transformation 

(Sturdy, et al., 2009).   

In summary, knowledge transformation is the most complex of the knowledge 

sharing processes, involving a knowledge sharing network of actors from different 

organizational areas and domains. Within this process, knowledge is represented and 

created across organizational boundaries, and existing knowledge is repurposed for 

new needs. This can include either transformation between tacit and explicit 

knowledge or cross-boundary knowledge application, or both. The complexity of the 

process compared to the processes of knowledge transmit and knowledge co-creation 

means that it must cross more boundaries and may face more organizational barriers. 

As a result, the development of a dense knowledge sharing network with strong ties 

and trust is essential to the effective outcomes. The process of knowledge sharing is 

shown below.  
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Figure 4  

The Cross-Generational Knowledge Transformation Process in an Engineering Firm 

 

 

3.2.5 An Analytical Framework  

 The propose analytical framework begins with three groups of organizational 

actors, or roles within the organization that perform specific tasks (Harvey, 2012). 

These actors include management, high tenure engineers and low tenure engineers. 

Management are people with planning and strategic roles within the organization, 

ranging from line supervisors to the CEO (Combe, 2014). The high tenure engineers 

are those who have more work experience (typically 10 years or longer) and hold high 

tenure engineering and planning roles within the company. Low tenure engineers are 
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typically within their first few years of employment and still hold low tenure or even 

entry-level roles.  

 Next within the analytical framework there are different knowledge assets: 

existing knowledge and new knowledge. Both high tenure and low tenure engineers 

have existing knowledge. New knowledge, on the other hand, is not held by either 

high tenure or low tenure engineers. Instead, it emerges from the processes of co-

creation and transformation of knowledge. 

 The third aspect of the conceptual model is the boundaries across which 

knowledge is shared (Borg & Söderlund, 2014; Rao & Drazin, 2002; Söderlund & 

Bredin, 2011; Tell, Berggren, Brusoni, & Van de Ven, 2017). For processes of 

knowledge transmit and knowledge co-create, the boundaries being crossed are 

typically individual boundaries (exchange of knowledge between people) and 

temporal boundaries (transfer of knowledge from high tenure employees, who hold 

knowledge stemming from an earlier period). However, knowledge transmission is 

different, in that knowledge may also cross spatial boundaries (e.g. between 

operational departments or business units), domain boundaries (e.g. using marketing 

knowledge to create engineering knowledge or vice versa) and task boundaries (e.g. 

creating documentation from existing systems).  

 Fourth are the knowledge processes themselves, which occur between the 

actors. The most basic process is knowledge transmit, in which high tenure employees 

pass their knowledge to low tenure employees. For example, high tenure employees 

may pass relevant knowledge during job direction, or may engage in an organized 

process of knowledge capture and transmission when nearing retirement or transition 
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to a different role. Through this process, knowledge is not changed or transformed 

(new). Instead, it is simply added to the low tenure engineer’s stock of existing 

knowledge. 

 The second process is knowledge co-creation, in which high tenure and low 

tenure engineers collaborate, making use of their existing knowledge across 

individual and temporal boundaries to generate new knowledge. For example, high 

tenure and low tenure engineers may work together on a research project, using their 

existing skills and knowledge to discover new information relevant to their research 

problem. 

 Third is knowledge transformation. In this process, high tenure and low tenure 

engineers work together, using existing knowledge and discovery practices to 

transform existing knowledge into new knowledge across knowledge boundaries. This 

is the most extensive process of knowledge revision, and ultimately both high tenure 

and low tenure employees benefit from this transformation of knowledge. 

 The final aspect of the analytical framework is the role of the management. 

Within this framework, the manager plays a significant role, removing barriers and 

providing resources to ensure that knowledge processes can be implemented 

effectively. 
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Figure 5  

The Analytical Framework of the Research 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESEARCH METHOD 

 

4.1 Research Paradigm 

The philosophical grounding of the case study is in pragmatism; its method for 

generating knowledge is less important than the knowledge generated (Lee & 

Saunders, 2017). This was also identified as the most appropriate philosophical basis 

for the current study. Key questions that this research philosophy addresses include 

ontology, epistemology, theoretical perspective, methodology and methods.  

The ontology of research refers to a seemingly simple, but actually very 

complex, philosophical question: “what can be said to exist, and how? (Brinkmann, 

2018, p. 7).” In other words, ontology relates to the nature of reality, whether it is 

independent of or dependent on human perception, and how it is created. In the 

philosophy of the social sciences, ontology can be viewed as either objective (existing 

independent of the individual), socially constructed between individuals, subjective 

and dependent on the individual, or a combination. In the case of pragmatism, the 

preferred ontology is that reality may consist of a mixture of objective and subjective, 

constructed perspectives, depending on what question is being asked; for example, 

physical realities and probabilities are objective, while social relationships are 

subjective  (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). Thus, this research does not assume 

a that reality is either wholly subjective or wholly objective; instead, different aspects 

of reality are likely to be viewed in different ways. 
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Epistemology, in research, refers to the philosophical question of what 

knowledge is and how it is learned or discovered (Lincoln & Guba, 1995). In social 

science research, a constructionist epistemology holds sway; in other words, 

knowledge is viewed as something that is not waiting to be discovered, but instead as 

something that emerges through a process of co-construction or interpretation that 

occurs as a result of interaction (Hesse-Biber & Leavy, 2011). This contrasts to the 

natural science approach, in which knowledge is assumed to exist independently and 

waits to be discovered through inquiry (Creswell, 2014). However, as with ontology, 

there is room for both perspectives in pragmatism: just like reality can be either 

objective or subjective, so too can knowledge be either pre-existing and waiting for 

discovery or develop from a process of co-construction between individuals 

(Saunders, et al., 2009). 

The research approach or reasoning method refers to the connection between 

theory and observation within the structure of the research (Trochim, Donnelly, & 

Arora, 2016). In deductive research, the researcher begins with a theory to propose 

hypotheses, and then makes observations to confirm or deny this theory. Inductive 

research works the other way, beginning with observations and using a process of 

pattern recognition to propose a theory. A third research approach is that of abduction, 

in which the researcher uses cycles of induction and deduction to propose, test, and 

refine theories until the final proposed theory suits the observation.  For this research, 

an abduction approach was used, since the purpose of the research was to both 

develop and test a theory of evolutionary knowledge transfer, the choice was made to 

use an abductive approach. 
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 Research methodology refers to the broad set of choices about what 

techniques and practices should be used in the research (Cooper & Schindler, 2014). 

The most common research methodologies include qualitative, quantitative, and 

mixed methods approaches. Pragmatism, which focuses on deriving a good question 

to the research rather than employing any specific research method, enables the 

researcher to use any methodology or combination of methodologies that is 

appropriate for the study’s research questions (Morgan, 2014). For this study, the 

researcher chose to use a rigorous qualitative methodology, which would enable a 

high level of reliability and validity of the findings but would not impose the 

requirements of quantitative research (for example large sample sizes). This choice 

was made because qualitative research methodologies enable the researcher to explain 

how and why situations occur, making them ideal for theory development, which was 

the purpose of this study. 

 Having identified an appropriate methodology, the final step was determining 

which methods to use. There are several methods that can be used to collect 

qualitative data, including grounded theory, action research, case studies, and 

ethnographies (Creswell, 2014). The choice for this research was made to use case 

studies, which focus on a single case of a phenomenon or compare a small number of 

cases of the phenomenon, because it enables the researcher to use multiple tools and 

levels of inquiry while still grounding the research in objective reality rather than 

interpretation. The path through the research methodology is shown in Figure 6.  
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Figure 6  

The Research Philosophy and its links to Methodology and Methods 

 

(Source: Author, adapted from information from Lee & Saunders (2017), Brinkmann 

(2018), Saunders, et al. (2009), Trochim, et al. (2016), Cooper & Schindler (2014) 

and Morgan (2014)). 
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4.2 Research Design 

 This research uses a qualitative case study strategy. The case study is a 

research design that consists of an in-depth examination of a single case, or a small 

number of cases, of the phenomenon of interest (Yin, 2013). This research used a 

multiple-case strategy, with all cases selected from within a single organization to 

provide a perspective on knowledge transfer at that organizational level. 

There are several specific reasons to use case studies, for example to develop 

theories based on the observations or to understand historical occurrences and 

complex organizational situations (Gerring, 2016). One of the strengths of case 

studies is that they use multiple approaches to analysis, including qualitative and 

quantitative analyses, to investigate different kinds of data and different types of 

research questions (Yin, 2013). This means that case studies are the flexible design 

that can be modified to meet the needs of the research process. Another strength of the 

case study is that it is ideal for the theory development.  

The case study is ideal for this research because cross-generational knowledge 

transfer is exactly the kind of complex organizational process that cannot be fully 

described using a shallower technique such as a survey of many different firms; 

instead, it is an exchange that encompasses the organization at different levels and at 

different times, with multiple factors playing a role in the process and its outcomes. 

Furthermore, there is no strongly supported theory of cross-generational knowledge 

transfer currently available that could be used to evaluate the situation at the Thai 

construction company. Therefore, the case study’s strengths of theory building and in-

depth organizational analysis are ideal for this situation. The use of this Thai 
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construction company as a case study is appropriate because it is one of the largest 

engineering organizations in Thailand, meaning that it has enough engineers and 

organizational processes to conduct an extensive evaluation of the problem.  

 The case study strategy was selected because it is ideal as an organizational 

research method to explain the specific context and issues that an organization faces 

(Symon & Cassell, 2012). This means that when considering practical problems of the 

organization, conducting failure analyses, or describing specific historical situations, 

the case study is ideal (Yin, 2013). Organizational case studies do have some 

problems; for example, typically organizational case studies require an insider status, 

but this insider status can be problematic because it can compromise the researcher’s 

neutrality and introduce researcher bias (Lee & Saunders, 2017). Organizational case 

studies can also accidentally disclose critical information if they are not well 

designed, although this can be overcome through processes like member checking or 

review of the analyzed data (Symon & Cassell, 2012). This is in addition to general 

issues of researcher and respondent bias and the difficulty of systematically selecting 

data from what can often be a very rich potential dataset that cause problems for 

researchers using case study methods (Stoecker, 1991).  

 One of the major challenges of a case study is ensuring the reliability and 

validity of the research findings, which cannot be addressed using standard 

quantitative methods such as statistical analysis (Ali & Yusof, 2011). However, there 

are some ways to evaluate reliability and validity of case studies. For example, expert 

validation of the case study methodology and codebooks, along with the use of 

replication logic through multiple case studies (Yin, 2013; Zivkovic, 2012) can be 
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used to demonstrate research quality. These techniques are used in the current study, 

as explained below. 

 For this research, the case study was considered ideal despite some of its 

weaknesses because it allowed the researcher to conduct an in-depth, multi-faceted 

investigation of a core organizational problem (the problem of organizational 

knowledge loss through worker retirement). The case study was conducted using 

qualitative data collection and analysis techniques, which are described in the sections 

below.  

 

4.3 Data Collection 

4.3.1 The Site Selection 

The research was conducted at the organizational level. There were four 

companies that were selected for the research. These companies were selected after 

preliminary interviews with company management to ensure that the companies 

would enable access to staff members and would not try to block or limit information 

or analysis, outside boundaries such as non-release of competitive information.  

All four companies operate in the civil construction and infrastructure 

engineering industry in Thailand. However, the four companies have distinct 

backgrounds, areas of focus and histories that influence their use of knowledge. Each 

of the firms also has a different set of strategic partners and management strategies, 

which provides useful contrasts between the firms.  
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 Each company has been given a pseudonym that relates to the main industry 

focus of the firm or business unit involved in the research. A brief company overview 

for each firm is provided below.  

Moreover, high tenure engineers, including job titles like Senior Engineer, 

Lead Engineer, and Engineer Manager, have significant engineering experience and 

advanced education and hold senior roles within the company. High tenure engineers 

are responsible for larger and more complex tasks, oversee low tenure engineers, and 

may serve in technical or team leadership roles or engineering project management 

roles. While, Low tenure engineers, including job titles like Engineer I and Junior 

Engineer, are engineers who have recently entered the workplace after completing 

education. They usually have under five years’ engineering experience and hold 

entry-level roles, often working under high tenure engineers on smaller projects and 

tasks.  

4.3.1.1 Marine. Marine, established in 1978, is a ship building and marine 

engineering and construction company. The firm employs around 350 employees in 

its construction, service and support of modern, competitively-priced ships for 

governments and international and domestic private clients. Marine is a Thai-owned 

family firm, and all of its top managers are Thai. The company leadership describes 

its leadership approach as “traditionally Thai”. Marine was selected because it is a 

relatively rare example of a wholly Thai-owned firm in the heavy industry sector in 

Thailand, and because its leaders view it as a highly traditional firm.   

For Marine, it can be seen that the group of employees with 11 to 20 years 

experience is the minority group. Moreover, the majority group of low tenure 
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employees has less than 1 year experience, while the majority group of high tenure 

employees has 5 to 10 years experience. For management the majority group of 

employees has more than 20 years of experience. This can be seen than the company 

is lack of employees in the middle who has 11 to 20 years experience.  

 

Figure 7  

Marine –Generation Distribution 

 

4.3.1.2 Railway. Railway, which was established in 1988, specialises in 

infrastructure design and engineering, especially in the Railway sector .It operates in 

Thailand and the neighbouring countries, with about 480 staff members )primarily 

engineers and support and administrative staff (.Railway does not engage in the 

construction activities, but instead acts with construction firms on its projects .

Although initially a Thai family company, about two years prior to this research 
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Railway was acquired by a Chinese company and began to share management 

following this acquisition .Thus, Railway was selected because it represents the 

fragile period of post-merger cultural encounter and change that could lead to 

significant challenges to the organization’s KM processes . 

Similar to Marine, railway is also lack of employees who has 11 to 20 years 

working experience. Most of the low tenure employees are the employees with 1 to 3 

years experience, while most of high tenure employees and management are either 

has more than 20 year experience, or having 5 to 10 years experience.  

 

Figure 8  

Railway –Generation Distribution 
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4.3.1.3 Airport. Airport was established in 1988 .The company specialises in 

the design and engineering of airports and provision of airport engineering services .

There are about 200 employees, predominantly engineers and support staff .For about 

six years, the company has operated a joint venture partnership with a Japanese firm 

that also specialises in airport engineering and design .Although both companies have 

their own separate operations and leadership, they actively exchange knowledge 

between the Thai and Japanese business units as well as transfer employees .Thus, 

while Railway represents the beginning of an international partnership, Airport’s 

international partnership is well-established and, according to company leaders, is 

highly effective .This is the main reason for its inclusion in the research. 

Like the previous two cases, Airport is also having problem with generation 

gap issue. It can be seen that Airport has very low proportion of employees whose 

working experience is around 11 to 20 years. Most of high tenure and management 

employees are the group of employees whose working experience is about 5 to 10 

years.  
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Figure 9  

Airport – Generation Distribution 

 

4.3.1.4 City Train. City Train, established in 1993, is an engineering and 

construction company that focuses on large-scale public transport projects, including 

Bangkok’s City Train (underground) and SkyTrain (overground) systems. The 

company employs about 330 engineers in its Design division. City Train is a long-

standing joint venture between Thai and German firms. Even though it is based in 

Thailand, informal interviews with its leaders indicate that the company uses a 

consciously German management style, and it draws staff members from both 

Thailand and Germany. This difference in leadership style is one of the main reasons 

for selecting the company.  

As for City train, the proportion of each generation is also unbalanced. Most 

of employees who are low tenure have 1 to 3 years experience. Whilst most high 
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tenure and management members have 5 to 10 years experience. The employees who 

have about 11 to 20 years experience is seems to be a minority in this company.  

 

Figure 10  

City Train – Generation Distribution 

 

4.3.2 Purposive Sampling 

 This research was concerned with knowledge transfer between high tenure and 

other employees within the engineering teams, and therefore the natural population of 

the study included both high tenure and other employees and organizational support 

employees involved in knowledge management. Although the research was conducted 

at the organizational level, sampling took place from engineers and support 

employees within the organizational divisions to provide a comparative perspective 

on the organization’s internal relationships. 
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 There are four main affiliate companies that participated in this research as 

allowed by the company since these affiliate companies are considered as independent 

companies that have their own policies resources and management system. Besides, 

these divisions have been included because these four divisions have been implemented 

co-creation project for more than three years, while the other just started and not yet 

have the results. For the reason that this paper aims to investigate the use of co-creation 

in the organization, these four divisions was selected. These divisions include the City 

Train, Marine, Airport and Railway. The detail of each division can be seen in Table 1.  

 

Table 1  

Sampling Strategy 

Affiliate 

companies 

Years of implementing co-creation Number of high 

tenure engineers 

City Train 4 93 

Marine 5 88 

Airport 6 80 

Railway 5 97 

 

 Qualitative sampling is not conducted as a representational or proportional 

random sample (Symon & Cassell, 2012). Instead, the sampling is purposive, or in 

other words selects the sample based on their characteristics. This is also ideal for 

case study research generally, where data must be selected with an eye to the research 

questions (Swanborn, 2010). Furthermore, qualitative data collection is more time 
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intensive than quantitative sampling, which leads to smaller sample sizes (Merriam & 

Tisdell, 2016). This implies that there is no set sample size for data collection. 

Instead, sample sizes are selected based on a combination of factors including 

availability of participants, the depth of data collection, and the amount of time 

available. Because the research was conducted at the organizational level, the sample 

had to represent a wide cross-section of engineering and support staff throughout the 

organization, including each of the main divisions of the organization. However, 

because the Engineering teams were the main focus of the research, they were 

somewhat weighted within the sample.   

4.3.3 Respondents’ Background 

4.3.3.1 Marine. There were 10 respondents including for Marine :1 

management, 5 high tenures, 3 low tenures and 1 support team from finance .The 

interview with each respondent was held at the Marine site .Management had the 

longest working experience with the company .Most high tenure category had more 

than 20 years with the company; high tenure 4 had 15 years of experience .No low 

tenures had more than 5 years of experience .The support member should also be 

considered as high tenures since he had worked with the company for 30 years. 
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Table 2  

Marine Interviewee Information 

Interviewee Type of engineer Years  

of work 

Number of 

team 

members 

Management1 Civil engineer 33 165 

High tenure 1 Environment and Civil 

engineer 

24 12 

High tenure 2 Mechanical engineer 33 3 

High tenure 3 Civil engineer 29 30 

High tenure 4 Civil engineer 15 10 

High tenure 5 Mechanical engineer 27 45 

Low tenure 1 Civil engineer 5 7 

Low tenure 2 Civil engineer 5 5 

Low tenure 3 Civil engineer 1 3 

Support1 Finance 30 3 

 

4.3.3.2 Railway. There were 9 respondents including for Railway :3 

managements, 3 high tenures and 3 low tenures .There was no support team member 

interviewed for Railway .The interviews were held at the Railway site .Management 

teams have worked with the company for at least 19 years .High tenures have worked 

with the company for 20, 16 and 8 years .No low tenures had more than 5 years of 

experience . 
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Table 3  

Railway Interviewee Information 

Interviewee Type of engineer Years  

of experience 

Number of 

team 

members 

Management1 Mechanical engineer 25 70 

Management2 Civil engineer 24 200 

Management3 Civil engineer 19 100 

High tenure 1 Civil engineer 8 4 

High tenure 2 Civil engineer 16 19 

High tenure 3 Civil engineer 20 6 

Low tenure 1 Environmental engineer 5 3 

Low tenure 2 Electronic engineer 4 9 

Low tenure 3 Logistic 5 3 

 

4.3.3.3 Airport. There were 6 respondents including for Airport :1 

management, 3 high tenures and 3 low tenures .There was no support team member 

for Airport since the support team is not responsible for knowledge management .Low 

tenures take a support role in all knowledge management processes .The interviews 

were held at the Airport site .The management team had been working with this 

company for more than 30 years and high tenure 1 has been with the company for 

about 37 years .The other high tenures also have much experience with the company, 

26 and 27 years while low tenures only worked with the company for 3 years. 
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Table 4  

Airport Interviewee Information 

Interviewee Type of engineer Years  

of experience 

Number of 

team 

members 

Management1 Civil engineer 31 100 

High tenure 1 Civil engineer 37 5 

High tenure 2 Civil engineer 27 16 

High tenure 3 Architecture 26 6 

Low tenure 1 Explorer  3 3 

Low tenure 2 Civil engineer 3 10 

  

4.3.3.4 City Train. There were 8 respondents for City Train :2 managements, 

3 high tenures and 3 low tenures .There is no support team member for City Train 

since the support team is not responsible for knowledge management .As with 

Airport, low tenures are in the support role for all knowledge management processes .

The interview with each respondent was held at the City Train site .Management 1 

had 37 years of experience with the company, and Management 2 had 27 years .All 

low tenures had less than 3 years . 
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Table 5  

City Train Interviewee Information 

Interviewee Type of engineer Years  

of experience 

Number of 

team 

members 

Management1 Civil engineer 37 162 

Management2 Civil engineer 27 146 

High tenure 1 Civil engineer 20 30 

High tenure 2 Civil engineer 15 13 

High tenure 3 Civil engineer 24 11 

Low tenure 1 Onsite engineer 2 y 8 m 11 

Low tenure 2 Onsite engineer 1 y 7 m 8 

Low tenure 3 Civil engineer 1 y 9 m 5 

 

4.3.4 Process of Data Collection  

Data was collected using in-depth interviews. Interviews, or conversations 

with participants, are the classical tool of qualitative data collection (King & 

Horrocks, 2010). These interviews can have different levels of detail and complexity, 

which is a trade-off with the amount of time used for the interviews (Kvale & 

Brinkmann, 2009). In general, a longer interview will provide more detailed 

information, but the researcher must also consider the amount of time required and 

balance this with collecting different perspectives (Loosveldt & Buellens, 2013). 

Given the number of interviews conducted, it was determined that 30 to 60 minutes 

for each of the interviews was appropriate (although interviews were scheduled so 

that they could take longer if needed). A semi-structured interview approach was 
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selected, since this allowed the researcher to ensure the same areas of discussion were 

covered while at the same time allowing engineers to challenge preconceptions, offer 

more information, and explain connections the researcher may not have identified 

(Brinkmann, 2014). Moreover, there was one set of question developed for all group 

of interviewees (management, high tenure and low tenure) in order to ensure the same 

areas of discussion will be collected. However, since this research adopted semi-

structure interview during the interview some questions were added to gain more 

information that related to this research question when necessary. Also, when using 

standard set of question, it can help in avoiding bias toward the interview.  

Interviews were conducted on site at the Thai construction company. The 

interviews were audio recorded with the consent of the participants. The researcher 

also took notes during the interview to assist in the analysis process. Following the 

completion of each interview, the interview was transcribed and checked for errors as 

discussed in section 4.4 data analysis. It was then forwarded to the participant to 

check for errors and for information they needed to be removed. The analysis process 

then began.  

The interviews have been scheduled as a rolling process to even out the work 

required in interviewing and transcribing conversations and preliminary analysis. The 

plan was to collect more than one interviewee for each type of interviewee as 

possible. By collecting more than one interviewee, each type of interviewee can also 

help in avoiding bias of information.  Before asking the question, the researcher 

explained about term and definition related to the research such as knowledge 

transmit, knowledge co-creation, knowledge transformation. Furthermore, the first 

wave of interviews, which included the first three respondents to the interview 
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requests, have already been completed and transcribed, and the interview experience 

used to refine the interviewing process. The second wave of respondents included the 

remaining 27 respondents have now been scheduled using interview requests. 

However, only 25 of the 27 respondents have confirmed an interview time. If follow-

up with the remaining two respondents is unsuccessful, two other engineers will be 

selected for participation. Fortunately, for the actual interview the two engineers were 

available with additional three more engineers that have been added by the 

recommended of the existing interviewee. This has made up of 33 interviewees in 

total.  

The scope of data collected within the interviews was broad, but it was 

focused on the existing processes and effectiveness of cross-generational knowledge 

transfer from high tenure engineers to other employees. This included, for example, 

information about existing formal and informal processes, critical incidents where 

such knowledge transfers either succeeded or failed, and perspectives and opinions on 

the overall effectiveness of the cross-generational knowledge transfer process. Where 

relevant to cross-generational knowledge transfer, information about other types of 

knowledge transfer, for example information on existing KMS, was included. 

Information that was out of scope included information about reverse cross-

generational knowledge transfer, about supervisor relationships and general 

organizational relationships (except where it affected cross-generational knowledge 

transfer), and information about inter-organizational knowledge transfer, as well as 

information unrelated to knowledge transfer. 

To ensure that the researcher has understood the way that the interviewees try 

to communicate correctly, the researcher also adopted observation techniques during 
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the interview. The observation techniques were used to observe body language, voice 

tune and face movement and other gestures that might related to the information. The 

researcher also invited to observe in knowledge management meeting in each 

company to be able to see the atmosphere and process of knowledge management in 

each case. Besides conducting observing during the interview sessions, the researcher 

also conducts observation under knowledge management meeting and onsite visiting 

at frontline. The researcher attended eight meetings in total, which held two times for 

each company. During the meeting, the researcher did not participate in any of their 

activities. The researcher only observed how the meeting was run, who played which 

roles and also the atmosphere of the meeting. The observation was recorded by the 

research taking not since voice record does not allow. For onsite observation, the 

researcher spent two days for each company. The first day was done before attending 

the meeting and conducting the interview to see the overview picture of the company 

in knowledge transfer in order to help with the interview session. The second day was 

done after conducting interview in order to confirm the results that have been 

collected. In addition data derived from observation which were used as a support 

data analysing results. The interview data were analysed and written first. After the 

draft of interview data were approved by the expert, the observation data were then 

added in to support the interview results.   

 

4.4 Data Analysis 

 The process of data collection and analysis is summarized below (Figure 11-

15). The stages of the process can be explained briefly as follows. 
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1. Transcript 

2. Coding 

3. Categorization 

4. Identification of patterns 

4.4.1 Transcription 

1. Transcription: These interviews were audio recorded with the consent 

of the participants. All of these audios recorded were transcribed into 

words without cutting or modifying any information.  All the transcripts 

(every single words) were also put in MAXQDA for analysing at the 

later process. Every interview and transcript have been recorded date, 

name (code name), position and company to ensure the accuracy of the 

information. Also, in the middle of interview non-verbal huge such as 

facial explanation or important signal was transcript as well. Not only 

the interview verbal words but also non-verbal or signal shows 

something important. It can also transcript as the results of observation. 

For the fact that the interview was done in Thai, the transcript then also 

done in Thai to avoid misleading before validating by English language 

expert.  

2. Data organization: The raw data from all interviews was combined into 

a single dataset in Microsoft Word.  

3. Review: The theoretical model initially proposed from the literature 

review was adjusted using the thematic results. A draft was prepared. 

Expert review with two method experts was conducted and their 

comments were incorporated into a further edit of the model. After that, 

everything was then translated into English version as first draft. Then 
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the draft was sent to English langue expert to proof the effectiveness of 

translation. 

4. Quality check: Quality checks against the transcription files were 

conducted. 

 

Figure 11  

Example of Transcript 

 

 

4.4.2 Coding 

The data analysis process was conducted using thematic analysis. Thematic 

analysis is an analytical approach that attempts to uncover underlying themes or 

shared perspectives from texts provided by multiple participants (Boyatzis, 1998). 

Thematic analysis is a common tool for business and organizational research, as well 

as research in the humanities and social sciences, because it is relatively 
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straightforward and can manage large amounts of disparate data (Saldana, 2016). 

Thematic analysis is similar to other qualitative analysis approaches like content 

analysis in that it begins with a process of text coding and classification (Miles, 

Huberman, & Saldana, 2014). However, it is distinct from these analysis methods 

because the goal is to establish underlying themes rather than examining the surface 

content or wording.  

 The data analysis process began shortly after the data collection process, so 

that the developing themes could be used to shape the later interviews to determine 

whether these were shared perspectives. The process used a manual coding and 

analysis process informed by Boyatzis (1998) and explanation of the thematic 

analysis process. After each of the interviews was transcribed and the transcription 

was checked for accuracy and member-checked for content, the transcript was printed 

triple-spaced in preparation for coding. Coding in thematic analysis can focus on 

different levels of meaning, including words, phrases, sentences, and paragraphs. For 

this research, the decision was made to use a sentence-level coding process. 

The coding process began with open coding, where the researcher assigned 

each unit of meaning to a code. A process of code sorting followed,  

1. Pre-coding: Identify initial code based on existing literature. The 

initially coding began with approximately 50 codes that were identified 

as general codes from the literature review. The size of the initial start 

list of codes was selected because this size can be used easily by 

researchers (Miles, et al., 2014). 
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2. Grouping: With irrelevant codes removed, duplicate codes combined, 

and related codes then collapsed into shared categories. These 

categories were then used to generate themes, including related and 

opposing categories, which were the basis of the narrative 

interpretation of each of the themes.  

3. Validating: After grouping, these codings were presented to expert for 

reviewing and revising.  These two experts are the president of 

research department, Education faculty at one of the well-known Thai 

public university. The first expert has experienced in teaching research 

methodology for university students for more than 35 years. The 

second expert is an assistant professor at the same Thai public 

government university. She is an expert in both quantitative and 

qualitative method. She, herself also has experienced in conducting 

case study research, which contains coding and theme building process 

as well. The validity process began when the researcher finished 

grouping process and presented the first draft to the expert in Thai to 

avoid language barrier since all data were collected in Thai. The 

experts then gave the comment for revising the draft. This has been 

done for more than five times, which each time takes about 1 to 2 

hours face to face meeting. After the two experts were satisfied with 

the final draft. The draft was then translated into English version by the 

researcher oneself. Upon finishing, the English version then passed to 

English langue expert for proofing before analysing.  
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Figure 12  

Example of Coding Process 

 

 

4.4.3 Categorization 

A thematic analysis approach was used. The researcher applied an initial set of 

codes to the transcripts and memos, then rearranged the codes into categories and 

eliminated unused or duplicate codes. The categories were then developed into 

themes. The analysis was done using both manual and a thought analysis program 

called “MAXQDA” to ensure the reliability of the results. 

The categorized process was initially conducted using Excel as an 

organizational tool, but coding was done manually. Codes were applied based on 

individual responses to each of the items in the interview, including follow-up 

questions where they were conducted. In some cases, simultaneous coding was used 
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to communicate relationships and interconnections between the codes during the first-

cycle coding process (Saldana, 2016). An example of such a simultaneous coding 

application is shown in Figure 13. This example was taken from a response to the first 

interview question about sharing knowledge and what areas were used to share 

knowledge. The purpose of using simultaneous coding for some responses was to 

ensure that connections between codes were maintained where there were 

relationships, which would later. In other case only single codes were applied, as there 

were no interconnections or relationships used. 

Prior to the second-stage coding process, the coding list that had emerged 

during the first-stage coding was examined. Duplicate codes were collapsed, but 

unused codes were retained in case they were applied during the second-stage coding 

process. The second-stage coding process was conducted using the same approach as 

the first, with all interviews re-coded based on the new coding list. Following second-

stage coding, the codes were analyzed again and any unused codes were discarded. 

The codes were then combined into categories of related ideas, which served as the 

basis for the formation of themes. The themes included multiple categories and codes, 

some of which were contrasting as they represented different views on the same 

concept under discussion. These themes addressed the objectives of the research, 

including knowledge transfer processes, barriers, and the differences between 

successful and unsuccessful knowledge transfer attempts. 

There were some issues that were encountered in the coding process. One of 

the biggest problems was that the amount of data from each interview was extensive, 

a problem that was only exacerbated by the number of interviews. This is a common 
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problem for coding practice, which can force the researcher to make choices about 

what kind of data should be coded (Saldana, 2016). In this research, the choice was 

made to code data mainly from the interview texts, rather than the notes taken during 

the interviews. Instead, the notes were used to direct attention to areas of discussion 

that stood out as important during the interview process. 

Following the initial hand coding of the data, the MAXQDA qualitative data 

analysis tool was applied for a second coding process. MAXQDA is a software 

package that is designed for analysis of qualitative, quantitative and mixed methods 

data of different types  (Kuckartz & Rädicker, 2019). MAXQDA offers a variety of 

different analysis techniques for qualitative coding and data of different types, as well 

as basic quantitative statistical analysis, making it an unusually flexible tool compared 

to other qualitative software packages like NVIVO which are less flexible  (Kuckartz 

& Rädicker, 2019). It can be used to organize, code, and analyse data in different 

ways, as well as conducting other activities like transcription and media analysis. It 

can also be used with multiple data types, including text, audio, and video/image 

recording  (Kuckartz & Rädicker, 2019). This made it particularly useful for this 

research. However, the main benefit of conducting a second pass of analysis with 

MAXQDA is that the tool is designed specifically for integration of qualitative and 

quantitative data during mixed methods research  (Kuckartz & Rädicker, 2019). That 

means that the qualitative coding results can be specified to facilitate triangulation 

between qualitative and quantitative findings (Kuckartz & Rädicker, 2019). Given 

that this was a primary goal of the current study, this was one of the most useful 

features of the software package for the research. The same general approach 

deployed in the hand-coding process featured above (qualitative content analysis) was 
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used, as this is one of the more effective tools within MAXQDA  (Kuckartz & 

Rädicker, 2019). Results are presented graphically, as this allows for comparison of 

different keywords and other aspects of the qualitative content analysis technique. 

This provides supplementary information for the broader discussion of results, which 

is helpful for understanding the overall context of agreement and other aspects of the 

research. 

 

Figure 13  

Example of Classifying 
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4.4.4 Identification of Patterns 

After coding process, there were a number of code names. To make them easy 

to understand these code names were listed together as one list before they were 

merged tighter into a few categories. 

The merging process of each code names ended up to a number of categories 

code name. These code name then categorize and analyse to see the relationship 

among them. The relationship analysis has been done in order to identify the 

connection between each code names, the connect between each code name to the 

category, and the connection between the category of that code name and other 

category. After finishing analyse the relationship, the pattern of these codes was 

identified.  

Moreover, the patterns have been set under two main theme headings 

following these processes; 1) Knowledge Transfer and 2) Success Factors. There are 

also sub-themes under these themes as Figure 14. These themes were sent to expert to 

comments and revised before using. 
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Figure 14 

Identification Process 

 

 

4.4.5 Validity and Reliability 

Validity and reliability of case studies can be challenging, because the data 

collected by the researcher must be evaluated and the researcher has to choose what 

should be included (Ali & Yusof, 2011). As discussed by Yin (2013) that there are 

three types of validity. These types can be seen as 1) Construct Validity, 2) Internal 

Validity and External Validity.  
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Table 6 

Quality of research design 

 

 (Source: Yin, 2013)  

 

This study pursues construct validity by using multiple data sources. The 

research begins from collecting company documents and materials. Then conducts the 

interviews together with participant observation. In order to ensure internal validity, 

this study uses pattern matching. The study matches the patterns found from different 

concepts and theories such as knowledge transfer, cross-boundary knowledge 

management, knowledge-as-practice, path dependence, and organizational memory 

with observed ones from the empirical cases of the study.   

On the other hand, to secure reliability, the researcher used a case study 

protocol and developed a database for the study (Gerring, 2016). Furthermore, the 

study adopts a process of expert validation to ensure both the validity and reliability 
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of the data. By using expert validity, the model was further developed and tested. This 

followed Yin’s (2013) expert validation process, ensuring that the research was 

consistent with what was already known about the process of inter-generational 

knowledge transfer and that a derived model reflects the reality of such process of the 

organization. 

External validity for case studies does not rely on the generalization of the 

findings through statistical analysis, but instead focuses on analytical generalization 

(Riege, 2003). The implication of this position is that the findings cannot be 

generalized directly, which is evident given the complexity of organizational systems 

and processes in any case. One of the ways to improve external validity within the 

case study is to use multiple cases and case comparison strategies (Zivkovic, 2012). 

To further improve external validity, this study adopts replication logic; so the 

findings from the first case are compared and tested with the ones from the next cases 

of the study to be developed into a Analytical framework. However, it should be 

acknowledged that this study cannot, in and of itself, deliver a theoretical model that 

is fully externally validated. Instead, theories developed from the research will need to 

be further tested to evaluate this characteristic. 

In addition, this research compares the “coding” between the researcher and 

the expert, by picking the same coding word and using them to create keywords. 

These keywords will be combined and summarized into ‘a set of themes’ which later 

lead to a framework of the study. However, if there are various non-matching codes 

identified by both a researcher and experts, the other experts will be required to do a 
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similar process as a researcher (Yin, 2013). This process will continue until all the 

experts agree with coding and themes.  

 

4.5 Ethics 

 There were several ethical concerns in the study, including the researcher’s 

position as an organizational insider and the need to protect the organization. The 

researcher’s position was a privileged one in terms of access, but also required 

balance of perspectives to ensure that an unbiased perspective on the organization was 

offered. This balance was achieved through critical reflection and solicitation of 

feedback throughout the research process, to ensure that the research remained 

realistic and that the organizational perspective was consistent with the perspectives 

of the research participants rather than that of the researcher. There was also a risk 

that the interviews could inadvertently expose sensitive organizational information, or 

that the disclosure of organizational identity could harm the organization. The 

organization’s identity has been obscured and the names and personal data of the 

interviewees was not released. Additionally, the interviewees were asked to review 

transcripts prior to analysis, and given the option to remove any information that was 

sensitive or could be sensitive. This allowed for analysis of the real condition of the 

organization without harming it. 
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CHAPTER 5 

INDIVIDUAL ANALYSIS 

 

The analysis was presented in two main themes. These themes are 1) 

Knowledge Transfer and 2) Success Factors. There are also sub-themes under these 

themes. For theme 1, the sub-themes can be seen as knowledge transmit, knowledge 

co-creation, and knowledge transformation. For theme 2, the sub-themes can be seen 

as leadership, roles, and responsibility, and the challenges of knowledge transfer 

processes. Due to this paper being a comparable case study, each case theme is being 

presented individually. 

Moreover, there are four cases included under this research: Marine, Railway, 

Airport, and City Train. The data for each case was analyzed individually and then 

compared. Although all the interviewees stated that their companies had implemented 

co-creation for periods of time, the evidence suggests something different. In fact, 

these firms are at different stages of knowledge transfer and transformation and are 

making different progress toward a high evolutionary level of their knowledge 

processes. 

 

5.1 Marine – Follower 

 Among the four cases, Marine has the longest history since it has been 

operating for 42 years. The company was established by a Thai investor who offers 

shipbuilding, marine engineering, and construction services. Since operating, the 
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company has never had any foreign joint ventures; it has been operating using the 

Thai way of management. 

5.1.1 Knowledge Transfer 

Based on the interview, the findings show that the company still currently 

follows the traditional way of managing, where the leader is the one who provides 

direction for the entire company. They stated that they have no problem with this style 

of management. They have been successful for more than 40 years with this 

management style and will continue to be so in the future. When asked about the 

knowledge management process, each of them seems to view it as something that they 

do regularly without giving it much importance. They think that transfer knowledge 

from the top-down is enough to drive the performance of the company.  

Furthermore, the process of knowledge transfer at Marine could be best 

described as in the preliminary stages of evolutionary development. The formal 

processes and official policies relating to knowledge transfer are minimal and focus 

on one-way, indirect knowledge transmit. These policies and processes do not 

actually require cross-generational knowledge transfer, and there is no clear process 

that relates to capturing the knowledge of high tenure engineers. Most knowledge 

transfer occurs at the individual level of knowledge transmit and may even go against 

formal organizational policy depending on what is going on.   

At the organizational level, Marine could be described as a “by-the-book” 

company, where only explicit knowledge is a major concern (Schuller, 2014). The 

organization also shows signs of siloing, another major barrier to implementation, 

with distinct and separated management teams that each have their own way of doing 
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things. Furthermore, management attitudes toward knowledge transfer are not 

supportive, with managers viewing knowledge as an organizational asset and 

knowledge sharing viewed as a threat to the organization’s power and 

competitiveness. Thus, there are some significant barriers that need to be overcome in 

order to evolve Marine’s knowledge transfer process further, despite some degree of 

recognition by both engineers and managers that this would be effective.  

Knowledge transfer processes within Marine can be considered predominantly 

as knowledge transmit. In the person-to-person context, knowledge transmit tends to 

occur via on-the-job training, where high tenure engineers offer information to low 

tenure engineers during the training period. This knowledge transmit includes both 

explicit and implicit knowledge, although there is no specific documentation for what 

should be included in this training session. Instead, high tenure engineers use their 

judgment about the low tenure engineer, their level of knowledge, applications and 

other areas. There is also knowledge transmit during team and organizational 

information meetings. However, these training sessions and meetings typically do not 

take into account feedback from staff or knowledge users, and therefore do not 

evolve. There is some knowledge co-creation which occurs informally among work 

teams, although this depends heavily on the team and the activities they are 

undertaking. Thus, while this may occur individually, it is not consistent and is not 

supported by Marine’s organizational policies or procedures. The process of 

knowledge transformation is not yet incorporated into the organization’s formal 

processes, and the siloing and other organizational barriers mean there is little 

evidence of informal knowledge transformation.  
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5.1.1.1 Knowledge Transmit. When investigating the information about 

knowledge transmit, all interviewees agree that Marine has had a knowledge 

transmitting process for more than 10 years. This is a normal process through on-the-

job training, when high tenures instruct low tenures. There is also knowledge sharing 

in meeting formats. When management problems arise, high tenures and low tenures 

tend to work together. High tenures share ideas and inform low tenures of 

responsibilities. Low tenures provide support and, less commonly, share ideas. 

However, there is little evidence that low tenure ideas are used in conjunction with 

high tenures to create new knowledge. Management does little to facilitate knowledge 

sharing, but simply acts as supporters who provide advice when needed. The key in 

knowledge management systems for Marine is to monitor the progress of knowledge 

transmit that is related to the operation process. Support teams do not play a 

significant role in the knowledge management process. One member said that he 

introduced e-learning to the company, but the idea was never implemented. 

Surprisingly, most participants viewed knowledge sharing as successful at 

Marine according to the data analysis (Figure 15). However, a few did perceive it as 

unsuccessful. None of the them think the knowledge transmit process is in the middle 

of success and unsuccess. Based on the observation, it can be stated that Marine has 

successfully adopted knowledge transmit process among the same generation and 

cross generation. At the knowledge management meeting, management level who is a 

baby boomer gave out his policies to high tenure and assigned high tenure to cascade 

this down to low tenure engineers. There is also a situation when a high tenure tries to 

explain some issue about working system to other, it could be seen that most high 

tenure engineers had given out their opinion and suggestion toward that issue, while 
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low tenure engineers just listened and some of them asked questions when they did 

not understand sometime, which other high tenures helped in answering. This might 

happen from the fact that low and high tenure had different knowledge basis.      

 

Figure 15  

Perceived success of knowledge transmit at Marine 
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readiness, leadership, trust and monitoring. Factors including teamwork, and assigning 

the right employees were less important. The detail of these factors can be seen as the 

following. 

“The readiness of low tenures in term of receiving the knowledge are not 

equal…” (MS5 – Human Readiness) 

“High tenure should also be ready to give knowledge…” (MS5 - Human 

Readiness) 

“Basic knowledge of each person is not equal, for example, high tenure might 

be very clever but not a good teacher.” (MJ1 - Human Readiness) 

“Willingness to listen to others and giving the opportunity to others, 

especially, high tenure should be open to listen.” (MJ2 - Character) 

“Knowledge giver should be competence in transmitting the knowledge.” 

(MJ3 - Character) 

 “Trusted and believed in knowledge giver are very important.” (MS2 - Trust) 

 “The trust between high tenure and low tenure is the key to success.” (MJ2 - 

Trust) 

 “Teamwork can help in knowledge transfer.” (MS3 - Teamwork) 

“Select the right person to the right job is also important when transferring 

knowledge.” (MS1 - Put the right man to the right job) 

Based on these results, it can be implied that personal, social and organizational 

factors can play significant roles in against knowledge transmit process.  
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Figure 16  

Factors that contribute to success or failure of knowledge transmit processes at Marine 

 

When asking for the reasons of adopting knowledge transfer process, the 

results analysis via MAXQDA showed that the most important reason for adopting 

knowledge transmit processes at Marine as collaboration (Figure 17), with only a few 

respondents feeling that efficiency or problem solving was the most important. This is 

somehow supported by the observation result that deceived from the meeting. When 

Marine management members gave out the policies or idea about something, no one 
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at the meeting come up against them nor give any negative comment toward the idea. 

They seem to listen and copy what their boss said.  

“Main factor of adopting knowledge transfer is to be more efficiency at work.” 

(MJ2) 

“Problem is changing all the times, so it is important to adopt knowledge 

transfer.” (MJ1) 

“To create collaboration in the organization via knowledge transfering 

process.” (MJ2) 

 

Figure 17 

Reasons for adopting knowledge transmiting processes at Marine 
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By taking a look at their roles and responsibilities toward knowledge transmit 

process, data of marine analysis reveals that respondents are more likely to view 

themselves as knowledge sharers and/or knowledge supporters than knowledge takers 

(Figure 18). Only one low tenure engineer viewed themselves as solely a knowledge 

taker.  

 

Figure 18  

Responsibilities for knowledge transmit at Marine 
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However, most participants viewed the knowledge transmit process as ad hoc 

and direct according to data of marine (Figure 19). Only a few identified it as indirect.  

This is quite different from the information about there knowledge management 

meeting and the fact that they actually transmit knowledge during routine as the 

researcher learns from the observation. Nonetheless, this might be because their 

knowledge management meeting is not really a stand alone meeting, but it is a kind of 

one of agenda in other meeting, which is not happened at regular basis. Thus, the 

respondents might feel this as ad hoc.  

 

Figure 19  

Knowledge transmit at Marine: Direct, indirect or ad hoc? 
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To ensure the effectiveness of knowledge transmit there were three 

opportunities for improvement identified for the knowledge transmit process at 

Marine, according to data of marine (Figure 20). Active assignment of roles in the 

process, along with implementation of a formal process, were the most common. Only 

a few participants agreed that using IT should be a primary concern. When compare 

with observation information from onsite visit, it was clear that the IT mentioned by 

them are simply communication IT application or system such as email and Line. 

There is no advance IT application adopted for knowledge transmit.  

 

Figure 20 

Opportunities for improvement in the knowledge transmit process at Marine 
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In summary, the knowledge transmit process at Marine is “a hierarchical and 

top-down process” of knowledge transmit, concerned mainly with providing practical 

knowledge for specific problems. This process does not make use of low tenures or 

support staff knowledge or knowledge storage and transmission technologies like e-

learning. The data revealed that participants viewed the knowledge transmit process 

was successful as far as it went, and contributed to the collaboration between teams. 

However, it is clear there were some problems. The character of the organization and 

the knowledge transfer process was the primary barrier. Furthermore, there was some 

evidence of role confusion and a lack of formal process, which were both identified as 

opportunities for improvement.  Thus, the problem of knowledge transmit at Marine is 

that it is used as a practical operational tool only, rather than the basis for a deeper 

knowledge management strategy.  

5.1.1.2 Knowledge co-creation. For knowledge co-creation, Marine exhibits 

some co-creation; high tenures and low tenure come together to help solve problems. 

Management takes responsibility to provide policy and support the co-creation 

process.  

“I am the one who supports both policy and the process of co-creation. I also 

motivate low tenures and all team members to share their knowledge and 

opinion. I try to promote to create a system for each company to have co-

creation in all levels. I give the opportunity to everyone to speak out as a part 

of co-creation.” (MS1)  
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In Marine, high tenures seem to be vital in co-creation. High tenures are 

responsible for sharing, teaching, coordinating and giving feedback to low tenure 

staffs. 

“I am responsible for transfer knowledge and experience to low tenure staffs 

in work and other issues related to work.” (MS1) 

“I am a trainer who consulted in setting up activities that focus on knowledge 

transfer”. (MS2) 

“I have a chance to learn new things, that’s why I also support others to learn 

and train in new things”. (MS3) 

“I’m just like a middle man who plays both roles transfer knowledge and 

receiving knowledge from others via meetings.” (MS4) 

“I assist management to implement their policy such as co-creating knowledge 

policy. Once managements have set up the policy I will align them to my team 

to follow.” (MS5) 

Low tenure staffs are responsible for supporting data and tend to follow high 

tenures and management opinion.   

“I am responsible for supporting information and details that are related from 

work to management to make decisions. I also have a system to keep data in order to 

share these data with others.” (MJ2). 

Support teams function as structures for knowledge transfer. They provide 

data that the company needs to share knowledge. If data (e.g., technical engineering 
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information) that support function cannot be obtained within the company, then they 

will need to acquire it externally.  

“I act as a support centre who supports knowledge transfer in the organization. 

The centre is where anyone can come and request data. I mean we do not carry all 

data, so if they want technical or specific information, they will have to request this 

from the management team or acquire it elsewhere. The data that we have is mostly 

about financial, contract, standard price calculation, and other material related to 

support work.” (MS1)  

For observation at the meeting and onsite visit, there was not evidence of 

successful knowledge co-creation in Marine. Some of the high tenure engineers once 

mentioned at the meeting that young people had learned a lot of advance construction 

technologies but these young did not have experience in using them, and in the real 

world situation sometimes it does not rely on modern things but the traditional 

knowledge with experience from the people like him (he is a baby boomer). 

Therefore, it was very difficult from them to cross generation co-create since one 

generation relied on modern knowledge and one relied on experience and traditional 

knowledge.  

Like knowledge transmit, knowledge co-creation is “hierarchical” and mainly 

led by high tenure staff, with low tenure not being engaged with the process. Support 

staff play a limited role in knowledge co-creation, primarily as data providers. The 

biggest problem with this structure is that lack of full engagement from operation and 

support staff mean that high tenure staff predominates, which could lead to problems 

like path dependency. 
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5.1.1.3 Knowledge Transformation. There is no solid evidence about having 

knowledge transformation at Marine from both interview and observation results. 

Although one management member in Marine mentioned that he would like to create 

a system to drive knowledge transformation in the company, this was just an idea that 

was not manifest. The system that Marine currently is based on ISO which is 

generally good for operation; but in term of knowledge transformation, it is not 

sufficient.  

“In fact, I would like to create a system that can help in transforming 

knowledge between high tenures and low tenures. We do not have a system 

that is strong enough to transform knowledge” (MM1).  

“We actually have an idea to set up a lesson learning system in order to help 

transform knowledge from individual experience into a system that can be 

passed on to the next generation. This knowledge can be seen as a common 

mistake that normally happens at work and how to manage it, cost calculating 

technique, standard cost and so on…Unfortunately, this is just an idea with has 

not been implemented in a practical way. Everyone actually knows about this 

idea but we are busy in doing something else. I think this might not happen 

soon.” (MS1) 

In summary, knowledge transformation has been identified as a “possible 

priority” at Marine, but there has not yet been any effort to develop a comprehensive 

knowledge transformation process or system. Furthermore, knowledge transformation 

has not been prioritized for development.  
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5.1.2 Key Factors of Knowledge Transfer 

 Compared with other cases, Marine is the company with the least development 

in knowledge transformation. Evidence suggests Marine does not have formal or 

informal knowledge transformation; however, there are some examples of knowledge 

transmit and co-creation. The interview also shows that Marine focuses on knowledge 

management as an ad hoc issue; for example, the knowledge transfer occurs when 

problems arise about job routines. 

5.1.2.1 Leadership. Moreover, Marine has separated its management into 3 

main lines and 3 management teams. Each management team has its own way to 

manage knowledge and each seems to have high impressions of their own approach to 

knowledge management. They also manage top down rather that than bottom up. 

Subordinates are expected to follow directions without providing feedback or 

comments. It is difficult for employees in this environment to share knowledge.  

 All management lines in Marine (the oldest group in the company, which 

mostly consider as baby boomer) are using traditional ways of managing their team. 

They are highly resistant to change. In Marine there is a culture that encourages staff 

to implement, not create. Furthermore, at least some managers in Marine are actively 

opposed to or resistant to knowledge management practices, believing for example 

that it could increase the risk of industrial espionage or theft of organizational 

knowledge from departing employees. Marine is also a family-controlled company 

and there is a strong opposition to knowledge management on the grounds that 

knowledge should be retained for family members, who hold responsibility and power 

within the organization. This opposition, which includes managers at the upper levels 
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of the organization, has prevented any real movement toward organised knowledge 

management practices, especially with regard to providing additional knowledge for 

operation employees or unrelated employees. As a result, there have been few 

resources devoted to developing knowledge management processes or tools at 

Marine. 

5.1.2.2 Roles and Responsibility. The role of employees, especially low 

tenure employees, in the Marine organization is minimal when it comes to knowledge 

transmit, co-creation or transformation practices, due to the overt control of the 

organization and its knowledge flows at the management level. Employees simply 

follow what they have been told to do. Sometimes the traditional way is not useful in 

a current situation. But their belief is that this is their way of doing things, and if 

anyone cannot accept it then they do not belong in the team. Employees in Marine do 

not like to share knowledge because they are afraid that they will be reprimanded. As 

what have been observed at the meeting, most of the time management members will 

be the one who talk and give out order. There are sometimes that high tenure 

engineers allow to talk or add their opinion to support the management member ideas. 

During the site visit observation, the researcher once witness the flight between low 

tenure engineer and high tenure engineer about work procedure. High tenure 

engineers end up saying that he understands the difficult of low tenure engineer, but 

this is the way this company work, nothing he can do about it. Many low tenure staffs 

left the company because they could not work with this style of management. High 

tenures also have left to find better opportunities, leading to “brain drain” in this 

sector. 
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5.1.2.3 Technology. In term of technology, Marine does not use advanced 

technology in the knowledge management process. The main technologies used 

include line applications, email, cloud computing and the company database. While 

there has been some discussion of implementing knowledge management 

technologies, this has not been prioritized by management and has not been given 

adequate resources, including either time or financial resources. As a result, there not 

only has not been an effective technology implementation, there are currently no 

plans for such and this is not expected to change.  

Based on the interviews and onsite observation, most technologies are used for 

storing information and communication under a knowledge transfer process. Line 

applications, the Cloud and email are used for double loop communication, for 

example, exchange of information and giving feedback as a part of co-creation. But 

there is no evidence of using these technologies for knowledge transformation. This 

might be because staff are concerned about data security and leaks. So, they only use 

technology once they ensure that it is safe to use. At the meeting, it can be observed 

that some management members do not really prefer to use cloud computing. They 

were familiar with emails and offline tools such as storing it in their personal devices.   

“I set up Microsoft team to develop the Cloud to store data. However, I am 

quite worried about the leaking of confidential information. Thus, the data collected 

on our database are not many since we need to consider case by case to ensure that 

they are secure to use.” (MM1) 
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Table 7  

Technology uses by Marine 

Technology uses 

by Marine  

Knowledge Management 

Transmitting Co-Creation Transformation 

Line Application    

Email    

Database    

Cloud 

Computing 
 

  

 

5.1.2.4 The Challenges of Knowledge Transfer at Marine. The interviewees 

and observers suggest the most important factors for success are leadership, personal 

traits and human capital readiness .Leaders should drive knowledge management .

Individuals should have positive attitudes toward knowledge transmit, co-creation and 

transformation .Human capital readiness is also important; the one with information 

should have the competence to share it, and the one who receives it should be able to 

accept that knowledge .Other important factors include organizational structure and 

culture of the company, which should help in creating knowledge .Data of marine 

analysis identified four prevalent challenges of implementing knowledge transfer 

processes at Marine, including the individual characteristics, leadership views on 

readiness, human readiness, and least importantly timing and opportunity (Figure 21). 

Thus, the respondents view implementation not as a problem of organizational 

resources, but of the organization’s culture and leadership . 
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The main challenges faced by Marine are individual characteristics and 

readiness. There are gaps between bosses and subordinates. Low tenures tend to 

follow high tenure directions without input, which limits knowledge co-creation.   

“The challenge of knowledge transfer is the fact that it is over experience and 

knowledge of low tenures.” (MJ3 – Human Readiness) 

“The transfer might not effective enough.” (MJ3 – Human Readiness) 

“Ego is the challenge of knowledge transfer.” (MSS1 – Character) 

“Timing and opportunity are the most challenge of the organization to 

manage.” (MS3 - Timing and Opportunity) 

“Time is a crucial thing to drive knowledge transfer.” (MJ1 – Timing and 

Opportunity) 

“Lack of management support is the challenge of the organization in 

knowledge transfer.” (MJ2 – Leader) 
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Figure 21  

The Challenges of Knowledge Transfer at Marine 
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common, their management styles are somehow different, especially when it comes to 

the term “Knowledge Management”.  

5.2.1 Knowledge Transfer 

At Railway, the company seems to avoid a formal management system since 

both Thai and Chinese engineers seem concerned that their knowledge may be leaked 

to the opposition. Even though they are a partner company, they do not yet trust each 

other. They also have a clear view about knowledge transfer. At Railway, it seems 

that the knowledge management system or sharing has only been done among the 

Thai engineers as a basic process. This is also in line with observation information at 

knowledge management meeting. There is no Chinese engineers attend the meeting. 

When asking knowledge management team, it was cleared that knowledge transfer 

process in Railway is only limited to Thai engineer. For knowledge transfer between 

Thai engineer and Chinese will use the other agendas that needed top management 

level to approve.  

Despite the above issue, Railway’s knowledge transfer process can be 

described as an evolution in progress. Data of Railway analysis (Figure 22) shows that 

there are many reasons for adopting knowledge transfer processes at Railway, 

including efficiency and development (though learning and collaboration were less 

important factors).  At the organizational level, Railway could be described as a 

“Babel” company, in which the systems and processes are informal, unsystematic and 

chaotic (Schuller, 2014). The organization has no formal policies or processes relating 

to knowledge transfer, and although it does have a KMS this system is not 

incorporated into policies and is not widely used. There is also siloing of the KMS, 
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with different departments having access to different types of knowledge. Thus, 

although the company in theory has the required technologies and tools for KMS, they 

are not well integrated and not used effectively.  

“The company adopts knowledge transfer to allow its employees to experience 

both the meaning of mistake and success.” (RM1 – Learning) 

“Upon adopting knowledge transfer, low tenures can have a chance to think 

and make basic decision.” (RJ2 – Learning) 

“The factor of adopting knowledge transfer is to develop ourselves in term of 

thinking.” (RM1 – Developing) 

“Adopting knowledge transfer to help come up with conclusion to be able to 

use at work.” (RM3 – Efficiency) 

“The reason of adopting knowledge transfer is to be able to reduce pressure at 

work, solving the problem, motivate to share idea, better performance and 

reduce working time.” (RS1 – Efficiency) 

“Provide the opportunity to share knowledge and collaborative in order to gain 

new thing and open new perspective.” (RJ1 – Collaboration) 

“It is important to bring in all the information together and collaborative for 

both in-depth and width information in order to work together.” (RM2)  
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Figure 22  

Reasons for Adopting Knowledge Transfer at Railway 
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themselves as either knowledge sharers (the most common role), knowledge takers or 

knowledge supporters and policymakers, without recognizing that they could engage 

in multiple roles.  In fact, it was difficult to get a consistent picture of knowledge 

transfer processes at Railway at all, because of the high variation in responses from 

both individual participants within groups and between the groups of actors. This 

strongly influences the extent to which the organization can use the processes of 

knowledge transfer effectively.  

 

Figure 23  

Responsibilities for Knowledge Transfer Processes at Railway 
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 In terms of the evolutionary perspective of knowledge transfer, Railway 

primarily uses knowledge transmit. Data of Railway analysis revealed that six 

participants recognized knowledge transmit and knowledge co-creation, but none 

identified a process of knowledge transformation. Knowledge transmit includes a 

combination of official activities (training within teams and across organizational 

boundaries). High tenure engineers take an active role in these training processes, 

with most of the operational work done by low tenure employees. In addition, there is 

a high degree of informal knowledge transmit during informal coaching processes. 

Knowledge co-creation is less formalized and official, with different managers and 

departments using different strategies. In cases where knowledge co-creation works 

well for Railway, there is active participation from the low tenure engineers; for 

example, they could contribute updated technology knowledge. However, the 

evidence for this process is limited, and highly dependent on the managerial 

preferences. There is little evidence for knowledge transformation, with no formal 

process or policy relating to it and little work across organizational boundaries that 

would facilitate knowledge transformation. Thus, although company managers have 

identified knowledge transformation as a goal, it has not yet emerged.   

5.2.1.1 Knowledge Transmit. Knowledge Transmit is the primary formal 

process for knowledge at Railway. According to data of Railway analysis (Figure 24), 

there were multiple formal systems in place for knowledge transmit. This was far 

more than for knowledge co-creation. Consistent with the finding that there was no 

recognized knowledge transformation process, there also does not appear to be any 

formal systems in place for this process.  
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Figure 24  

Identification of Formal Systems for Knowledge Management at Railway 

 

Transmitting knowledge for Railway is similar to Marine, but Railway also 

focuses on training with holding companies, in addition to internal training. They also 

include knowledge transfer as part of their job. The interviewee RM1 states the ratio 

of high tenure and low tenure in Railway is not balanced—most of the staff are 

considered low tenures (only 10 high tenure employees). As such, they rely on 

holding company training to help transmit knowledge. As in Marine, high tenure staff 

act as leaders in knowledge transmit and co-creation. High tenure s are responsible for 

teaching, sharing and listening, whereas low tenures are responsible for learning and 

doing. Some low tenures state that they are responsible for coaching new staff and 
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teaching new technology: “I suggest about new technology and revolution of 

technology such as how to store data in Cloud” (RJ3). Railway management is also 

like that of Marine. They provide direction and monitor the success of knowledge 

transmit. Support teams do not play any significant role in knowledge transmit, nor its 

co-creation. Railway also does not show any strong evidence of knowledge 

transformation.  

Despite the fact of not having formal or solid knowledge transfer system at the 

organizational level, each department of railway successfully transmit its knowledge 

through its own way. From the observation, it was found that some departments are 

well-organize in knowledge transmit with a lot of solid evidence. However, their 

knowledge transmits seemed to be a stand alone process which did not really connect 

with others in formal way and based upon routine work.  

In summary, the knowledge transmit process at Railway is similar to that at 

Marine, with knowledge transmit playing a role in the training process but not 

otherwise being a strong presence. Furthermore, knowledge transmit is mainly “a one-

way”, top-down transmit from high tenure to low tenure members, relying heavily on 

the holding company (though not making much use of support staff). The biggest 

problem with knowledge transmit other than its one-way and hierarchical nature is the 

imbalance of high tenure and low tenure members, which means that resources for 

knowledge transmit are constrained. 

5.2.1.2 Knowledge co-creation. Railway knowledge co-creation is not 

extensive, but there is some evidence of the co-creation process between high tenures 

and low tenure staffs under the assistance of management. The interview with 
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management and high tenure staff in Railway showed that each of them has their own 

way of managing knowledge. Railway does not have a fixed process for knowledge 

management. Some do it via meetings, some using on-site calls referred to as “Walk a 

Talk”, and some by reports and job allocation. This is consequently a much less 

formalized process than knowledge transmit. Data of Railway analysis revealed that 

there were differences in how knowledge transmit and knowledge co-create were 

managed, especially that while knowledge transmit was a formal process, knowledge 

co-create was an informal process. According to the data of Railway analysis, 

knowledge co-creation is mainly done through an informal process (Figure 25). This 

contrasts to knowledge transmit, which is primarily done through formal systems.  

Figure 25  

Identification of Informal Systems for Knowledge Management at Railway 
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High tenures are responsible for teaching, sharing and listening, whereas low 

tenure staffs are responsible for learning and doing. Some low tenure staffs state that 

they are responsible for coaching new staff and teaching new technology. “I suggest 

about new technology and revolution of technology such as how to store data in 

Cloud” (RJ3). Railway management is like Marine management. They provide 

direction and monitor the success of knowledge transmit. In this case, support teams 

do not play any significant role in co-creation. Based on the observation results at the 

site visit, there were some evidences showed the co-creation between low and high 

tenure engineer, but not involve management member.   

In brief, knowledge co-creation at Railway is both “top-down and 

disorganized”. Low tenures do not truly play a role in knowledge co-creation, with 

high tenures leading the process and low tenures expected to go along with the 

processes set by high tenure management. Furthermore, there is no single process for 

knowledge co-creation, and instead it occurs using several disparate processes 

depending on high tenure management preference (where it occurs at all). Thus, there 

is a serious problem with knowledge co-creation both not fulfilling a truly cooperative 

role and with its disorganization and inconsistency throughout the company. 

5.2.1.3 Knowledge Transformation. Like Marine, Railway does not have 

solid evidence of having a knowledge transformation system in both interview and 

observation. Railway seems to focus mainly on knowledge transmit in the form of 

work procedures, work manuals and operational knowledge. One person in 

management mentioned studying best practices, as well as discussions about such best 

practices during meetings, and they reflected on how these have been integrated to 
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help enhance work or as a part of knowledge transformation. The data confirmed that 

there was no evidence for knowledge transformation at Railway. 

“During meetings, we will talk about what have we found during our work, 

what is the best practice, share know-how, present the performance and 

outcomes of each company…” (RM1) 

In summary, knowledge transformation at Railway is also “top-down and does 

not have a single organizational process”, where it occurs at all. There is some 

evidence that best practices and lessons learned are part of the process for some 

projects, but this is primarily oriented toward operational and procedural knowledge 

and little of this is captured or truly transformed for use within the organization. The 

biggest problem, however, is that it does not exist throughout the organization and is 

instead an “ad hoc activity driven by individual management preferences”. 

5.2.2 Key Factors of Knowledge Transfer  

5.2.2.1 Leadership. Similar to Marine, leaders at Railway seem not to pay 

much attention to the knowledge management system. By asking in-depth questions, 

some of the interviewees stated that it might be leaked if they were to share too much 

knowledge since some knowledge is too confidential to transfer. Also, they did not 

think that it was necessary to share all the knowledge, just some that their leaders 

consider okay. They do not have the budget or time to concentrate on knowledge 

management since their priority is to complete their primary work. If leaders do not 

give priority to knowledge management, they should not give any importance to it 

either.  
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5.2.2.2 Roles and Responsibility. As with Marine, Railway also exhibited 

little knowledge transformation. The knowledge transmit of the company was based 

on an individual level, which could be seen in two terms, one was among the same 

generation and the other is cross generation. When transmit knowledge with the same 

generation, it seemed to be easier and more harmonic than did it with cross 

generation. One of the high tenures stated that he thought it was difficult to explain to 

these kids since they did not have any experiences and skills to understand. The 

quality of university in the past were not the same at his age. Moreover, there is no 

evidence of accountability or resource allocation related to knowledge management. 

Each department has their own way of managing knowledge. Most of the knowledge 

management is viewed as knowledge transfer that occurs when there are specific 

problems or holding company assignments. Railway shows some evidence of co-

creation, but it is not aligned for the whole organization. In some departments, high 

tenure and operation employees will share knowledge and seek solutions to problems 

together. However, other departments are heavily top-down and operation employees 

play little role in the creation or transformation of knowledge.  

5.2.2.3 Technology Issue. Like Marine, Railway does not adopt any advance 

technologies in knowledge management. Railway uses basic technologies such as line 

applications, databases and email. Data of Railway analysis revealed that participants 

were most likely to identify LINE as a key knowledge exchange technology, followed 

by email. Databases were least important. For Cloud technology, some interviewees 
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state they do not have such a system to store data. Line applications, email and 

internal databases also act as main technologies in transmitting knowledge. However, 

one interviewee stated that there is no database system used yet. This might be 

because each team is managing knowledge separately, and there is no single system to 

follow.  

“…There is no database or Cloud computing to collect data yet.” (RS1) 

“Database is used to collect the construction pattern that we can go back to see 

when needed…” (RS2) 

“BU database is used for collecting data such as in the contract and work 

manual. But there is a limit to the number of people who can access this 

information. Not everyone can access.” (RJ1) 

For co-creation, they have done this through line applications and email, but 

they only use these technologies in communication when they have a problem or 

something else to request. In terms of knowledge transformation, Railway does not 

show any signs of using technology. Both the failure to standardize knowledge 

management practices and the lack of information technologies to implement such 

practices may stem from tacit management disapproval of KM practices (though this 

is not as obvious as at Marine). 
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Table 8  

Technology uses by Railway 

Technology used 

by Railway 

Knowledge Management 

Transmitting Co-Creation Transformation 

Line Application    

Email    

Database    

Cloud 

Computing 
 

  

Google Drive    

KMS    

 

5.2.2.4 The Challenges of Knowledge Transfer at Railway. In addition, 

Railway is facing a generation gap problem, lacking middle-aged staff. Most working 

at Railway either have more than 20 years of experience, or are operation with less 

than 10 years. This can lead to miscommunication among employees. For example, 

low tenures are more comfortable with technology. High tenures can be path-

dependent, or bound by previous decisions and outdated knowledge that generates 

inadequate solutions. Sometimes things high tenures think are impolite, low tenures 

do not. At times, high tenure staff do not want to transmit knowledge to low tenures, 

and in others, low tenures feel that high tenure knowledge is obsolete. Conversely, 

some low tenures do not have enough knowledge to thrive in the real world. When the 
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fundamentals of low tenures and high tenure knowledge are different, it becomes 

problematic for them to share knowledge. Low tenures often do not understand what 

high tenures try to communicate, and vice versa. As a result of these generational 

gaps, it can be very difficult for high tenures and low tenures to collaborate and share 

knowledge with each other. In some cases, high tenures or low tenures may actually 

discard knowledge that results from this generational gap simply because of its 

source, while in others high tenures may use their more extensive organizational 

power to enforce their own preferences. 

Railway faces the generation gap challenge. “High tenures believe in their 

own way of doing things. They are afraid to change” (RJ1). High tenures and low 

tenures do not want to listen to each other (RJ2). This is somehow similar to path-

dependent theories where people hold on to their paths and are unwilling to accept 

others. High tenures and management also said that the fundamental knowledge of 

low tenures is low to accept the knowledge that high tenures are willing to transfer. 

“The weaker fundamental of low tenures’ knowledge might be because the current 

education is too weak” (RS2). RM1, RS1 and RS3 state that brain drain is also a 

challenge that Railway faces. They said that once the knowledge is transferred to an 

low tenure member, a operation might feel that he or she is now knowledgeable 

enough to take opportunities at other companies. “There is also an issue about reward 

and incentive that these low tenures are looking for. If we don’t offer enough, they 

will move to other companies” (RM1).   

Railway interviewees state that personality and characteristics of individuals 

must support knowledge transmitting, co-creation and transformation. “High tenures 

should open their mind to give knowledge and listen to feedback or low tenure point 
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of view, while low tenures should open their mind to take and believe in what High 

tenures try to give” (RS2). RS3 also added that they should reduce their “ego” to 

allow for feedback and improvement. Railway staff also mentioned the readiness of 

both high tenures and low tenures to give and to take. He states that the knowledge of 

each person is not equal and this can be a barrier for knowledge transmit.  

Data of Railway analysis (Figure 26) was found that individual personality 

and characteristics was viewed as the biggest problem for implementation. However, 

human readiness, brain drain and generation gap and norms and culture were also 

identified. Despite these challenges, most interviewees considered implementation a 

success, with a few considering it to be on the way to success. Furthermore, 

personality and characteristics of engineers was also found to be the strongest factor 

in the success or failure of implementation (Figure 27). 

“Traditional norm, attitude and culture are the things that against the success 

of knowledge transfer.” (RM2 – Norm and Culture) 

“Thai culture is a culture that people are to shy to express themselves in the 

public, which is not good for knowledge transfering.” (RM2 – Norm and 

Culture) 

“The inconsistent of knowledge transfer. For instance, engineers are not stay 

for to long, after transfering knowledge at one point they left and new 

engineers come in. Thus, the knowledge transfer has to stop and go back to the 

beginning again and again.” (RS1 – Brain Drain) 

“The fundamental of knowledge is not enough. High tenures have taught these 

low tenures many times, but they cannot embed the knowledge. This might be 
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a problem from current educational system that might not effective like the 

traditional one.” (RS2 – Human Readiness) 

“Low tenures lack of enough experience to digest the knowledge that has been 

transfer.” (RS3 – Human readiness) 

“Knowledge takers have different level of knowledge, so the results of 

transfering are not the same.” (RM3 – Human Readiness) 

“New generation is not patient enough, when doing hard work, they will 

quick.” (RS1 – Character) 

“No intention, not pay attention, do not want to do the work, do not want to 

learn are the character of low tenures that against knowledge transfering.” 

(RS2 – Character). 

“There is not enough time for transfering knowledge. It is too rush.” (RS3 – 

Timing and Opportunity) 
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Figure 26  

The Challenges of Knowledge Transfer Processes at Railway 
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Figure 27  

Success and Failure Factors in Knowledge Transfer at Railway 

 

 

5.3 Airport –Creator 

Like Railway, Airport was also established in 1988. However, when compared 

to its size, Airport is just half the size of Railway, since Railway has more than 400 

full-time employees, while Airport only has approximately 200. The company 

specializes in the design and engineering of airports and provisions for airport 

engineering services due to airport technology not originating from Thailand. Thai 

engineers have to acquire this knowledge from overseas.  
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After sending employees to acquire and share such knowledge for more than 

10 years, the Airport management team came up with the idea of a joint venture with 

a Japanese company. Due to this, Airport has been joined with the Japanese company 

for more than six years now.  

5.3.1 Knowledge Transfer 

 As mentioned, the Airport management team has foreseen the importance of 

knowledge transfer, so they joint-ventured with a Japanese company. Since then, 

knowledge exchange has been active between the Thai and Japanese business units as 

well as through employee transfers. 

Furthermore, at the organizational level, Airport does not show significant 

barriers to implementation of knowledge transfer and transfer processes, although it 

does have some problems including siloing (particularly between the different units 

currently integrating) and differences in technologies and systems between the Thai 

and Japanese teams working at the organization. Based on the observation, there were 

some challenge that Airport employees were worried about when adopting knowledge 

transfer, these challenges were quite in line with interview results.  As showing in 

data of Airport, biggest challenges identified for knowledge transfer processes at 

Airport included characteristics and personality of users and human readiness (Figure 

30). While a range of other challenges were also identified, there was much less 

agreement on these factors. 

It is also notable that the organization, in addition to temporal boundaries, had 

cultural boundaries in knowledge transfer, which resulted in some differences in 

assumptions about knowledge and in some cases lack of a shared lexicon, which 
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Carlile (2004) requires is needed for basic knowledge transfer. Despite these 

organizational barriers, the organization has formal policies and procedures for 

knowledge transfer. These policies and procedures regulate, for example, the use of 

documentation and KMS and the use of documentation and manuals in training, 

although their coverage is not absolute. Thus, even though the organization has many 

functional and operational challenges in its knowledge transfer process, it has 

implemented policies and processes to help overcome these problems. 

 The data of Airport results indicated that while all respondents agreed that 

Airport had both knowledge transmit and knowledge co-creation processes, none 

agreed that there was a formal knowledge co-creation process. For both interview and 

observation, it was clear that the formal knowledge transmit process at Airport is 

relatively well-established at the organizational level. There are consistent and 

established knowledge transmit activities, including meetings, Q&A sessions and 

training, which go beyond the initial on-the-job training processes, during which high 

tenure engineers and management actively transfer knowledge to their low tenure 

colleagues. The knowledge transferred can be highly detailed; for example, case 

studies that relate the process by which the organization’s engineers have solved real-

world problems in the past. There are also organized teams for knowledge co-

creation, which follow an established (though flexible) process for exchange of ideas. 

The formal knowledge transformation process is currently under development and 

there is not yet an established process, but the management and engineering teams are 

working on developing this process. 
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 There is also evidence from both interview and observation for informal 

knowledge transmit and knowledge co-creation between high tenure and low tenure 

engineers, especially within teams and in individual relationships. However, these 

processes are not formalized and engineers in some cases avoided talking about these 

exchanges or viewed them as less important than the formalized knowledge 

exchanges. Thus, the organization as a whole appears to prioritize the collective, high 

tenure -led formal activities over the individual exchanges, which occurred at all 

levels.  

There were a wide range of factors identified for why Airport adopted 

knowledge transfer practices (Figure 28). However, none of these were preparing 

successors. Instead, they were mainly efficiency and collaboration, along with some 

agreement that learning, development and problem solving were reasons for adoption. 

In the data of Airport analysis, it was shown that most participants at Airport 

felt the knowledge transfer processes were successful (5 of 7), while the remainder 

felt that it was moderately successful. The most common success factor identified was 

the personality and characteristics of those implementing it, with only one respondent 

indicating that relationships were the most significant factor. This was quite in line 

with observation at knowledge management meeting and onsite visiting that they 

seemed to support and promote idea of the people who they normally handed out or 

had lunch with.  

“The main reason of implementing knowledge transfer is to practice low 

tenures to think.” (AJ1 – Learning) 
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“Implementing knowledge transfer can be seen as a stage for new generation 

to think, analyse problem and increase learning experience.” (AS1 – Learning) 

“Training low tenure to think.” (AJ1 – Learning) 

“Knowledge transfer is a key to help cross check and build up responsibility of 

low tenures.” (AS1-Developing) 

“To have creditable information to use in working system.” (AM1 – 

Efficiency) 

“Implementing knowledge transfer to reduce conflict of selecting anyone 

method of idea. Using knowledge transfer process will help the whole team 

come up together to make decision as team not individual.” (AS2 – Problem) 

“Low tenure can have opportunity in working with high tenures and 

management, which can make them feel valuable.” (AJ1 – Collaboration) 

“Support working as a team.” (AJ2 – Collaboration) 
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Figure 28  

Reasons for Implementing Knowledge Transfer Processes at Airport 

 

5.3.1.1 Knowledge Transmit. Unlike Marine and Railway, Airport seemed to 

be consistent in knowledge transmit. The interviewees agree that their knowledge 

transmit is done through Q&A sessions and on-site visits. Management and high 

tenures will challenge low tenure staffs with questions and problems. They also take 

low tenure staffs on-site to demonstrate real situations, and conduct regular meetings 

to discuss on-going issues.  Based on the observation low tenure engineers seemed to 

be eager when high tenure engineers taught or advised them at work. Some of them 

stated that this was not what they could learn from the books or their peer since it 

based on experiences and skills that these high tenures had in the industry. Not only 

low tenure engineers eager to learn sometimes from high tenure engineers, but high 

tenure engineers who also willing to learn from low tenure as well. One of high tenure 
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engineer stated that these young people had better knowledge about current 

technologies than him who was old, so it was good to learn of these kids. Based on 

the observation, these high tenure engineers were a baby boomer, and the low tenure 

engineers were generation Y. Like Marine and Railway, high tenures in Airport also 

responsible for transfer, teaching and advising low tenure staffs in knowledge 

transmitting, co-creation and transformation.  

“Sometimes low tenure staffs who work in drawing introduce some advance 

technologies that new to me since I am quite old. These technologies are 

effective and high tenure like me does not have much knowledge about them. 

The low tenures will teach us how to use them. So, high tenures sometimes 

become learner in knowledge transmitting”. (AS2) 

Management also provides advice and knowledge to both high tenures and 

low tenure staffs. 

“I will try to transfer my knowledge to my subordinate by explaining cause 

and effect, what will happen if they do not do it” (AM1).  

In summary, same as the other companies in the study, the knowledge transmit 

process at Airport is “predominantly top-down”, with managers and high tenures 

transferring knowledge to low tenure staffs. However, this process does sometimes go 

the other way, with low tenure transmitting knowledge to high tenures. This could be 

seen as cross generation transmiting when management and high tenure engineers 

who was mostly baby boomer exchanged knowledge with low tenure engineers who 

were generation Y, to fulfill each generation knowledge gap. Furthermore, knowledge 

transmit is not confined to the training period, but instead takes place during the 
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course of everyday work through organized processes. Therefore, the remaining issue 

with knowledge transmit at Airport is how to optimize it so that low tenure staffs are 

transferring knowledge more frequently, to make the best use of their knowledge in 

some areas. 

5.3.1.2 Knowledge Co-Creation. For Airport, co-creation begins from 

internal meetings where management and high tenures will allocate jobs to 

subordinates. Then high tenures will act as a coach to take low tenure staffs for on-site 

visits, allowing low tenure staffs to seek solutions. The team will then come together 

to help identify the best solution before implementing.  

“The meeting gives everyone a chance to share and exchange idea. Help each 

other to brainstorm in order to co-create the best solution…” (AM1) 

“We have internal meetings to exchange knowledge. I also do onsite visits 

twice a day with my high tenure. When we find a problem, the high tenure 

will call a meeting and brainstorm to help identify the best solution to solve 

that problem.” (AJ2) 

Based on the observation at the meeting and onsite visit, it could be seen that 

when Airport staffs co-created their knowledge, they did not really hold on to their 

positions or seniority. High tenure engineers could be a good listener when listened to 

low tenure engineers sharing their ideas. Also low tenure engineers did not hesitate to 

advise management and high tenure engineer. They seemed to forget about their 

position and seniority, which made things run smooth during co-creation process. 

In summary, knowledge co-creation at Airport is high tenure led, but it is more 

of a “collaborative process” than a top-down process, with high tenures and low 
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tenure staffs working together to resolve problems. One of the key points found at 

Airport knowledge co-creation was the point that every knowledge players 

(management, high tenure and low tenure) did not rely on too much with their 

position, roles and seniority. They just focused on the organizational goal and 

outcomes. Furthermore, the knowledge co-creation process is at least to some extent 

systematic and implemented consistently throughout the organization. It also involves 

management and support staff. Thus, the knowledge co-creation process can be said 

to be reliable, although more involvement of low tenures could be useful. 

5.3.1.3 Knowledge Transformation. For knowledge transformation, all 

interviewees state that the company has sought to identify knowledge for 

implementation. They are in the middle of implementation, but there is not yet a 

defined outcome. 

“Assume that there is one question, we will assign the member in our team by 

giving them a framework and expected outcome. They will then try to do it 

with their method or try to figure out the best solution. When having a 

problem, they can consult with a high tenure. After that, we will have a 

meeting or brainstorm to exchange knowledge within the team. Finally, we 

then find the conclusion and agree upon how we going to implement it.” 

(AM1) 

The data of Airport results revealed that Airport’s employees have a relatively 

nuanced view of the knowledge transfer processes, but that these processes were still 

relatively simple. For example, it showed that participants had a wide range of views 

on what factors contributed to the success of knowledge management. The analysis 
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also showed that participants were likely to see knowledge transfer processes as 

having several different purposes (although none identified succession planning or 

transmission of knowledge in preparation for an employee to leave the company). 

However, the data of Airport analysis showed there were still some gaps in the 

knowledge transfer processes. In particular, participants did not agree that the 

company used knowledge transformation processes, although the more detailed 

qualitative analysis indicated that they did at some points. Thus, there are still some 

areas for Airport to grow and develop its use of knowledge transfer processes, 

particularly the less developed knowledge transformation processes. 

Similar to interview results, the observation results also showed that although 

Airport seemed to have clear processes of transmiting and creating knowledge, there 

was no clear evidence that these knowledge had been embedded into working process 

at the organizational level. 

In summary, knowledge transformation at Airport has not yet been fully 

implemented, although it is a work in progress. The process is still “predominantly 

team-based” and frequently assigned to individuals rather than groups, and as a result 

it may not have adequate implementation of input from all members (especially 

support members). For now, the problem for Airport is developing a knowledge 

transformation process for the company that can be implemented at a wider scale and 

which incorporates more varied knowledge.  

5.3.2 Key Factors of Knowledge Transfer 

 Unlike Marine and Railway, Airport seems to exhibit clear knowledge 

transmit and co-creation; the company has formal processes for these. For knowledge 
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transformation, it is still in a transitional stage. There is not yet an outcome in terms of 

process, product or service innovation that have stemmed from knowledge 

transformation.  

5.3.2.1 Leadership. The implementation of knowledge transmit and transfer 

processes was heavily influenced by positive support from the organization’s top 

management, who were informed about and supported the need for the processes.   

5.3.2.2 Roles and Responsibility. Airport’s respondents had a wider range of 

views on their responsibility and roles in knowledge transfer than other companies 

(Figure 29). While most the employees considered themselves either knowledge 

givers or knowledge takers, a few were aware that they were playing multiple roles 

within the knowledge transfer process. 
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Figure 29  

Knowledge Responsibility and Roles at Airport 

 

 

Like Railway, a generation gap is faced in Airport. Without staff who have 

intermediate levels of experience with the company, there is no bridge between 

operation and high tenure members. Low tenures may be too inexperienced to work in 

management positions, but the company has no choice but to train some low tenures 

to take on management roles. This can be a critical short-term problem. 

In addition to its generation gap, Airport (a joint venture between Thai and 

Japanese firms) faces a cultural gap in communication and organizational and 

individual expectations, which can result in communication errors and difficulty in 

collaboration at times. Unfortunately, this sometimes results in silo-like separation of 

Japanese and Thai employees, rather than increased training on how to work together. 

Knowledge Giving/

Sharing
Taking Implementing Support & Promote

AJ2 0 1 1 1

AJ1 0 1 0 0

AS3 1 0 0 0

AS2 1 1 0 0

AS1 1 0 0 0

AM1 1 0 0 0
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This problem could impede the full implementation of a knowledge management 

system. 

5.3.2.3 Technology. Like Marine and Railway, Airport does not use any 

advanced technologies in knowledge transmit, co-creation or transformation. The 

company uses communication technology such as line applications and email. Some 

of them state that they also use a database “Data Exchange” to store knowledge (AJ1 

and AJ2). However, one high tenure (AS2) and management state that they do not use 

any databases. The data of Airport analysis showed that e-mail and Line were the 

most commonly used technologies, with databases being used less frequently. 

Knowledge is stored based on individual preference. Since there is no official 

database or knowledge management system, this means that knowledge is typically 

transferred only within teams and does not have any longevity once the staff members 

that knew it are gone. This has resulted in some issues resulting from retirement or 

resignation of key staff members. However, some teams do use formal KMS, 

although systems do vary between the teams. Thus, there is a lack of organizational 

consistency between the teams and departments, but there is an increasingly strong 

orientation toward the use of technologies to facilitate indirect knowledge transfer and 

knowledge transfer.  
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Table 9  

Technology used by Airport 

Technology used 

by Airport 

Knowledge Management 

Transmitting Co-Creation Transformation 

Line Application    

Email    

Database Data 

Exchange 

   

KMS    

 

5.3.2.4 The Challenges of Knowledge Transfer Processes at Airport. 

Almost everyone at the Airport believes they are successful in co-creating 

knowledge .Only one manger (AM1) feels that the knowledge co-creation at Airport 

still has some limitations .Most interviewees in the Airport add that the most 

important factors that lead to the success of knowledge transmit, co-creation and 

transformation are individual attitude, personality and characteristic .For successful 

knowledge transmit, each party should accept and listen to each other; be willing to 

give and take (AS1, AS2, AS3, AJ1 and AJ2). AS2 adds that close relationships are 

key success factors in knowledge transmit, co-creation and transformation . 

 Although Airport staffs seemed to open when transfered knowledge, airport 

also faces the generation gap problem. “The company only has high tenures and low 

tenures. There is no middle person between them. High tenures are sometimes too 
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busy to teach low tenures, while low tenures do not have enough experience in 

making decisions toward their work. There is no middle person to help in closing the 

gap and follow up between these two” (AM1). Attitude, personalities and 

characteristics of individuals are issues that affect the success of knowledge 

management. Both high tenures and low tenures may have an ego. Some low tenures 

are afraid to give opinions, and some do not take responsibility in their work and are 

not willing to learn. Some do not engage with the organization. Many are just looking 

for other opportunities. They also lack consistency in knowledge transmit, co-creation 

and transformation. “There is no consistency in knowledge management. It only 

happened when there is a problem” (AM1). 

Like the others, data of Airport analysis for Airport also found that individual 

personality and characteristics were viewed as the biggest problem for 

implementation. However, human readiness, generation gap, and brain drain, 

organizational structure, and consistency were also identified.  

“Lack of consistency in knowledge transfering is a challenge that need to be 

fixed.” (AM1 – Consistency).  

“New engineers lack of experience, so it might be difficult for them to digest 

this knowledge.” (AS3 – Human Readiness) 

“Sometimes low tenures do not understand what high tenures try to teach them 

due to lack of experience.” (AJ1 – Human Readiness) 

“The readiness of low tenures in order to take the knowledge.” (AM1 - Human 

Readiness) 

“Thai kids do not have assertiveness to show themselves.” (AM1 – Character) 
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“New generation does not have enough responsibility enough.” (AS1 – 

Character) 

“Brain drain is a factor that lead to the failure.” (AS3 – Character)  

Furthermore, almost all the interviewees agreed that the personality and 

characteristics of engineers was a factor in the success or failure of implementation.     

“The openness to listen to other is the factors to be success in knowledge 

transfering.” (AS1 - Character) 

“Depend on how diligent of each person.” (AS1 – Character) 

“The character of listening to each other is very important.” (AJ1 – Character) 

“Open mind is a must in knowledge transfering.” (AJ2 – Character) 

“Ego of high tenures and low tenures are important when transfering 

knowledge.” (AJ2 – Character) 

“Good relationship can help drive the success of knowledge transfering.” 

(AS2 – Relationship) 
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Figure 30  

The Challenges of Knowledge Transfer Processes at Airport 

 

Figure 31  

Success and Failure Factors in Knowledge Transfer at Airport 
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5.4 City Train –Innovator 

Compared to the other cases, City Train is the youngest company. The 

company has been established since 1993. Its operating time might be less than the 

others, but its performance in knowledge transfer surpasses the others. At first, the 

company was established to provide services related to large-scale public transport 

projects in Bangkok, before expanding across Thailand and South East Asia. The 

company has, for a long time, joint-ventured with German firms. Based on this, the 

management style of this company is mostly influenced by Germany. Although its 

current top leader is Thai, he graduated from Germany, and the previous leaders were 

German related in some way.  

 The interviewees make this clear by stating that unlike the Thai style of 

management, a low tenure must listen to a high tenure. The low tenure should always 

respect the high tenure’s opinion and follow what they have said. The German 

management style is quite open to listening to anyone who can deliver the best 

performance. Age or length of time working is not as important as performance. The 

company encourages people to work systematically and innovatively. Everyone has 

an equal opportunity to speak out, and each idea is worth hearing. There is no penalty 

for providing an idea. However, this does not mean that a low tenure can be rude 

toward a high tenure. For this research, knowledge transfer at City Train looks 

systematic and effective when compared with the others. At City Train, learning and 

sharing are something that leaders try to embed into the corporate culture to help drive 

the company’s performance.  
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5.4.1 Knowledge Transfer 

As mentioned, the company encourages knowledge transfer among its staff to 

help drive the success of the company. When analysing this through data of City 

Train, it revealed several reasons for adopting the knowledge transfer process at City 

Train (Figure 32). The most important reason was efficiency, followed by 

collaboration, development, successor preparation and problem solving. This was a 

more complex set of reasons than those identified by the other companies.  

“Knowledge transferring is a process of preparing successor.” (MRM2 – 

Preparing successor) 

“To drive up creativity in the organization.” (MRS2 – Developing) 

“To practice skill for junior.” (MRS3 – Developing) 

“To increase experience and open perspective in wide range.” (MRJ3 – 

Developing) 

“To update knowledge and constructing technologies since we are not good in 

everything. We need to learn of each other.” (MRS1 – Efficiency) 

“Co-creation is a tool that help us working in quality way, as standard, on-

time, and effectively.” (MRS2 – Efficiency) 

“Knowledge transfer is the tool to help reduce conflict in the organization.” 

(MRM1 – Problem) 

Based on the onsite observation, it was found that the City Train was 

somehow link its successor plan with knowledge management system. They were 

listed of knowledge and characteristic related to knowledge transfer that each success 
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needed to acquire. However, this kind of document was confidential and only 

involved related parties to access these information.  

 

Figure 32  

Reasons for Adoption of Knowledge Transfer at City Train 

 

City Train shows some limited signs of siloing between the German and Thai 

organizations, which are in part caused by a language barrier, and some signs of “not 

invented here”, where the organization resists introduction of knowledge from 

outside. However, as far as these barriers go, they do not seem to have a strong effect 

on internal cross-generational knowledge transfer. 

Preparing

Successor
Developing Efficiency Problem Collaboration

MRJ3 0 1 0 0 1

MRJ2 0 0 1 0 0

MRJ1 0 0 1 0 0

MRS3 0 1 1 0 0

MRS2 0 1 1 0 0

MRS1 0 0 0 0 1

MRM2 1 0 0 0 1

MRM1 0 0 1 1 0
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 At the organizational and formal level, City Train has policies and processes 

in place to promote knowledge transmit and knowledge co-create, although the 

process of knowledge transformation is less formalized than the other two processes. 

Importantly, these processes are almost all direct, though facilitated using technology. 

The firm does not use a KMS, and therefore there is no indirect or impersonal 

transmission of knowledge.  

At City Train, the knowledge transmit process is codified in organizational 

documents and highly organized. The process of knowledge transmit includes several 

different training activities and opportunities at the start of the low tenure employee’s 

tenure, and continues in a combination of formal and informal, high tenure led 

knowledge transmit activities, including personal relationships which serve to 

strengthen the trust and tie strength of the knowledge transfer network. These ties are 

further enhanced in knowledge co-creation activities, which involve a balanced 

participation of both high tenure and low tenure engineers along with managers. In 

these co-creation activities, participants do not necessarily contribute equally, but they 

do contribute from their own area of specialty and knowledge. Knowledge 

transformation is also somewhat formalized, with knowledge distributed for adoption 

and use throughout the organization. While actors do have the choice of whether to 

adopt the knowledge provided following a formal review process, the existence of this 

formal process indicates that knowledge transformation is a formal concern and a 

matter of policy in the firm.  

 There are some problems that the organization could potentially face as it 

continues to develop its knowledge transformation process. One of those problems is 
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that of knowledge stickiness, which could inhibit the adoption of knowledge across 

boundaries (although it can also help improve integration of new knowledge) (Li & 

Hsieh, 2009). However, in terms of the evolutionary process of knowledge transfer 

and transfer considered here, the firm can be considered to have emerged toward the 

complex general behavior of knowledge transformation.   

5.4.1.1 Knowledge Transmit. City Train has a clear process of knowledge 

transmit. It begins from management and high tenures, who provide policies, direction 

and guidelines to low tenure staffs. Low tenures are trained in specific centres and on-

the-job. Then high tenures will assign tasks for low tenures to carry out; there is 

monitoring to see how low tenure staffs fare in the process. The role of management 

in knowledge transmit at City Train is clear. Management starts the process by setting 

policy and transfer knowledge. For example, MRM1 states, “I will try to share my 

experience and give the opportunity to my subordinate to share their knowledge as 

well. When giving the policy I will try to give the board view of policy to my 

subordinate to allow them to share and fill in the detail. By doing this I can share my 

experience and they can also share theirs”. High tenures are acting as mentors who 

help train and transmit knowledge to low tenures. In City Train, high tenures not only 

share knowledge, but also learn, e.g., about new technology, from low tenures. 

“…each generation has its owned technology. Technology has been developed 

very fast. To be honest, when it comes to advance technology, I do not know 

this as well as the low tenures. I need to ask them and learn from them. Then 

with my experience, I will adopt that technology with my work.” (MRS3) 
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The role of low tenure staffs in knowledge transmit at City Train is important. 

Low tenure staffs are assigned tasks to create and think about a working concept. 

With the support of high tenure staff, low tenure staffs can learn to integrate their 

work into real situations. As such, high tenure and management teams will transmit 

knowledge and experience to low tenure staffs using both formal and informal 

approaches.  

 “During work, high tenures will assign work and explain working concepts 

that need to be completed for each job and teach us to plan our schedule.” (MRJ1) 

 Based on the observation at knowledge management meeting and onsite visit, 

it was found that management and high tenure engineers were sometimes assigned 

task for low tenure engineers to do without interfering. These low tenure engineers 

transmitted knowledge to each other in order to help complete the task, however, their 

knowledge was quite limited to their skills and experience. When they faced with 

something that they could not sort out, they would come to high tenure for advice.  

 In summary, knowledge transmit at City Train is treated not just as a training 

process, but as an integral part of the organization’s activities. It includes full 

involvement of management (who set priorities and provide resources) and staff, 

although support staff once again may not be fully included. Furthermore, low tenures 

are not considered passive recipients of transmitted knowledge, but instead have their 

own areas of acknowledged expertise and act as the transferrers of knowledge when it 

comes to this expertise. Thus, knowledge transmit at City Train is “complete, multi-

way, and integrated into the organization based on knowledge and expertise rather 

than organizational power”.  
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5.4.1.2 Knowledge co-creation. For City Train co-creation, there are both 

formal and informal examples. The formal include meeting and brainstorming; the 

informal will be focused on creating relationships and behaviors to facilitate learning. 

“During hang out or relax time outside work, there will be talking and sharing but it is 

not serious. It is just to create a relationship in the team in order to work effectively” 

(MRJ2). The knowledge that has been co-created will be tested and used as pilot tests. 

There are also reviews and revision sessions, before conclusions are made about the 

knowledge.  

Management in City Train has clear roles in co-creation. The management 

provides policy and support, and promotes the knowledge transformation process.  

“I try to create a culture that is suitable for teams working between high tenures 

and low tenures since we do not have many middle- age staff.  To build up a 

system where low tenures and high tenures can work together to share and create 

their knowledge together can help in closing the generation gap” (MRM1).  

“I have created and encouraged the system of working together between high 

tenures and low tenures to help in co-creation. I have been pushing this for 2 

to 3 years but before I have no idea that it is called “co-creation”. (MRM2) 

Management and high tenures also play an active role in sharing and giving 

knowledge to low tenure staffs. MRS1 stated, “I have created the system to help 

transfer, co-creating and transforming knowledge.” Low tenure staffs act as 

knowledge-takers, givers (technologies) and also support knowledge development. 

However, support teams, such as HR, IT and marketing, do not have a vital role in 

knowledge transfer, creation or transformation.  
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Based on the observation, it was found that at the meeting management, high 

tenure and low tenure did not really concern about their position and seniority. They 

acted to each other like friend who can talk, discuss and advice things to each others. 

Each one acted more than one roles in knowledge management meeting. These roles 

can be seen as sharer, giver, listener, advisor and solver.   

In summary, knowledge co-creation is an integral part of the work process of 

City Train at both the formal and informal level. It involves management (who create 

a culture of knowledge co-creation and provide organizational resources and support) 

as well as low tenures and high tenure staff (who both participate as knowledge givers 

and receivers), although it does not typically involve support staff. Thus, knowledge 

co-creation is a “well-developed collaborative process”, which results in the 

generation of new knowledge that takes into account several perspectives.  

5.4.1.3 Knowledge Transformation. City Train is the most successful case in 

knowledge transformation; the company has a clear process. Knowledge from co-

creation is implemented and tested to ensure that it will be practical to use. If 

knowledge is approved, then it will be distributed through the company. Evidence 

suggests that low tenure staffs have introduced new ways of approaching City Train 

construction. The idea has been adopted, reviewed, discussed and modified by 

management, high tenure, and other low tenure staffs on the team. This knowledge 

can become company assets accepted in the industry, and help the company save 

costs. This can be seen as success in knowledge transformation.  
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Management in City Train has clear roles in knowledge transformation. 

Management provides policy and support, and promotes the knowledge 

transformation process.  

“I try to create policy that matches high tenure and operation engineers 

together in working and creating new knowledge” (MRM2).  

“I always motivate my team to think, create and share their knowledge without 

being afraid to get any penalty. I never blame or look down on any opinion. 

My team know that no matter their position or how long they have been with 

the company, they can always share their opinion. Everyone does not need to 

only wait for my order or policy. In contrast, they can always tell me what 

should be done to get the best results. There is no rule that the best way of 

working has to come from the person who has the highest position nor the 

person who stays with the company the longest. I think everyone has a chance 

to offer the best idea. They just need to speak out. This is why I always 

motivate my team to provide their opinion. I also motivate everyone to be a 

good listener when someone provides their idea. By doing this, I think we can 

be successful in transforming our knowledge” (MRM1) 

Like Management, high tenures also play an active role in sharing and giving 

knowledge to low tenure staffs.  

“I have created a system to help transform knowledge. Begin by motivating 

my team to share their knowledge. After the knowledge has been transferred, 

then the team will come together to have a meeting to work together to 

transform that knowledge into practical ways”. (MRS1)  
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“Besides acting as a trainer who teaches low tenures about Principle 

engineering, I also act as a mentor to help low tenures at work. After assigning 

tasks and teaching them some techniques, I will allow them to think about the 

best way to deliver the work. However, if they come up with the problem that 

they cannot sort out, I will always be there to help them.” (MRS3) 

Low tenure staffs act as knowledge-takers, givers and supporters. Support 

teams, such as HR, IT and marketing, do not have a vital role in knowledge transmit, 

creation and transformation.  

An example relates to canal deviation; an operation member on a City Train 

team shared his knowledge from his university education. Then the team (low tenure 

staffs, high tenures and management) came together to integrate this in the project.  

“I have told my team about “Diaphram Wall”. This is not a new technique but 

high tenures might not think about it since they have learnt it a long time ago. So, 

“Diaphram Wall" might not be in their mind at that moment. This is like something 

that we already know but forgot to think about. So, I suggest for them to use this 

technique to make our work easier. Moreover, the place that we have to do the 

“Diaphram Wall" is too narrow and under the bridge, which is very difficult to work 

out. I suggest to modify some construction, cutting some part out but still strong and 

effective enough. Based on this idea, the work can continue and we have a new 

technique for our new project…There is also knowledge transmit about canal 

deviation. I have created a new calculating technique to help drainage. The company 

use this as a model to calculate water drainage which has already sought government 

permission” (MRJ 2)  
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When mentioned about knowledge transformation, it can be observed that 

management team really committed with driving and integrating them into working 

process by supporting resources such as time, budget and information. 

 Like knowledge transmit and knowledge co-creation, knowledge 

transformation at City Train is a “well-integrated and mature organizational process” 

that involves management, high tenures and low tenures in different roles (though it 

does not involve support staff very much). Unlike other companies, the process is 

somewhat formalized and is part of the organizational expectations for the company. 

Furthermore, low tenures play an active role in providing knowledge that can be 

transformed, rather than acting as passive knowledge receivers during the process. 

Thus, although there is room for improvement, City Train’s knowledge 

transformation process can be described as implemented and mature. 

5.4.2 Key Factors of Knowledge Transfer 

 City Train shows the most integrated and formalized process of transmitting 

knowledge, knowledge co-creation and knowledge transformation. The company has 

clear processes and accountability to track knowledge management. There is also 

evidence of transfer from one generation to another.  

5.4.2.1 Leadership. Like Airport, City Train as a German-Thai joint venture 

does have issues such as cross-cultural communication barriers to knowledge transfer. 

However, the company’s German and Thai management have actively worked to 

resolve these problems by creating a strong organizational culture of knowledge 

transmit and sharing, as well as using a democratic leadership style that respects 

contributions from all members. The democratic leadership style is also part of what 
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limits the effect of the generation gap conflict at City Train, since the company 

culture specifically encourages respect for the knowledge and contributions of all 

members. Thus, a lot of the success of City Train in knowledge management can be 

attributed to the leadership style chosen by the organization’s leaders and how it has 

been implemented.  

City Train also faces a generation gap. High tenures have 20 years or more 

experience, while low tenures have less than 10 years. The same problems (described 

above) of communication and training affect City Train. City Train also is facing an 

uncompleted cycle of knowledge transmit. Young engineers often do not fully engage 

with the company. They may be gaining experience for a better opportunity. When 

another company offers a job, they may leave readily, again leading to brain drain. As 

such, high tenures are not motivated to transfer their knowledge to low tenures, as 

they might one day become competitors. Nonetheless, City Train Management team 

does aware of this issue and try to encourage their engineers and operational staffs to 

see the importance of knowledge transfer and think positive toward it. They also 

believe that knowledge transfer can be counted as one of the factors that can attract 

and maintain value staffs.  

5.4.2.2 Roles and Responsibility. Unusually, data of City Train analysis 

revealed that many of the participants at City Train viewed themselves as having 

multiple roles in the knowledge transfer processes (Figure 33). While at other 

companies many participants identified themselves as having only a single role, this 

happened only twice in City Train’s responses. This suggests that City Train has a 

more complex set of roles and more recognition of multiple roles. 
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Figure 33  

Roles and Responsibilities for Knowledge Transfer at City Train 

 

5.4.2.3 Technology. City Train does not use any advanced technologies in 

knowledge management .The company uses basic technologies such as line 

applications, databases (Cloud, Dropbox and Intranet) and email .Management is 

concerned about information security, since City Train contains confidential 

information .Data of City Train analysis confirmed that Line and knowledge 

databases were the most commonly used technologies, with e-mail being less 

commonly identified. 

“There are tools and technologies used to co-create knowledge between high 

tenure and low tenures since knowledge management should go together with 
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innovation. However, these tools do not need to be really advance or high 

technology. It just needs to be useful, easy to access and effective enough for 

all members to use. Most of all it should also be secure enough. If some of our 

confidentiality is leaked to competitors, we will be in big problems.” (MRM1)  

 

Table 10  

Technology used by City Train 

Technology used 

by City Train 

Knowledge Management 

Transmitting Co-Creation Transformation 

Line Application    

Email    

Database  

 Cloud 

 Dropbox 

 Intranet 
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5.4.2.4 The Challenges to Implementing Knowledge Transfer Processes at 

City Train. City Train is successful in knowledge transmit, co-creation and 

transformation .Interviewees state that the attitude of individuals is important in this 

process .Each one should be willing to share, give, take and support knowledge 

transformation .The company should create a learning atmosphere .Individual 

readiness is also important . “ The one who has knowledge must be capable to give and 

the receiver must be ready and able to take” (MRS3). The most important factor that 

led to the success of knowledge transfer, according to the data of City Train analysis, 

was the personality and characteristics of the people involved (Figure 34). Other 

factors including human readiness, trust, relationships, information structure and 

atmosphere, were also identified by a few participants. 

“Creating right atmosphere at the workplace can lead to the success of knowledge 

transfer.” (MRS3 – Atmosphere) 

“Try to build up working together atmosphere.” (MRM1 – Atmosphere) 

“Lack of information can lead to failure in knowledge transfer.” (MRS1 – 

Information) 

“The person who give out knowledge must be qualify to give knowledge.” 

(MRS – Human Readiness) 

“New engineers might not capable enough to consume all the knowledge. It 

takes sometimes.” (MRJ3 – Character) 

“Trust is a key success.” (MRM2 – Trust) 
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Figure 34  

Factors Leading to the Success of the Knowledge Transfer Process at City Train 

 

 Challenges for City Train are like the other sectors: generation gap, readiness 

of individuals and brain drain. “Norm of our company that has been set a long time 

ago, has made people become followers. They do not want to be leader or creator” 

(MRM1). The other challenge that City Train faces is alignment; although the 

company seems to be a success in terms of transformation, it does not align 

throughout the organization.  

The data of City Train analysis confirmed that all City Train interviewees 

viewed the implementation of knowledge transfer processes as a success. City Train 
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shows limited organizational barriers to knowledge sharing and transfer. The main 

barriers that exist tend to be individual barriers, which do not have as high an 

influence on effective knowledge transfer within the organization as a whole 

(Schuller, 2014). Participants at City Train identified numerous challenges in 

implementing knowledge transfer practices, though few of them had a very strong 

agreement (Figure 35). The most commonly identified challenge was the 

characteristic of individuals involved and generation gaps. While a range of other 

factors were identified, these were not identified by more than one or two people.  

“Diversity of people lead to the conflict that become the challenge in 

knowledge transfer.” (MRS1 – Diversity) 

“When aligning the knowledge it sometimes cannot go through the end and 

often struck in somewhere.” (MRM2 – Alignment) 

“Thai culture that does not like to open their mind and express themselves.” 

(MRS – Norm and Culture). 

“Organization Norm about teaching people to become follower not creator is 

the challenge for knowledge transfer.” (MRM1 – Norm and Culture) 

“Generation gap is a challenge that lead to miss understand when transfering 

knowledge.” (MRM1 – Gap/ Path Dependence) 

“Lack of opportunity in transfering knowledge is a key…” (MRS3 – Timing 

and Opportunity) 
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Figure 35  

Challenges to Implementing Knowledge Transfer Processes at City Train 

 

 

The data of City Train analysis showed that while participants were slightly 

more likely to identify knowledge co-creation, most also identified knowledge 

transmit and knowledge transformation. However, knowledge co-creation was the 

main formal knowledge transfer process identified by data of City Train (Figure 36). 

This was also true for informal knowledge transmission (Figure 37). Thus, the 

dominant transfer knowledge process at City Train is the knowledge co-creation 

process. 
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Figure 36  

Formal Knowledge Transfer Processes at City Train 
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Figure 37  

Informal Knowledge Transfer Processes at City Train 
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CHAPTER 6 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

 

 In the previous chapter, the individual cases of four companies were 

presented. These four companies are all at different stages of knowledge transfer 

process implementation, with different levels of formalization, different 

organizational barriers and different process focuses. The goal of this chapter is to 

discuss and integrate these separate cases to develop a knowledge transfer process 

evolutionary model. The information for analysis is derived from Chapter 5 

(Individual Case Analysis) with theoretical insights from Chapter 2 (Literature 

Review).  

 The chapter begins by comparing the individual processes of knowledge 

transmit, knowledge co-creation and knowledge transformation. These comparisons 

take place at the organizational level, addressing leadership, culture, technology, 

processes and structures that enable the knowledge transfer process in question. The 

‘knowledge as practice’ perspective is used to investigate how the companies are 

‘doing’ knowledge and what contingencies influence the outcomes.  

Following the organization-level case comparison, the findings are used to 

construct a knowledge transfer process evolutionary model. This model can be used to 

evaluate the knowledge transfer process within the organization. The evolutionary 

model is applied to each of the firms in the study, illustrating how each firm fits into 

the model.   
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6.1 Knowledge Transmit 

 Knowledge transmit processes were implemented at all four companies. Table 

11 provides a brief summary of how these processes are implemented. Leadership at 

Marine provides only passive support for knowledge transmit, with resources 

provided when needed but no active encouragement to participate. All four of the 

cases had formal and informal processes integrated into their activities. While Airport 

and City Train had siloing and cultural barriers, Marine and Railway did not. 

However, this can be attributed to the fact that Marine and Railway are domestically 

owned companies, while Airport and City Train are subsidiaries of MNCs. The 

companies also had a lot of similarities, especially in the technology used, which was 

essentially identical. All four companies had generation gap issues. In all companies 

except for Airport, the manager’s role was culture creation, policy and support, rather 

than actively receiving and giving knowledge.  

Some of the differences highlight the differences in understanding of what 

knowledge consists of between the companies. While at Marine and Railway 

knowledge transmit was only used for training and to a limited extent problem 

solving, at Airport and City Train the process was part of everyday life. This suggests 

that at Marine and Railway, the predominant view is that of knowledge as possession, 

or something to be passed from individual to individual (Cook & Brown, 1999). In 

some cases, knowledge may even be hoarded or controlled due to its perceived value 

(Easterby-Smith & Prieto, 2008; Spender, 2008), as is shown by the management of 

Marine. In comparison, Airport and City Train appear to view knowledge as a 

practice of exchange between individuals (Orlikowski, 2002). This difference is 

reflected not just in the everyday role of knowledge transmit in the organization, but 
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also in the differences in high tenure and low tenure engineer participation. At Marine 

and Railway, high tenure and low tenure engineers were responsible for giving and 

receiving knowledge respectively, while at Airport and City Train both levels 

participated in both giving and receiving knowledge. Airport and City Train also had 

some involvement of operational staff in knowledge transmit, while Marine and 

Railway did not. Thus, at Airport and City Train knowledge was more of a social 

interaction through which knowledge emerged and could be applied (Orlikowski, 

2002).  

 

Table 11  

4 Types of Knowledge Transmit  

System Marine Railway Airport City Train 

Process in 

place 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Formality Formal  

Informal 

Formal 

Informal  

Formal  

Informal  

Formal 

Informal  

Knowledge 

transmit is 

for… 

Training Training 

Problem 

solving 

Training 

Problem solving 

Part of everyday 

work 

Training 

Problem solving 

Part of everyday 

work 

Factors Marine Railway Airport City Train 

Leadership Passive  Active Active Active  

Culture Knowledge 

hoarding  

Limited 

participation  

Hierarchical 

Holding 

company  

Hierarchical 

Knowledge  

Hierarchical 

Flexible 

Siloed 

Flexible 

Less hierarchical 

Supportive  
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Technology-
driven 

Technology Line 

E-mail 

Cloud/datab

ase  services 

KMS 

Line 

Email 

Cloud/databas

e  services 

KMS 

Line 

Email 

Cloud/database  

services KMS 

Line 

Email 

Cloud/database  

services KMS 

Process  OJT 

Meetings  

OJT 

Training  

Knowledge 

Sharing 

OJT 

Training 

Meetings  

Knowledge 

sharing  

Training 

Mentorship  

Structures  Training 

program 

Formalized 

incentives and 

training  

Some 

operational 

support  

Formal process 

Case studies 

Knowledge 

teams 

Training 

program 

Mentorship  

 

Barriers Hierarchy 

People 

Role 

limitations 

Limited 

operational 

support  

Changes not 

followed 

through 

Generation 

gap 

Openness of 

minds  

Human 

readiness 

Generation 

gap 

Lack of 

standardization 

Managerial 

preference 

Knowledge loss 

Generation gap 

Siloing 

Language/cultur

e barriers  

Individual 

participation 

Generation gap 

Siloing 

Language/cultur

e  barriers  

Actor Roles Marine Railway Airport City Train 

Manager 

Role 

Policy 

Resources 

 

Policy 

Resources 

Support  

Giving 

knowledge 

Receiving 

knowledge 

Policy 

Resources 

Support  
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Support  

High tenure 
Role 

Giving 

knowledge 

Giving 

knowledge 

Giving 

knowledge 

Receiving 

knowledge 

(informal) 

Giving 

knowledge 

Support  

Low tenure 
Role  

Receiving 

knowledge 

Receiving 

knowledge  

Receiving 

knowledge 

Giving 

knowledge 

(informal) 

Giving 

knowledge 

Taking 

knowledge 

Support  

Operational 

Role 

None Giving 

knowledge 

Receiving 

knowledge 

Giving 

knowledge 

Receiving 

knowledge 

Support 

Giving 

knowledge 

Taking 

knowledge 

Support 

 

 Based on the finding of these four cases, it can be concluded that knowledge 

transit happens at routine work, when management give direction, through working 

procedure, during OJT (on the job training), high tenure teaches low tenure at work, 

or when there is a problem. The transmit knowledge can be from the high position to 

the low position.  (From management to high tenure and high tenure to low tenure). 

Its success is limited by organizational barriers (structure, policy, culture), social 

factors (norm that low tenure cannot teach high tenure, high tenure always right), and 

personal mind-set. This information can be put together as proposition 1. 

 Proposition 1: Knowledge transmit is a routine that can be initiated by any of 

three actors but limited by an organizational barrier, social factor and personal mind-

set. 
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 Moreover, the finding under transmit theme also showed that it is a stand-

alone process that can be used as a part of knowledge co-creation or transformation 

process to drive knowledge evolution, which can be summed up to proposition 2. 

Proposition 2: Knowledge transmit is a stand-alone process. This procedure 

can be blended into knowledge co-creation and transformation that leverage the 

evolution of organizational knowledge. 

For cross generation knowledge transfer issues, it was found that under the 

same generations, they seemed to transmit same based knowledge, while cross 

generation transmit different knowledge based. These different knowledge basis could 

be seen as skill, experiences, methods and techniques.  

 

Figure 38  

Proposition 1 and 2: Knowledge Transmit 
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6.2 Knowledge Co-Creation 

 All four organizations had a knowledge co-creation process in place, although 

only City Train had a formalized process. (A comparison table is provided in Table 

12.) Airport has what can be called a semi-formalized process, with formal processes 

beginning to emerge but not yet set. In all four companies, management was actively 

supportive of the knowledge co-creation process,   

One of the most immediate differences between companies is that knowledge 

co-creation is mainly for problem solving, except at City Train, where it is used as 

part of the innovation process.  

Another difference is the level of standardization. While Airport and City 

Train had relatively standard, team-based collaborative processes, these processes 

were less standardized at Marine and Railway. At Railway, particularly, knowledge 

co-creation processes seemed to be wholly dependent on manager preference, with 

little set preference at all. 

Roles within knowledge co-creation also varied. For Marine, Railway and 

Airport, managers provided direction, monitoring and support. However, at City 

Train, direction was actually taken by high tenure employees. At Marine and Railway, 

high tenure and low tenure engineer roles were hierarchical, with high tenure 

engineers credited with giving or creating knowledge, and low tenure engineers 

receiving knowledge. At Airport, and to a greater extent City Train, roles were more 

equal, with both high tenure and low tenure engineers giving, taking, and co-creating 

knowledge. The level of operational staff involvement also varied between the 

companies.  
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In the case of Marine and Railway, which had the most limited knowledge co-

creation processes, the biggest problems included lack of formalization, 

disorganization and personal preference in the knowledge co-creation process. Thus, 

in these companies knowledge co-creation was more driven by individual preference 

of managers, rather than being an organization-wide part of everyday life. This 

suggests that these organizations, as a whole, are not aligned toward the creation of 

knowledge (Orlikowski, 2002), which gives individual preference more weight but 

creates chaotic organizational processes and systems. It also facilitates the hoarding of 

knowledge and know-how, as it continues to view knowledge creation as essentially a 

managerial privilege (Spender, 2008). Of course, there are many reasons not to fully 

standardize the knowledge co-creation process. One of these reasons is that local 

knowledge (Weber & Khademian, 2008) is crucial in many situations, especially 

those where the context matters (Argot & Miron-Spektor, 2011). This implies that by 

becoming too formalized in the knowledge co-creation processes, Airport and City 

Train could jeopardize their access to local knowledge. This is particularly true 

because both companies tend to be parent-company led in terms of their processes. 

Since there are cultural differences between their parent companies and the two case 

companies, this could waste valuable local knowledge resources. Thus, for knowledge 

co-creation, companies do need to find a balance between too informal and too 

formal.  
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Table 12  

4 Types of Knowledge Co-Creation  

System Marine Railway Airport City Train 

Process in 

place 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Formality Informal  Informal  Semi-formal 

Informal   

Formal 

Informal 

Knowledge 

co-creation is 

for… 

Problem 

solving 

Problem 

solving 

Problem 

solving 

Innovation  

Factors Marine Railway Airport City Train 

Leadership Active  Active  Active  Active 

Culture Problem 

Solving  

Learning  

 Problem 

solving  

Team based  

Collaboration  

Team based  

Management-
led 

Sharing and 

participation-
oriented  

Technology Line  

E-Mail  

Line 

Email 

Line 

Email 

Cloud/database 

services  

KMS 

Line 

Email 

Cloud/database 

services 

KMS 

Process  Meetings  

Teams  

Manager 

dependent  

Meetings 

Systematic 

Consistent  

Integrated into 

everyday work  

Collaborative  

Structures  Limited 

organizational 

support  

Limited  Onsite visits 

Team 

structures  

Teams  

Review sessions  
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Barriers Lack of 

formalization 

Hierarchy  

Disorganization 

Hierarchy 

Lack of 

formalization 

Lack of process 

standardization  

Limited 

operational 

participation  

Led by parent 

company  

Limited 

operational 

participation  

Relationship 

dependent  

Led by parent 

company  

Actor Roles Marine Railway Airport City Train 

Manager Role Direction 

Monitoring 

Resources 

Direction 

Monitoring  

Resources  

Direction 

Monitoring  

Resources  

Coaching  

Policy  

Support  

Resources  

High tenure 
Role 

Giving 

knowledge 

Coordination 

Giving 

knowledge 

Creating 

knowledge 

Giving 

knowledge 

Receiving 

knowledge  

Coaching  

Creating 

knowledge 

Giving 

knowledge 

Receiving 

knowledge  

Direction  

Support 

Low tenure 

Role  

Receiving 

knowledge 

Receiving 

knowledge  

Receiving 

knowledge  

Creating 

knowledge 

Creating 

knowledge 

Giving 

knowledge 

Receiving 

knowledge  

Support 

Operational 

Role 

None  Giving 

knowledge 

Creating 

knowledge 

Giving 

knowledge 

Receiving 

knowledge 

Limited  
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Knowledge co-creation is cooperative project between two or more parties of the 

three players. It can be maximized via semi-formal form. In order to co-create, actors 

have to play multiple roles of giver, sharer, listener to thinker and problem solver.  

However, to effectively co-create knowledge, these actors had to cross over their 

generation barriers and acted as knowledge transfer actors who left behind their path 

dependence.  

Proposition 3: When more than two parties come together via semi-formal 

structure, it involves actors play multiple roles of a giver, a sharer, a listener to thinker 

and a problem solver. 

When all players focus on organizational goals, not individual achievement, 

knowledge evolution is stimulated. However, knowledge co-creation is discouraged 

by path dependence, and low management commitment. 

Proposition 4:  The organizational outcome, eliminating path dependence, and 

increasing management commitment can lead to the success of knowledge co-creation 

and evolution 
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Figure 39  

Proposition 3 and 4: Knowledge Co-creation . 

 

6.3 Knowledge Transformation 

 One of the starkest differences between companies is that there is no evidence 

for knowledge transformation at Marine and Railway, while Airport and City Train 

have knowledge transformation processes in place. In the case of Marine and 

Railway, the cause for this can be clear: leadership is not supportive of knowledge 

transformation, in some cases failing to implement suggested programs for knowledge 

transfer. There are several barriers, including lack of management support, ISO 

implementation, focus on manager preference and fragmentation of knowledge 

transfer processes. The literature review showed that there are many reasons why 

management support may be lacking for knowledge transfer processes, including not 

seeing it as a competitive advantage (Tseng & Lee, 2014) and having a high perceived 
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risk (Ahmad, et al., 2014; Martins & Meyer, 2012). It is likely, given the findings in 

this area, that both concerns are present at these companies.   

 There are also differences between Airport and City Train’s use of knowledge 

transformation. At Airport, where the process of knowledge transformation is still 

developing, the knowledge transformation process is primarily for solving problems. 

For City Train, which has a more formalized and integrated, it is about creating 

change, innovating and learning as an organization. Given that knowledge 

transformation is continually refreshing the organization’s knowledge stocks (Carlile 

& Rebentisch, 2003), this could be one of the reasons why City Train has retained 

competitive advantage.  

 Another difference is the extent to which knowledge transformation is 

integrated into everyday work. At Airport, knowledge transformation is still under 

development as a process and is somewhat exceptional (for example in response to a 

problem developing). In comparison, the knowledge transformation process at City 

Train is fully integrated into the organization’s structures.  For example, participation 

forms part of the performance evaluation and incentive and reward system. This 

ensures that knowledge transformation, along with the other forms of knowledge 

change, are a fundamental part of the knowledge process.  

 Knowledge transformation is also a process of active participation for high 

tenure and low tenure engineers at City Train (though with limited involvement of 

operational staff). At Airport, the extent of participation is heavily dependent on 

individual team leadership preferences. For City Train, with its emphasis on 

innovation, active involvement is required in order to avoid uncritically adopting high 
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tenure suggestions, which can lead to a loss of innovative capability and 

organizational learning (Pfeffer & Sutton, 2000). At the same time, the renewal of 

knowledge resources that knowledge transformation facilitates (Carlile & Rebentisch, 

2003) means that high tenure knowledge, being continually challenged and refreshed, 

may not become as path-dependent as it is in organizations like Marine and Railway. 

Thus, it is possible that City Train, particularly, may be able to avoid knowledge 

becoming ‘stale’ through this renewal process.  

 

Table 13  

4 Types of Knowledge Transformation  

System Marine Railway Airport City Train 

Process in 

place 

No No Yes Yes 

Formality - - Informal Formal 

Knowledge 

transformation 

is for… 

- - Problem 

solving 

Creating change  

Factors Marine Railway Airport City Train 

Leadership Not 

supportive 

Not 

supportive  

Supportive  Supportive 

Culture - - Problem 

solving  

 

Innovation 

Organizational 

learning  

Technology Reliance on 

ISO 
- Line 

Email 

Cloud/database  

services 

Line 

Email 

Cloud/database  

services 
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Process  Not present Not present Team-based 

Assigned to 

individuals 

Team-based 

Formalized  

Integrated into 

everyday work  

Structures  No 

operations 

support   

- Not solidified  Teams 

Performance 

evaluation and 

incentives  

Barriers Management 

support  

ISO reliance  

Driven by 

manager 

preference 

Focus on 

operational 

knowledge  

No defined 

outcome 

Communication 

barriers 

Actor Roles Marine Railway Airport City Train 

Manager Role Visionary Preferential Collaborative Policy  

Support 

Promotion  

High tenure 
Role 

None None Leadership  Giving 

knowledge 

Receiving 

knowledge 

Transforming 

knowledge  

Low tenure 
Role  

None None Dependent on 

team leadership   

Receiving 

knowledge 

Giving 

knowledge  

Transforming 

knowledge 

Operational 

Role 

None  None Dependent on 

team leadership   

Receiving 

knowledge 

Giving 

knowledge 

Support  
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Knowledge transformation can be seen as end stage of knowledge transferring, 

which is counted as proposition 5 and 6 in this research (Figure 40).  

Moreover, knowledge transformation requires fully commitment and support 

from management. Management, high tenures and low tenures work together (team-

based formalize) to create, practice, adjust and embedded knowledge into working 

process as a part of knowledge evolutionary. 

Proposition 5: Management, high tenures and low tenures work together 

(team-based formalize) to create, practice, adjust and embed knowledge into the 

working process. 

Change culture, flat structure and democratic leadership are needed to drive 

the success of knowledge transformation. When knowledge transformation is driven 

dynamically, it becomes knowledge evolutionary. 

Proposition 6:  Open culture, flat structure and democratic leadership bring 

about knowledge transformation. 
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Figure 40  

Proposition 5 and 6: Knowledge Transformation 

 

 

6.4 Evolutionary Knowledge Transfer 

 The analysis above has identified both similarities and differences in the 

knowledge transfer processes and their implementation between the four companies. 

In many ways, the companies were fairly similar. For example, they all tended to use 

the same technologies (or at least the same types of technologies) for knowledge 

transfer processes.   

Other differences and similarities had a fundamental effect on whether the 

organization implemented processes. The key differences included: management 

support, knowledge perspective of the organizational culture, participant roles, 

process and structures, and barriers.   
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Table 14 summarizes the four stages of implementation evolutionary that these 

differences distinguish. As this shows, the companies have different levels of 

evolution in their processes. The four cases that were investigated above are at 

different stages of the knowledge management lifecycle based on this model. In terms 

of lifecycle stage, Marine and Railway are in the earliest stages of process adoption. 

However, they differ in an important aspect – leadership support and organizational 

culture. While Railway can be characterized as a slow early adopter, Marine’s 

leadership resistance to KM processes means that it is unlikely to progress without a 

change in management. Conversely, Airport is in the implementation stage, with 

formal processes in place for knowledge transmit and co-creation (though not yet 

knowledge transformation). City Train is the only case in which the knowledge 

management processes can be characterized as evolution. The issue of management 

resistance and how it can affect the crossing of knowledge boundaries has been 

investigated in the literature previously (Sturdy, et al., 2009). Furthermore, the 

organizations may gradually shift through this process if facilitators like management 

support are in place. An example is the Stage 2 organization (Airport) which is 

beginning to develop processes to move toward Stage 3 (where City Train is now.) 

The implications for Marine based on this resistance is among the topics discussed in 

the next chapter. 
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Table 14  

Evolutionary Knowledge Transfer  

 Stage 0 Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 

Example 

Company  

Marine Railway Airport City Train 

Management 

Support 

Not present Limited Positive Highly positive 

Leadership style Autocratic 

Hierarchical 

Autocratic 

Hierarchical 

Democratic Democratic 

Organizational culture of knowledge  

Knowledge is 

a… 

Possession Possession Practice Practice 

Knowledge 

processes are 

for… 

Training  Training 

Problem 

solving 

Training 

Problem 

solving 

Organizational 

learning 

Everyday work 

Training 

Problem 

solving 

Organizational 

learning 

Everyday work 

Innovation  

Change  

Participants and Roles  

Management Policy 

Direction 

Policy 

Direction 

Support 

Policy 

Direction 

Support 

Policy 

Support 

High tenure 

Engineer 

Give 

knowledge 

Give 

knowledge 

Give 

knowledge 

Receive 

knowledge 

Create and 

transform 

knowledge 

Give 

knowledge 

Receive 

knowledge 

Create and 

transform 

knowledge 
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 Direct  

Low tenure 

Engineer  

Receive 

knowledge 

Receive 

knowledge  

Give 

knowledge 

Receive 

knowledge 

Give 

knowledge 

Receive 

knowledge 

Create and 

transform 

knowledge 

Operational Staff None None Limited May be 

extensive  

Process 

Standardization 

Limited Limited Moderate High 

Process 

Integration  

Limited Limited Moderate  High  

Structures  Limited Limited  Moderate Extensive  

Biggest Barriers  Lack of 

leadership 

support 

Gender gaps 

Lack of 

organization  

Gender gaps 

Formal 

processes 

Cultural 

conflicts  

Siloing 

Avoiding 

stagnation 

Cultural 

conflicts 

Siloing 

Knowledge 

Transmit  

    

Knowledge Co-
Creation  

 

(limited) 

   

Knowledge 

Transformation 

   

(developing) 

 

 

For each organization to reach knowledge evolutionary level, all knowledge 

transmit, knowledge co-creation and knowledge transformation had to come together 
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and management needed to embed these knowledge into organization vision, mission, 

culture, policies, strategies and structure to make them dynamic. 

Moreover, knowledge Evolution happens through the vision, policy, structure, 

strategy and culture of the organization. Management roles and commitment are the 

keys to transfer and evolution of knowledge. The effectiveness of knowledge 

evolutionary maximized under the control of democratic leadership. 

 Proposition 7: The vision, policy, structure, strategy and culture support 

CGKT. 

When knowledge transmit, knowledge co-creation and knowledge 

transformation are integrated, it can lead to evolutionary. 

Proposition 8: Knowledge transmit, knowledge co-creation and knowledge 

transformation lead to the evolution of knowledge. 
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Figure 41  

Proposition 7 and 8: Evolutionary 

 

 

6.5 Summaries by Case 

This section summarizes the findings based on two main themes, knowledge 

transfer and key factors. The section is classified into each case to make this clear in 

form of overall picture of how each company have adopted knowledge transfer. 

6.5.1 Marine - Follower 

  Overall, Marine is struggling with knowledge transmission. As mentioned 

earlier, the Marine’s management team is not supportive of knowledge transfer. The 

culture of Marine is 100% owned by Thai, and under the traditional Thai style, which 

can be seen as top-down. Management is the one who sets up everything, and 

everyone must follow. Also, Thai tradition gives value to the high tenures. low 
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tenures must follow high tenure direction. There is no wonder that Marine cannot 

move from knowledge transmission to co-creation. Besides, Marine also has path-

dependent issues where each group relies on itself too much. Almost all factors 

related to knowledge transfer under Marine can be counted as low to middle impact 

on success in driving knowledge transfer. In the case of roles and responsibilities, 

evidence shows that Marine has an exact role for each party. For example, 

management is the one who gives direction to all employees through corporate policy. 

In contrast, high tenures take responsibility for transfer knowledge, and low tenures 

are those who seize knowledge. These practices can be viewed as transmitting 

knowledge. However, there is no substantial evidence showing the contrary. For 

example, management and high tenures listen to low tenure or operational staff ideas 

or knowledge to drive neither knowledge co-creation nor transformation.  

In short, it can be concluded that the company without dominant key success 

factors, such as management support, leadership style, process integration, structure, 

direction, and culture that support knowledge transfer, cannot break through the 

knowledge transformation steps. This is despite having clear roles and responsibility 

to drive the transmission. However, the roles and responsibilities needed to assist and 

co-create knowledge is still limited and seen as ad hoc in some departments. As for 

knowledge transformation, there is no sign of it. Thus, as in the case of Marine, it is 

only at the beginning of knowledge transfer, which is under knowledge transmit.  
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Figure 42  

Matrix Marine 

 

 

6.5.2 Railway - Learner 

 Compared to Marine, Railway seems to look better in terms of knowledge 

transfer. Although process standardization and integration and corporate structure are 

limited to driving knowledge transfer, Railway’s management team has shown some 

support toward knowledge transfer. This support can be seen as providing direction 

related to knowledge sharing and exchange. However, there is just the direction that 

does not have any outcome yet. Also, the Railway leadership style can be considered 

as “Autocratic Hierarchical”, which is managed as top-down. There is no sight of 

bottom-up when lower employees’ ideas or knowledge can be used to improve 

corporate performance at an organizational level. Similar to Marine, Railway 
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management is the person who provides direction for the whole of the company. High 

tenure s are those responsible for giving knowledge to other staff through various 

techniques, depending on each department, but are mostly viewed as meetings and on-

the-job training. Most knowledge transfer occurs to solve emergency problems that 

happen on site. There is no database or formal knowledge transfer system since 

Railway is partnered with a Chinese company, and both parties are well aware of 

knowledge leaking. They view knowledge as a possession, not a practice. 

Nonetheless, some knowledge they consider important but not unique, and it must be 

shared as a partner. Nevertheless, some knowledge is very specific and is only kept at 

a management level.  

 Based on the above information, it can be seen that Railway has the process of 

knowledge transmitting and some knowledge co-creation. However, Railway’s 

knowledge co-creation is just the starting point; it is not yet complete or sustaining.  
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Figure 43  

Matrix Railway 

 

 

6.5.3 Airport - Creator 

 By considering Airport, its knowledge transfer is far better than City Train and 

Railway. Airport seems to have several success factors that have a high impact on 

succeeding in knowledge transfer. Management at Airport is quite supportive of 

knowledge transfer. Their management style can be viewed as democratic. They listen 

to employees, not only use top-down management but also show some bottom-up 

style as well, which can be seen as the part of knowledge co-creation. Moreover, 

Airport also views knowledge as practice, not a possession. Before the company’s 

joint venture with the Japanese company, Airport typically sent its engineers for 

training in Japan. Once the engineers come back, they pass on the knowledge that 

they have learned to the other employees. They sometimes practice this process, so it 
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becomes the norm and culture concerning knowledge transfer. Together with 

management policy and direction, it gives importance to knowledge transfer. 

Employees at Airport know their roles and responsibilities in knowledge transfer. 

However, like the other two organizations, Airport also has some path-dependent 

issues, where each employee relies on knowledge and past experiences too much. 

This sometimes creates conflict in knowledge transferring among the employees. 

However, with the management courage in knowledge transfer, they keep practicing 

knowledge transfer in many processes such as training, problem-solving, 

organizational learning, and everyday work. 

 Indeed, it is clear that Airport has a process of knowledge transmission, 

knowledge co-creation, and some knowledge transformation. Nonetheless, it does not 

yet have a formal and clear knowledge transformation. There is also no tangible 

outcome of knowledge transformation. For this reason, it can be concluded that 

management is the main driving factor for the success of knowledge transfer. 
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Figure 44  

Matrix Airport 

 

 

6.5.4 City Train - Innovator 

 Among all cases, City Train has shown the most success in a knowledge 

transfer system. The company has a solid and clear process of all knowledge transfer, 

which are knowledge transmitting, knowledge co-creation, and knowledge 

transformation. Both management support and leadership styles of this company are 

very strong toward driving knowledge transfer. Since the company is partnered with a 

German company, City Train has inherited a lot of German management styles and 

cultures. Everything must be put on the system, and processes must be clear, so the 

others can learn and follow. The company has not only shown this, but there is also 

some evidence of success in knowledge transmitting, knowledge co-creation, and 

knowledge transformation. They have even introduced a new process innovation to 
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the industry, which is the result of low tenure engineers, high tenure engineers, and 

management team co-creation. This co-created knowledge has transformed the 

company and become practiced by others. Moreover, City Train’s knowledge 

transferring process has been embedded in several working processes, such as 

training, problem-solving, organizational learning, everyday work, innovation, and 

change.  

 Unlike the other cases, at City Train, there is no sign of path-dependent issues 

since the management and high tenures are willing to listen to the younger generation. 

They have stated that the young generation has modest technology in engineering and 

construction that they can update since they graduated so long ago. The ones that used 

to be taught and followed, in their time, might not be up to date and valid in the 

current situation. They believe that the new generation can provide them with current 

technology that suits the present situation. When combined with their experience and 

skills, such technologies can be innovated into something more valuable. Therefore, 

they are happy to listen and learn from low tenures without hesitation. At the same 

time, low tenures at City Train are also happy to share their knowledge while learning 

from high tenure experience.  

 All in all, it can be concluded that City Train is successful in knowledge 

transferring from knowledge transmit, knowledge co-creation, and knowledge 

transformation. At City Train, the knowledge transfer system seems to act as a 

double-loop, learning where management at the top level does not act as a 

dictatorship, which gives the orders and everyone must follow. Management at City 

Train also seems to act as a good listener who is willing to listen and does not hesitate 
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to accept ideas from a lower level. There is also a culture where everyone has an 

equal opportunity to provide knowledge or give an idea to better drive the 

performance of the company. It is no wonder that City Train’s knowledge 

transformation is a breakthrough.  

 

Figure 45  

Matrix City Train 

 

 

In conclusion, based on these four cases, it can be said that in order to 

complete the knowledge transfer loop and breakthrough knowledge transformation, it 

is important to have double-loop knowledge transferring. Starting from top-down, 

where management needs to provide clear direction and support toward knowledge 

transferring. Management must develop a culture and create an organizational 
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structure that helps promote knowledge transfer in the organization. By doing this, 

path-dependent issues in the organization will be low to none. On the contrary, there 

is also bottom-up, where low-level employees also have a chance to drive the 

performance of the organization by sharing their knowledge, suggestions, or advice. 

When top-down and bottom-up loops come together, it then forms co-creation and 

transformation at one point.   
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CHAPTER 7 

DISCUSSION 

 

 Previous chapters have addressed various aspects of knowledge transmit, co-

creation and transformation. Chapter 2 presented a literature review which established 

a theoretical body of knowledge on the topic, which was then refined in Chapter 3, 

which was concerned with development of Analytical framework. In Chapter 5, the 

findings of the case studies were presented. These findings were derived from 

interviews and investigation at four case organizations, which had different 

experiences of cross-generational knowledge transmit. These chapters have laid the 

groundwork for theoretical and empirical observations regarding cross-generational 

knowledge processes respectively within the organization.   

The purpose of this chapter is to fully integrate the theoretical background of 

Chapters 2 and 3 with the primary research presented in Chapter 7, in order to 

synthesize a more refined model of cross-generational knowledge transmit, co-

creation and transformation. The chapter begins with a theoretical discussion of the 

findings, which investigates the findings of individual cases, compares cases and 

generalizes findings where possible to expand theoretical understanding of cross-

generational knowledge processes. The second section of the chapter focuses on a 

refined Analytical framework, which builds on the simple framework presented in 

Chapter 3. The refined Analytical framework is an evolutionary model framework, 
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which incorporates aspects such as knowledge culture and support versus resistance in 

the adoption of cross-generational knowledge processes.  

 

7.1 Analytical Discussion 

 The Analytical framework used for the research was concerned with four key 

aspects of cross-generational knowledge processes and the interactions between them. 

These areas included knowledge transmit, knowledge co-creation, and knowledge 

transformation (the three knowledge processes of the study), along with management 

support as a facilitating factor. The purpose of this discussion is to integrate the 

findings from all four cases with the existing literature in order to provide new 

insights into the knowledge processes. These insights are integrated into the refined 

Analytical framework presented in the following section. 

7.1.1 Knowledge Transmit 

Proposition 1: Knowledge transmit is a routine that can be initiated by any of 

three actors but limited by an organizational barrier, social factor and personal mind-

set. 

Proposition 2: Knowledge transmit is a stand-alone process. This procedure 

can be blended into knowledge co-creation and transformation that leverage the 

evolution of organizational knowledge.   

During routine work knowledge transmit among management, high tenure, 

and low tenure can be seen through job allocating, meeting, working and training 

process. The transmission could be put into two types among generation and cross 

generation. Among generation was the way they transmit same knowledge based, 
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which was easy for them to communicate since they were at the same level. While 

cross generation transited different knowledge basis that quite complicated than the 

same generation since they needed to face with personal and social culture as well. In 

the least-developed company (Marine), this process was only minimally present, 

informal and ad hoc, and often occurred without formal knowledge from high tenure 

managers, who were resistant to knowledge transmit. In Railway, there is a more 

formal coaching and training process in place for one-way knowledge transmit, 

although this is often impeded by cross-generational conflicts and limited resources 

(for example time due to constrained management resources). In Airport, knowledge 

transmit is sometimes two-way, and occurs both formally and during everyday work. 

In City Train, there is routine, organized two-way knowledge transmit, which is part 

of the everyday workflow rather than only used for work. Airport and City Train also 

have intergenerational conflicts, and as multinational joint ventures both also have 

cultural conflicts at times. However, both companies also have developed more 

extensive organizational processes.  

There are three theoretical aspects that can be identified in these cases. The 

first is the role of conflict in knowledge transmit. Individual and organizational 

conflicts can often reduce the effectiveness of knowledge transmit or even prevent it 

entirely (Sturdy, et al., 2009). These are not just differences in personal opinion, but 

can also include deep conflicts about what knowledge is for and how it should be used 

(O'Dell & Greyson, 1998; Szulanski, 1996).   

The second is the problem of bridging knowledge boundaries, including 

generational boundaries, cultural boundaries and role boundaries. Transmitting 
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knowledge can be considered a process of bridging, where shared rules, tools, and 

vocabulary enable individuals to share knowledge (Carlile, 2004). However, the 

problem comes when a shared vocabulary does not exist. This can be seen for 

example in problems transmitting technical knowledge or use of information systems, 

which younger engineers may have far greater knowledge.  Under the same 

generation knowledge transmit process, most of the knowledge, technique and 

methods were at the same level, but when it came to cross generation, these 

knowledge, technique and methods are somehow different. Thus, the process of trying 

to bridge the knowledge boundary between high tenure and low tenure engineers may 

actually cause cross-generational conflict, as these engineers may struggle to find a 

shared language to communicate. Developing negotiation strategies at the 

organizational level could assist in overcoming both of these initial challenges 

(Barley, Leonardi, & Bailey, 2012). However, it is also possible that the integration of 

knowledge transmit into everyday work, rather than reservation of knowledge 

transmit for specific times and places like training, is a way to overcome conflict and 

develop shared language for bridging boundaries.  

The third problem, which is somewhat different, is identifying which 

knowledge becomes irrelevant across temporal boundaries and which remains 

relevant. Cross-generational knowledge transfer is fundamentally the bridging of a 

temporal boundary between older and younger workers (Leonard et al., 2014; Harvey, 

2012). However, knowledge does not necessarily remain relevant across different 

temporal boundaries (Tell, et al., 2017). For example, older engineers may use manual 

techniques that are duplicated by technologies employed by younger engineers 

(Davis, et al., 2012). This means that to be fully effective, there needs to be a way to 
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enable knowledge transmit that acknowledges that some knowledge may not remain 

relevant over time. Otherwise, the organization runs the risk of developing excessive 

path dependence, relying on outdated knowledge (Dou & Li, 2013; Yoo, et al., 2007). 

Thus, any organizational processes of knowledge transmit need to take this into 

account. 

To sum up, knowledge transmit did not only happen at an early stage. It could 

happen at any state. It was a stand-alone process that could be an input for co-creation 

and transformation. All organizations conducted knowledge transmit through the 

routine job. Similar to the previous study organizational barrier, personal mindset, and 

social factors obstructed the success of knowledge transmit (Dou & Li, 2013; Sturdy, 

et al., 2009; Yoo, et al., 2007). In short, it could be concluded that knowledge transmit 

was a stand alone process that was a routine that could be initiated by any of three 

actors (high tenure, low tenure and management) but limited by an organizational 

barrier, social factor and personal mind-set. Knowledge transmit process could also be 

blended into knowledge co-creation and transformation that leverage the evolution of 

organizational knowledge.   
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Figure 46  

Knowledge Transmit in one picture 

 

 

7.1.2 Knowledge Co-Creation 

Proposition 3: When more than two parties come together via semi-formal 

structure, it involves actors play multiple roles of a giver, a sharer, a listener to thinker 

and a problem solver. 

Proposition 4:  The organizational outcome, eliminating path dependence, and 

increasing management commitment can lead to the success of knowledge co-creation 

and evolution. 
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Before successfully integrate into knowledge co-creation process: 

management, high tenure, and low tenure had to cross over generation barriers to 

become knowledge transfer actors. They had to forget about their position, seniority 

or juniority, which were among these four cases the City Train and Airport seemed to 

do well in cross over generation barrier and quite success in co-creating knowledge. 

While Marine and Railway have some evidence of knowledge co-creation, this co-

creation process is predominantly led by high tenure engineers, with operation 

engineers playing mainly receptive and supportive roles (for example, providing 

data). In comparison, Airport and City Train have a much more co-equal participation 

in knowledge co-creation, with both high tenure and low tenure engineers 

contributing knowledge. At City Train, management are also integrated into the 

knowledge co-creation process, which is part of both formal and informal work 

processes. Thus, co-creation occurs in semi-formal structure across both individual 

and temporal boundaries, with participation from employees and management at all 

levels, in an organized fashion.   

One of the differences between the firms is whether there is a culture of 

knowledge transfer and co-creation. The knowledge transfer culture developed 

deliberately at City Train is one of the factors that interviewees contributed to the 

company’s ability to effectively co-create knowledge. As previous authors have 

pointed out, the extent of cross-generational knowledge boundaries is itself dependent 

on organizational culture and how this culture views the differences between 

generations (Kuyken, et al., 2009). Thus, employees at City Train, with its democratic 

and participatory culture, may actually perceive that there are lower barriers to 

participation in knowledge co-creation due to generational conflict, while those that 
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Marine, where the organizational culture is autocratic and strictly hierarchical, may 

perceive very strong generational conflicts. As Cetina (2007) points out, social norms 

in the broader culture may also influence perception of knowledge boundaries; thus, 

there may be differences in the organizational cultures of Marine and Railway 

(domestic companies) and Airport and City Train (international joint ventures). While 

this research was not specifically focused on the role of organizational culture in 

knowledge co-creation, it does need to be acknowledged as it does appear to have had 

a significant effect.  

Another issue is whether semantic meaning can be communicated effectively 

between younger and older workers (as well as managers) in the process of translating 

knowledge (Carlile, 2004) and how this influences knowledge stickiness in attempts 

to co-create knowledge between members of the organization (Schuller, 2014). For 

example, if the knowledge of one generation is incommensurate with that held by the 

other because of lack of foundational knowledge (for example, lack of knowledge of 

specific manual calculation techniques or information systems) then it may be very 

difficult to co-create knowledge because the high tenure and low tenure engineers are 

fundamentally not speaking the same language. To make knowledge co-creation 

successful, all generations related to co-creation knowledge must cross over 

generation barriers and leave be high their roles and position to become knowledge 

transfer actors whose roles are giver, sharer, listener, thinker and problem solver. 

To some extent, there may also be organizational barriers that limit the 

knowledge co-creation process. For example, one of the problems that Airport 

demonstrated was a silo effect, where Thai and Japanese employees were often 
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separated from each other within the organization. This can also be seen in Marine, 

where older and younger employees are isolated from each other. Silo effects mean 

that crossing boundaries to share or co-create knowledge is either prohibited (in the 

case of Marine) or discouraged (in the case of Airport) (Schuller, 2014). These 

conditions, or their absence, could influence the extent to which knowledge is co-

created within cross-generational groups.  

Furthermore, there were several papers discussed about the relationship 

among organizational structures, culture, leadership, and impact of knowledge 

creation, which was in line that had been found by this paper. For example, a 

qualitative research conducted by Auernhammer and Hall (2013) found that creativity 

and innovation in the organization can be derived from organization structure and 

culture. They conducted interview and focus group with German menufacturing 

which can be found the connection among knowledge creation and organizational 

structure, culture, leadership and social condiction. They beleived that organization 

knowledge creativity processes could be infleuenced by these factors (Auernhammer 

& Hall, 2013). Robin & Rhodes (1999) stated that organizational culture was the key 

to organizational performance including creativity and innovation. Delong and Fehay 

(2000) added that 80 percents of knowledge management depended upon people and 

culture of the organization. In order to confirm about these relationship, statistic 

analysis could be performed. It could be suggested for further research to adopt some 

statistical tool such as Person Correlation, Regression or SEM to test these 

hypotheses. 
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All in all, knowledge co-creatoin could be maximized via semi-formal 

structure, which integratied between formal and informal structure. It involved actors 

played multiple roles of a giver, a sharer, a listener to thinker and a problem solver. 

Path dependence was the limit for the knowledge co-creation process.   

 

Figure 47  

Knowledge Co-Creation in One Picture 
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7.1.3 Knowledge Transformation 

Proposition 5: Management, high tenures and low tenures work together 

(team-based formalize) to create, practice, adjust and embed knowledge into the 

working process. 

Proposition 6:  Open culture, flat structure and democratic leadership bring 

about knowledge transformation.  

Knowledge transformation is advanced and complex, and the one that was 

least in evidence in the case studies. Neither Marine nor Railway had significant 

evidence of knowledge transformation occurring as an organized process. At Airport, 

the company is developing a knowledge transformation process, but it is not yet 

complete and formalized, while at City Train there is a clear and formal knowledge 

transformation process in place. However, unlike other knowledge processes, there 

was little evidence that knowledge transformation occurred informally outside the 

formal process. Thus, knowledge transformation can be considered a more formalized 

process than knowledge transmit or knowledge co-creation. 

 One of the reasons why knowledge transformation is the most complex of the 

three knowledge processes, and apparently the most difficult to implement, is that it 

requires representation of knowledge across organizational boundaries (Carlile, 

2004). This process includes not just the individual and temporal boundaries of cross-

generational knowledge transmit and co-creation (Carlile, 2002), but also boundaries 

of application and use. Additionally, unlike the other two processes, knowledge 

transformation fundamentally requires the use of tools and processes for knowledge 

storage and retrieval (Carlile & Rebentisch, 2003) (although tacit knowledge may be 
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lost even when these tools are used (Joia & Lemos, 2010)). Thus, knowledge 

transformation cannot easily take place through informalized and ad hoc processes, 

like those that were sometimes involved in knowledge transmit. This may be one 

reason why only City Train, among the firms included, had a fully realized knowledge 

transformation process, as it was also the only one that used such a tool. However, as 

Carlile and Rebentisch (2003) noted, while use of knowledge storage and retrieval 

tools is necessary for effective knowledge transformation, it is not sufficient. 

Therefore, it is important to look deeper into why some firms may have. 

 There are also other factors that could influence the development of a 

knowledge transformation process, including knowledge stickiness and the politics of 

knowledge transformation (Sturdy, et al., 2009; O'Dell & Greyson, 1998; Szulanski, 

1996).  In terms of knowledge stickiness, there is simply the problem that knowledge 

can be difficult to transform so that knowledge that applies in one area can be applied 

in another. For example, it may be very difficult to apply knowledge from one 

engineering project to another, especially if it is tacit or highly specialized. At the 

same time, the effect of politics – including resistance to knowledge transfer, personal 

and organizational conflicts, and organizational culture and management will be far 

more important. Perhaps the determining factor in the process of knowledge 

transformation is therefore whether there is management support for overcoming the 

stickiness.  

 As a result, it could be understood that knowledge transformation happened 

through team based formalize, and the knowledge had to be embedded into the 

working process. Democratic leadership style and flat structure could influence the 
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success of the knowledge transformation process. Open culture was also important for 

knowledge transformation and evolution.  

 

Figure 48  

Knowledge Transformation in One Picture 

 

 

7.1.4 Evolutionary Knowledge Transfer 

Proposition 7: The vision, policy, structure, strategy and culture support CGKT. 

Proposition 8: Knowledge transmit, knowledge co-creation and knowledge 

transformation lead to the evolution of knowledge.   
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 The role of management commitment was vital in knowledge evolutionary 

process since knowledge must be driven through vision, policy, structure, strategy and 

culture.  In Marine (the least advanced in terms of knowledge management 

processes), the management team was actively resistant to knowledge transfer, 

perceiving it as a potential danger to their competitive position because of threats like 

industrial espionage. Knowledge transmit is also actively viewed as a threat to the 

power structures of the organization, especially family control of the firm and its 

activities. The direct result of this management resistance is that the Marine 

organization has little in the way of organized knowledge processes; instead, while 

some knowledge is transferred in an ad hoc way during on-the-job training, there is 

little to no evidence of knowledge co-creation or transformation. This contrasts 

sharply with the more advanced organizations, Airport and City Train. In both these 

organizations, there is active management support for knowledge transmit and co-

creation, and some degree of support for knowledge transformation, with the 

acknowledgement that it leads to (rather than threatens) competitive advantage. As a 

result, both Airport and especially City Train have formalized knowledge processes 

that include actively transfer and co-creating knowledge, including all members of the 

organization.  

 Management resistance to knowledge processes, as shown in Marine, can be 

related to resistance to crossing knowledge boundaries (Sturdy, et al., 2009) and to 

knowledge stickiness (Schuller, 2014). At the personal level, knowledge stickiness 

may occur because individuals resist crossing knowledge boundaries for personal 

reasons. For example, older engineers may resist transfer knowledge with younger 

engineers due to perceived threat to their own position or may not accept knowledge 
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transmits or attempts to co-create knowledge with younger engineers due to perceived 

differences in their personal position. However, in Marine, there is a much broader 

phenomenon at work, which is resistance at the managerial level to the knowledge 

processes, rather than simply individual resistance. Thus, there are organizational 

determinants of management support, which must be acknowledged.  

These findings suggest that three conditions must be in place to achieve an 

effective level of management support to enable knowledge process development. 

First, managers must perceive the knowledge processes as a source of competitive 

advantage, or a tool that can help them out-compete their competitors. Several 

previous researchers have identified knowledge processes as a source of competitive 

advantage (for example, Ahmad, et al., 2014; Argote & Ingram, 2000; Hall, 1993; 

Martín-de-Castro, et al., 2011; Rose-Anderssen, et al., 2009), and some have noted 

that the recognition of knowledge as a competitive advantage is required to enable it 

to develop competitive knowledge processes (Tseng & Lee, 2014).  Second, this 

perception of competitive advantage must be higher than the perceived risk of 

knowledge transmit as it relates to loss of knowledge, for example through corporate 

espionage or brain drain (Ahmad, Bosua, & Scheepers, 2014; Martins & Meyer, 

2012). Furthermore, managers must recognize that this perceived risk of loss from 

knowledge transfer is outweighed by the risk of knowledge loss from employees 

retiring with un-transferred knowledge (Jashapara, 2011). Finally, managers must be 

willing to cede autocratic control over the power flows within the organization, as 

these power flows are often viewed as moving along with flows of knowledge 

(Mudambi & Navarra, 2015).  This means that managers must be willing to give up 

some of the political and power advantage that knowledge grants in order to improve 
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organizational effectiveness. Without these three conditions in place, as shown by the 

comparison of Marine and City Train, managerial support for knowledge transfer will 

not be effective, and instead managerial resistance to the knowledge transfer process 

will predominate. These three facilitating conditions for managerial support influence 

the final stage of the refined Analytical framework of knowledge processes as 

presented below.   

All in all, knowledge evolution is a dynamic process that requires not only one 

of the knowledge process, but all three knowledge processes from knowledge 

transmit, co-creation and transformational. In order to become organization with 

knowledge evolution, it is important for managements to show their commitments 

through vision, policy, structure, strategy and culture. All three knowledge processes 

(knowledge transmit, knowledge co-creation and knowledge transformation) have to 

be integrated together by focusing on organizational goals.  
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Figure 49  

Evolutionary Knowledge Transfer in One Picture 

 

 

7.2 Revised Framework 

 Given the insights gained from the literature, a refinement of the analytical 

framework proposed in Chapter 3 (Figure 5) is the final aspect of this chapter. The 

refined analytical framework is an evolutionary model, or in other words a model that 

argues for the gradual development of knowledge transfer processes and capabilities, 

which can be characterized as a complex general behavior. The advantage of a 

evolutionary model framework is that it can be used to evaluate different dimensions 
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of the organization, including culture and structure as well as the use of formal tools 

and processes.  

Figure 51 presents the evolutionary cross-generational knowledge transfer 

model developed for the research. This model argues that contextual factors, 

organizational barriers, formalization of processes and procedures, and the boundaries 

to be crossed will influence which knowledge transfer processes are likely to be in 

use. Furthermore, it argues that these processes are cumulative, and by creating 

conditions for the successful execution of one stage, it will be possible for the 

organization to move on to the next stages. Once an organization has achieved the 

process required to support one type of knowledge transfer, they will not abandon it, 

but will gradually implement additional processes to meet other knowledge needs. 

One-way knowledge transfer, at least at a minimal level, is possible under the 

weakest conditions.  These conditions could include few or no formal processes, 

along with management resistance, lack of knowledge culture and lack of 

management support for development. In this stage, knowledge transmit occurs only 

in limited contexts and in a top-down fashion, with little upward transmit of 

knowledge to high tenures from low tenures. With more experience in knowledge 

transfer, it is likely that management has recognized the importance of knowledge and 

begin to consider implementing processes, but some resistance remains, along with 

high barriers to boundary crossing. In this organization, there is somewhat more 

organized knowledge transmit and some knowledge co-creation, which is beginning 

to develop based on the experience of the staff with the process of knowledge 

transmit.  
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By the time the organization is engaging in knowledge co-creation, 

management has committed to creating a knowledge culture and providing resources 

for development of tools and techniques. Two-way knowledge transmit and 

knowledge co-creation is part of the process of the organization, although there are 

still some barriers, for example generational conflicts and lack of shared semantics. 

Implementation of tools like knowledge storage and retrieval tools, which are 

required for knowledge transformation, is underway. These activities set the stage for 

the emergence of knowledge transformation behavior.  

Finally, in the Knowledge transformation stage, the organizations’ 

management fully recognizes the value of knowledge processes and has actively 

created a knowledge culture, as well as providing resources for development of tools 

and techniques that facilitate formal processes. Both knowledge transmit and 

knowledge co-creation are multi-way processes, involving management as well as 

high tenure and operation employees, and are well-specified and used in different 

domains and across different organizational boundaries. The knowledge 

transformation process is also fully implemented as a formal multi-way process, and 

managers have worked to remove barriers to knowledge transformation.  At the same 

time, knowledge transmit and knowledge co-creation are not abandoned, but are 

instead refined.  
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Figure 50  

Key Factors of Knowledge Transfer  
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When integrates all 8 propositions of this research that have derived from the 

research finding, and key factors in knowledge transfering, it becomes the 

evolutionary model of cross – generational knowledge transfer. Cross-generation in 

this case does not depend on the age distribution, but depends on knowledge, skill, 

experience, roles and responsibility that each generation hold in the organization. 

Therefore, the evolutionary process is the process that happened by cross-generation 

between low and high tenure under fully management support and commitment by 

integrating. It that is the outcome when knowledge transmit, knowledge co-creation 

and knowledge transformation come together in a dynamic way. These knowledge 

outcomes need to be implanted into vision, mission, policies, structure, culture and 

strategies or the organization to make it alight throughout the organization. 

Furthermore, as discussing earlier that roles and responsibilities of each actors to 

effectively drive evolutionary is not solid. They are dynamic by the stage and 

processes in which that actors are in.   
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Figure 51  

Evolutionary Model of Cross- Generational Knowledge Transfer 
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By comparing analytical framework and the evolutionary model of cross – 

generational knowledge transfer, it can be seen that some of the factors are similar. 

However, there are many things that differences. These differences have derived from 

the research finding.  One of the different points detect by this research is that when it 

comes to knowledge management in technical company like construction, support 

team (HR, IT and Administrative) seems to be left out in the process. They do not play 

significant roles to drive the success or even implement in knowledge transfer process.  

The astonishing finding of this research is the about the use of communication 

technology in knowledge transfer. When reviewing the previous studies, 

communication technology is one of the factors that help in knowledge transferring, 

however, this research found that technology does not play a significant role in 

knowledge transferring. None of the cases mentioned about using advance technology. 

This can be assumed that technology is not important for knowledge transferring.  
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION 

 

8.1 Summary of the Study 

 This research investigated cross-generational knowledge transfer processes, 

including knowledge transmit, knowledge co-creation, knowledge transformation, and 

knowledge evolution in Thai construction industry. The questions that this research 

aims to answer were as follows: 

1. How does knowledge transfer across the generations occur in an organization 

in form of knowledge transmit, knowledge co-creation, knowledge 

transformation, and evolutionary?  

2. What makes cross generational knowledge transfer successful in form of 

knowledge transmit, knowledge co-creation, knowledge transformation, and 

evolutionary? 

In order to answer these research questions, case study technique was adopted. 

Both primary and secondary data were collected through literature review, interview 

and observation. The results were analysed and summed up into eight proposition 

based on the research questions. These propositions are: 

Proposition 1: Knowledge transmit is a routine that can be initiated by any of 

three actors but limited by an organizational barrier, social factor and personal mind-

set. 
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Proposition 2: Knowledge transmit is a stand-alone process. This procedure 

can be blended into knowledge co-creation and transformation that leverage the 

evolution of organizational knowledge. 

Proposition 3: When more than two parties come together via semi-formal 

structure, it involves actors play multiple roles of a giver, a sharer, a listener to thinker 

and a problem solver. 

Proposition 4:  The organizational outcome, eliminating path dependence, and 

increasing management commitment can lead to the success of knowledge co-creation 

and evolution.  

Proposition 5: Management, high tenures and low tenures work together 

(team-based formalize) to create, practice, adjust and embed knowledge into the 

working process. 

Proposition 6:  Open culture, flat structure and democratic leadership bring 

about knowledge transformation. 

Proposition 7: The vision, policy, structure, strategy and culture support 

CGKT. When knowledge transmit, knowledge co-creation and knowledge 

transformation are integrated, it can lead to evolutionary. 

Proposition 8: Knowledge transmit, knowledge co-creation and knowledge 

transformation lead to the evolution of knowledge. 

All in all, knowledge evolution is not a stand aloan process. It is a dynamic 

process that require the integration of knowledge transmit, knowledge co-creation and 

knowledge transformation.  
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8.2 Implications of the Research 

8.2.1 Theoretical Implications 

 One of the questions that should always be asked about completed research is 

what new knowledge has been produced. This research has succeeded in producing 

new knowledge, which culminated in the proposal of an evolutionary model theory of 

cross-generational knowledge transfer. 

 The first contribution to knowledge that this research makes is the role of 

managers in establishing conditions for cross-generational knowledge transfer. In 

previous studies, managers have been positioned as having a facilitating role in 

knowledge transfer, while the main participants are viewed as the older and younger 

employees themselves. This is not incorrect, as managers do play a facilitating role, 

including assigning resources and implementing processes, tools and techniques for 

cross-generational knowledge processes. What this research has highlighted that is 

distinct from other studies is the importance of how managers create organizational 

structures, cultures and leadership practices that influence cross-generational 

knowledge exchange. It may even be the case that how managers choose to frame 

cross-generational knowledge exchange could influence the extent of knowledge 

stickiness and the degree to which cross-generational conflicts in knowledge 

exchange emerge. Thus, this study has shown that the influence of managers on the 

knowledge exchange processes goes far beyond a peripheral facilitation role – in fact, 

managers create the culture and environment in which knowledge exchange processes 

flourish or fail. 
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 The second contribution to knowledge that this research makes is the staged 

evolutionary model of cross-generational knowledge process implementation. Earlier 

studies of cross-generational knowledge exchange and its processes have not focused 

on theory development, instead focusing on exploratory case studies. Harvey’s (2012) 

organizational memory model, one of the most commonly used Analytical 

frameworks of cross-generational knowledge transmit, is in fact one of the few 

theoretical models that has emerged in this area. Harvey’s (2012) model served as the 

basis for the theoretical model proposed in this research, including identification of 

the actors and knowledge transfer processes that are found for cross-generational 

knowledge transmit. However, this model was limited in that it was a purely 

descriptive model that only addressed the processes and tools that could be used for 

cross-generational knowledge transmit. This research extended the existing theories 

on cross-generational knowledge transmit in several ways. First, the theoretical model 

proposed identifies the relative importance of barriers to bridging knowledge 

boundaries and the extent to which they are addressed. Second, it elaborates on the 

role of management and organizational knowledge culture in the development of 

cross-generational knowledge processes. Third, it acknowledges that cross-

generational knowledge processes are not a single state (or even a binary state), but a 

growth and development process for the organization. This growth and development 

process requires certain conditions to be in place, including management 

identification of the importance of knowledge transfer, development of two-way 

flows of knowledge, and the breaking down of organizational and individual barriers 

to the knowledge transfer process. While the theoretical model does not imply that 

organizations will progress through the various stages (and in fact, it is likely that 
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some will not because of management attitudes and resistance) the research 

framework allows organizations and researchers to consider where a specific 

organization is in terms of cross-generational knowledge transfer and what changes 

need to be made to enable it to progress. 

8.2.2 Practical Implications 

 Although this research was primarily intended as an academic process of 

theory development, there are some practical implications of the findings for 

organizations, especially knowledge-intensive organizations like those in the study. 

These implications can be used to direct development of cross-generational 

knowledge transfer processes.  

The first and most important implication is that the organization will not be 

able to develop its cross-generational knowledge transfer processes and capabilities if 

there is management resistance to knowledge transfer. This was shown clearly by the 

Marine case, in which management resistance to knowledge transfer was so strong it 

significantly impeded the development of knowledge processes at any level. Thus, if 

the organization is hoping to retain knowledge from retiring engineers or otherwise 

facilitate cross-cultural knowledge transfer, it needs to consider its approach to 

knowledge transfer in general and ensure that it is not negatively affected by politics 

of knowledge transfer that limit or even prohibit the development of transfer 

processes. 

A second implication of the study is that cross-generational knowledge 

transfer should not solely be intended to pass on knowledge from retiring employees 

to younger ones. While this may be a primary goal of simple knowledge transmit, 
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knowledge shared in this way may not successfully pass temporal boundaries and 

could lead to path dependence in the organization. If younger employees are not 

allowed and encouraged to share their knowledge and combine their existing 

knowledge with that passed on by their older coworkers in a transformative way, then 

the organization’s processes and practices will soon become outdated and will not 

remain competitive. Furthermore, high tenure knowledge workers have a long 

working life and may be in a high tenure role well before they are ready for 

retirement, and should be actively learning from younger coworkers. Thus, taking the 

perspective that cross-generational knowledge should happen in both directions, 

rather than only from high tenure to operation employees, will result in maximum 

organizational knowledge generation from knowledge transfer processes. 

Thirdly, do not always start by investing money on communication 

technologies application or software when it comes to knowledge transfer. As the 

results of all cases reveal that none of them has relied on advance IT application or 

software when implementing knowledge transmit, knowledge co-creation, knowledge 

transformation and knowledge evolution. Using basic and current IT communication 

is effective enough. 

Finally, in order to drive its organization to evolutionary process of knowledge 

transfer, management needs to buy the whole concept of knowledge transfer. It needs 

to be the part of the organization, not only a unit or department or few teams. It needs 

to be implanted into organizational level. Furthermore, the vision of the organization, 

what the organization would like to be in the future need to include about knowledge 

base organization. The policies of the organization need to cover about knowledge 
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transfer; who involve in knowledge transfer in which way, what kinds of knowledge 

that need to be transferred, where these knowledge can be stored and accessed, how 

the organization plan to transfer the knowledge, and which process and system will be 

used. Besides, culture of the organization must support knowledge transfer. It should 

be opened for change. Everyone in the organization should transfer positive 

knowledge and do not come up against it. To drive knowledge transfer and evolution 

in the organization leadership should also be democratic using flat structure when 

managing knowledge. Strategies of the organization also need to be adjusted to suit 

with knowledge base organization.   

 

8.3 Limitations  

 There are several limitations of this research that do need to be addressed, 

since they influence what use the knowledge derived from it can be put. The first 

limitation, as a qualitative case study, the findings were derived from a relatively 

small number of firms that operate in a specific context – specifically, all firms 

involved were large civil engineering and construction firms operating in Thailand. In 

general, case studies cannot easily be directly applied to other contexts, as they are 

designed as specific investigations of their case subjects (Lee & Saunders, 2017). In 

this instance, this may prove to be true in surprising ways. For example, while the 

organizations in these case studies had a high number of high tenure engineering staff, 

this is not always the case, especially in high technology areas like software 

engineering. Therefore, it is not certain whether other knowledge transfer dynamics 

would emerge in situations where there were significantly more high tenure engineers. 
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There were also some limitations to the general scope of inquiry that could influence 

outcomes in ways that were not cover under this research.  For example, it is possible 

that organizational or natural culture characteristics, e.g. power distance, hierarchy, 

power dynamics, or Confucian values, could influence the extent to which cross-

cultural knowledge exchange is possible and how effective it is. These questions were 

not a direct part of the research scope, but could have a significant influence on 

knowledge transfer in the organization, which should be considered when applying 

the theoretical model. 

 

8.4 Directions for Future Research 

 The main recommendation for future research is that there needs to be more 

investigation of cross-generational knowledge transfer, especially in the context of 

knowledge-intensive fields like science, technology, engineering and medicine 

(STEM). With lengthening lifespans and the lower physical demands of knowledge-

intensive workplaces compared to traditional work in fields like production, 

multigenerational workplaces are only likely to become more common as time goes 

on. Thus, cross-generational knowledge transfer is becoming increasingly not just an 

issue of passing on knowledge from older workers to younger ones in order to prevent 

knowledge loss, but a matter of competitive advantage as the workplace includes both 

older and younger workers. Therefore, a much stronger body of knowledge on cross-

generational knowledge transfer is required compared to the existing state of the 

literature, which is predominantly exploratory. Right now, theories of cross-

generational knowledge transfer are mainly based on case studies which extend 
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existing knowledge theories. More investigation of cross-generational knowledge 

transfer, focusing not just on top-down knowledge transmit from older workers to 

younger ones but also on two-way and multi-way knowledge transfer, would be 

useful to understand how to characterize cross-generational knowledge boundaries. 

Furthermore, it is not necessarily the case that the knowledge of older workers is itself 

older, as workers continue to learn and develop throughout their work lives. Thus, 

there should be a more detailed investigation of the temporal value of the knowledge 

of older workers and how this relates to the knowledge transfer process, rather than 

assuming older workers have older knowledge.  
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Appendix A: Interview Questions 

Interview questions 

1.  Does your division mange as Affiliate companies that has its own policies, 

strategies and management styles?  

Affiliate companies ของคุณมีการบริหารงานโดยใชน้โยบาย, กลยทุธ์, และรูปแบบการบริหารเป็นของตนเองหรือไม่

อยา่งไร? 

2.  How long have your Affiliate companies been implemented co- creation for 

transferring knowledge between high tenure and operation engineers?  

Affiliate companies ของคุณมีการน าเอาco –creation มาใช้เพ่ือท่ีจะถ่ายทอดความรู้ระหว่างวิศวกรอาวุโสและ

วิศวกรใหม่มานานเท่าไรแลว้? 

3. How does your division implement co-creation for transferring knowledge between 

high tenure and operation engineers? (i.e. formal, informal)  

Affiliate companies ของคุณมีการน าเอาco –creation มาใช้เพ่ือท่ีจะถ่ายทอดความรู้ระหว่างวิศวกรอาวุโสและ

วิศวกรใหม่อยา่งไรบา้ง? ทั้งแบบเป็นทางการและไม่เป็นทางการ? 

4. What are the process of knowledge transmit in your organization?  

อะไรคือกระบวนการในการถ่ายทอดความรู้ในองคข์องคุณและท าอยา่งไร? 

5.  Are there any specific tools or technologies use for implementing co-creation for 

transferring knowledge between high tenure and operation engineers?  

มีการใช้เคร่ืองมือหรือเทคโนโลยีชนิดใดเป็นพิเศษบา้งหรือไม่ในเร่ืองCo-creation ส าหรับการถ่ายทอดความรู้ระหว่าง

วิศวกรอาวโุสและวิศวกรใหม่? 
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6.  What is your role and responsibility in this project (co-creation for transferring 

knowledge between high tenure and operation engineers)? 

คุณมีหนา้ท่ีและรับผิดชอบอะไรบา้งในเร่ืองco –creation เพ่ือท่ีจะถ่ายทอดความรู้ระหวา่งวิศวกรอาวโุสและวิศวกรใหม่? 

7.  What is the main factor that cause your organization to adopt co-creation for 

transferring knowledge?  

อะไรคือปัจจยัหลกัท่ีท าให้องคก์รของคุณน าเอาเร่ืองการco-creation มาใชเ้พ่ือท่ีจะถ่ายทอดความรู้? 

8.  Is your division success in implementing co-creation for transferring knowledge 

between high tenure and operation engineers? Please support your answer 

คุณคิดว่าAffiliate companies ของคุณประสบความส าเร็จในการการน าเอาco –creation มาใช้เพ่ือท่ีจะถ่ายทอด

ความรู้ระหวา่งวิศวกรอาวโุสและวิศวกรใหม่หรือไม่อยา่งไรและเพราะเหตุใดถึงคิดวา่ส าเร็จหรือไม่ส าเร็จ? 

9.  What are the factors that lead to success/  fail of implementing co-creation for 

transferring knowledge between high tenure and operation engineers?  

คุณคิดว่าอะไรคือปัจจยัท่ีท  าให้เกิดความส าเร็จหรือล้มเหลวในการน าเอาco –creation เพ่ือท่ีจะถ่ายทอดความรู้ระหว่าง

วิศวกรอาวโุสและวิศวกรใหม่? 

10.  What are the challenges which your division has faced during implementing co-

creation for transferring knowledge between high tenure and operation engineers? 

อะไรคืออุปสรรคหรือความท้าทายท่ีAffiliate companies ของคุณก าลังเผชิญในระหว่างท่ีน าเอาco –creation 

เพ่ือท่ีจะถ่ายทอดความรู้มาใชร้ะหวา่งวิศวกรอาวโุสและวิศวกรใหม่? 
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Appendix B: Example of Transcript of Three Different Level 

How does your division implement co-creation for transferring knowledge between 

high and low tenure engineers? 

Management 

 

Formal  

1. At the meeting, we provide opportunity for everyone to share idea 

with each other and brainstorm to achieve work objective. 

2. Line application is used to report progress and provide feedback in 

case it is acceptable or need to be adjusted. Even though email is a 

formal way, some group of people cannot access it and it is slow to 

response. Thus, the Line application is used instead. 

3. Onsite work checking: I am quite diligent to check onsite. When 

seeing new low tenure engineer, I will be open for them to come in 

and ask.  

4. Training: We do inspire employee in the training. 

 

Informal 

1. Walk in and talk personally, this might contain personal, other, and 

work issues. Exchange opinion with each other and ask for advice. 

2. During lunchtime, I will talk in policy to make them know about 

where our organization is going to be. Talk individually in case of 

problems or obstruct, by calling them to exchange cooperative work. 
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High Tenure 

 

Formal 

1. Organize a meeting 

2. Report the construction plan by sending them the team member to 

review together.  

3. Record the meeting  

4. Checking work outcomes together among engineering team, 

architecture team and other systems teams. 

Informal 

1. Talk individually to exchange opinion toward work and ask for 

suggestion. 

2. During lunchtime, there might be sometimes talking about work, 

but not often since we try to separate it clearly between working and 

free time.  

 

Low Tenure Formal 

1. Meeting: plan the work together as a team by high tenure will tell 

low tenure to make initial plan before the meeting such as what to in 

each week. In order to discuss in the meeting, this meeting will be held 

every week. 
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2. Checking at onsite work together when faced with problem, low 

tenure will be allowed to try to provide idea to solve the problem, and 

exchange opinion with team to help solve the problem. 

3. Sending progress report of work via Line applications, documents, 

and email, together with offering solution technique to initially solve 

problem. After than high tenure will check again and ask why using 

this technique or method. If the results turn out to be good, then they 

will adopt the technique. If not that good, high tenure will add 

alterative solution to make the team think of the best solution to end 

that problem. 

 

 

In formal 

1. High tenure call out to talk personally, one by one about how low 

tenure think about work and talk to find out the best way to solve 

problems. 

2. Having lunch together to exchange idea. 
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Appendix C: Example of Translating and Coding  

How does your division implement co-creation for transferring knowledge between 

high and low tenure engineers? (MRM1) 

ทางการ  
1.  การประชุม ให้ทุกคนไดมี้โอกาส เสนอความคิดเห็นแชร์

ไอเดียแลกเปล่ียนซ่ึงกนัและกนั ระดมความคิดมาช่วยกนั
บรรลุวตัถุประสงคข์องงาน 

2. Line Application  เป็นการรายงานความ
คืบหนา้  แลว้ผมจะให้ คอมเมน้กลบัไป วา่ ท่ีท  าโอเคมั้ย
ตอ้งแกไ้ข  หรือ เพ่ิมเติมอะไร  เพราะ Email ถึงบาง
แมจ้ะเป็นทางการ  แต่ทุกคนไม่สามารถเขา้ถึง และ
ค่อนขา้งชา้ต่อการตอบเสนอ  ตอนน้ีจึงหนัมาใช ้Line 

เป็นหลกั 
3. เดินตรวจหนา้งาน  โดยผมจะขยนัเดินตรวจหน่อย  พอ

เจอรุ่นนอ้งวิศวกรใหม่ ก็พยายามเปิดให้พวกเขาไดเ้ขา้มา
ถาม 

4. การฝึกอบรม Training แนวคิดใหก้บัพนกังาน  
ปลูกฝังให้เคา้   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Formal  

1. At the meeting, we provide 

opportunity for everyone to share idea 

with each other and brainstorm to 

achieve work objective. 

2. Line application is used to report 

progress and provide feedback in case it 

is acceptable or need to be adjusted. 

Even though email is a formal way, 

some group of people cannot access it 

and it is slow to response. Thus, the Line 

application is used instead. 

3. Onsite work checking: I am quite 

diligent to check onsite. When seeing 

new low tenure engineer, I will be open 

for them to come in and ask.  

4. Training: We do inspire employee in 

the training. 
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ไม่เป็นทางการ 

1. Walk in เขา้มาพดูเป็นการส่วนตวั อาจจะมีพดู
เร่ืองอ่ืนบา้ง และพดูเร่ืองงานดว้ย แลกเปล่ียนความ
คิดเห็นซ่ึงกนัและกนั  ขอความปรึกษา 

2. ในระหวา่งทานขา้ว ผมก็จะพดูให้คิดเชิงนโยบายให้เคา้รู้
วา่บริษทัเราจะไปทางไหน  คุยเป็นรายบุคคล ถา้มีปัญหา
ติดขดัหรือไม่ โดยอาจเรียกมาเพ่ือแลกเปล่ียนแนวคิด
วิธีการท างานร่วมกนั   

Informal 

1. Walk in and talk personally, this 

might contain personal, other, and work 

issues. Exchange opinion with each 

other and ask for advice. 

2. During lunchtime, I will talk in policy 

to make them know about where our 

organization is going to be. Talk 

individually in case of problems or 

obstruct, by calling them to exchange 

cooperative work. 

 

Coding 

Step 1: Separating by Colour. In this case, yellow refers to process or system, while bule 

is technology.  

 

Formal  

1. At the meeting, we provide opportunity for everyone to share idea with each other 

and brainstorm to achieve work objective. 
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2. Line application is used to report progress and provide feedback in case it is 

acceptable or need to be adjusted. Even though email is a formal way, some group of 

people cannot access it and it is slow to response. Thus, the Line application is used 

instead.  

3. Onsite work checking: I am quite diligent to check onsite. When seeing new low 

tenure engineer, I will be open for them to come in and ask.  

4. Training: We do inspire employee in the training. 

 

Informal 

1. Walk in and talk personally, this might contain personal, other, and work issues. 

Exchange opinion with each other and ask for advice. 

2. During lunchtime, I will talk in policy to make them know about where our 

organization is going to be. Talk individually in case of problems or obstruct, by calling 

them to exchange cooperative work. 
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Step 2: Put them into table section for first round.  

Knowledge Co-

Creation 

Process or 

systems 

Formal  

1. At the meeting, we provide opportunity for 

everyone to share idea with each other and 

brainstorm to achieve work objective. 

2. Line application is used to report progress 

and provide feedback in case it is acceptable 

or need to be adjusted. Even though email is a 

formal way, some group of people cannot 

access it and it is slow to response. Thus, the 

Line application is used instead. 

3. Onsite work checking: I am quite diligent to 

check onsite. When seeing new low tenure 

engineer, I will be open for them to come in 

and ask.  

4. Training: We do inspire employee in the 

training. 

 

Informal 

1. Walk in and talk personally, this might 

contain personal, other, and work issues. 
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Exchange opinion with each other and ask for 

advice. 

2. During lunchtime, I will talk in policy to 

make them know about where our 

organization is going to be. Talk individually 

in case of problems or obstruct, by calling 

them to exchange cooperative work. 

 

Technology Line application is used to report progress and 

provide feedback in case it is acceptable or 

need to be adjusted. Even though email is a 

formal way, some group of people cannot 

access it and it is slow to response. Thus, the 

Line application is used instead.  
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Step 3: Put them into table section for second round.  

Knowledge 

Co-Creation 

Process or 

systems 

Formal  Meeting At the meeting, we 

provide opportunity 

for everyone to share 

idea with each others 

and brainstorming to 

help achieving work 

objective. 

Onsite Check onsite work, I 

am quite diligent to 

check onsite.  When 

seeing new low 

tenure engineer, I 

will be open for them 

to come in and ask.  

Training Training.  We embed 

training idea to 

employee, by begin 

with selected from 

talented employee in 

the organization. 
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In formal  Personal 

talk 

Walk in and talk 

personally, this might 

contain personal 

issue, other issues 

and work issues. 

Exchange opinion 

with each other and 

ask for advice. 

Lunch 

talk 

During lunch I will 

talk in term of polices 

to make them know 

about where our 

organization is going 

to be Talk 

individually if there 

is problem or 

obstruct, by call them 

to exchange working 

method idea together. 

Technology Communication Line Line application is 

used to report 

progress and I will 

provide feedback 
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based on that 

comment about it is 

okay or what should 

be adjusted.  

We then use Line as a 

main communication. 

Email Even through email 

is formal but people 

do not really access 

to it and it is quite 

slow when response. 
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Appendix D: Example of Observation Note 

Meeting 1 - Marine 

- KM meeting is the fourth agendas. 

- The meeting started at 9:00 to 12:00. 

- KM topic was discussed for 25 minutes. 

- The meeting took place in Marine meeting room. 

- There are 6 active KM members attend the meeting.  

1 managementmember, 3 high tenures, and 2 low tenures. 

- The atmosphere was quite formal.  

- The meeting led by Management member. He gave order about 

KM issue and everyone listened quietly. No one asked question 

about the KM issue. The management also discussed something 

with high tenure, and low tenure just took note. 
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Appendix E: Example of Consent to take part in research 

The research title has been changed from “From Knowledge Transfer via Co-creation 

to Knowledge Transformation: A case study of Cross-generation Knowledge Transfer 

in a Thai Construction Company” to “An Evolutionary Model of Cross-Generational 

Knowledge Transfer in Thai Construction Firm 
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